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Jongno-gu

Happy Village
Cooperative

on the fact that due to the nature of sewing work, employees usually listen to the radio for
at least 10 hours at a time. It accepts resident stories and song requests, with the broadcast
featured on the Internet every Tuesday. Also included in the radio program are resident
Changsin-dong is located close to Sungin Neighborhood Park, in the Dongdaemun

interviews, talk shows, and open broadcasts that invite listeners to the studio.

direction, and is home to over 700 small sewing factories. Aging sewing factories,

The outward appearance of Changsin-dong is the same, but it is clear that change is taking

positioned so close that they are nearly touching, face one another across a winding uphill

place on the inside. The residents, who had generally wanted to leave the neighborhood,

neighborhood path. Motorcycles carrying loads of material journey endlessly back and forth

as soon as they had saved up enough money, are now taking the initiative to create a “real”

along this path. This is the Changsin-dong Sewing Village, the last of Seoul’s daldongnae.

community based on strong interpersonal bonds. The Happy Village Cooperative is a village

The sound of the sewing machines whirring away in a small 15-pyeong (approx. 50 m2)

enterprise created to revitalize the Sewing Village.

factory building fills the alleyways, the pieces of fabric lying helter-skelter being the symbol
of the neighborhood. There were once over 3,000 sewing factories all grouped together
here, thanks to the thriving economy of Dongdaemun Fashion Town. However, with the

Outline

The Happy Village Cooperative of the Sewing Village

apparel industry in a 10-year downturn, the factories left one by one. Today, there are only

first began as the Haesong Mothers’ Sewing Cooperative before it became a village

700 remaining sewing factories.

enterprise. There is a Haesong (pine tree), which has been in Changsin-dong for as long

The bleak landscape of the Changsin-dong Sewing Village, created by empty lots where

as anyone remembers and is like a member of the family for children and their parents.

sewing factories once used to be, has recently begun undergoing a transformation. Places

Having begun in 1984 as Haesong Baby Nest (daycare center), Haesong then became the

where sewing factories used to stand are being turned into libraries, exhibition halls,

Haesong Children’s Nest Cooperative before settling down as today’s local childcare center,

broadcasting stations and centers of arts and culture, all created by neighborhood residents.

which provides funding for the everyday routines and education of children and teens from

At the center of this change is Changsin Village Four, a village community center made

low-income families. In the process of transforming once again as a resident association of

entirely by the residents, which can be used for whatever purpose necessary. This space is

the Sewing Village, teachers from the childcare center, professors, local artists and other

alternately used as a café, cultural space, and exhibition hall.

experts were consulted to create the Happy Village Cooperative.

The neighborhood library, called the “Whatever Goes Library” is also quite popular. It was

In 2013, the Happy Village Cooperative signed an MOU with Jogyesa Temple and the

made entirely through resident-led efforts, from the painting and flooring to the contribution

Seoul Office of Postal Service for the promotion of local culture. By securing markets for

of books and office supplies by individual households. It operates several programs in

educational and design products, as well as sales stability, this joint initiative is contributing

addition to lending books, including a reading program and evening babysitting, the latter

to local development and the creation of new jobs. It was designated as a village enterprise

which is particularly helpful in accommodating parents who work late hours.

in 2013, for which it received a program budget of KRW 50 million. On November 12,

Perhaps the most interesting and inclusive aspect of this community is the radio station,
which is operated in turn by four resident DJs. The idea for the radio program began based

6•Seoul Village Story

2013, the Happy Village Cooperative was officially launched in a ceremony held at 1-2 San,
Ihwa-dong.

Jongno-gu Happy Village Cooperative•7

After six workshops, preparations for a village enterprise began in early 2013.
Compulsory training and team workshops were begun in April, and the village enterprise
application was submitted in August.
The Happy Village Cooperative, through the joint efforts of the neighborhood residents
in the sewing profession and young artists, will develop products and a cooperative brand,
and plans to sell embroidered products under this brand name to domestic and foreign
visitors to Jogyesa Temple. The cooperative also plans to use children’s drawings to produce
… The Happy Village Cooperative
is contributing to the revitalization of
the Sewing Village by maximizing the
characteristics of Changsin-dong.

Status of Operations

and sell handmade dolls. In 2013, it made and sold summer rayon underwear, which is said
to have sold like hot cakes

Major Characteristics and Implications
In 2012, the Haesong Mothers’ Sewing Cooperative

(representative: Seo Yang-hee) gathered together parents working in the sewing industry,

who had participated in the the Our Village Project to create a sewing cooperative in a
project titled the Changsin Sewing Cooperative. It began with 10 people (three residents,
four cooperative members, three local activists). During this process, a total of six workshops

were held with 60 participants, providing sufficient opportunity to explain the nature of the
cooperative to residents.

“Growing together with
the village”: revitalizing the local economy The Happy Village Cooperative
began with three residents who worked in the neighborhood’s sewing factories and shared
their stories with one another. Conversation was initially about work but soon progressed
to include an endless string of topics, including children’s education, the local economy
and community gossip. Because they had all lived in Changsin-dong for a long time, they
knew virtually everything about everyone. Because Changsin-dong has become a symbol

• October 4: Explain plans for future activities to activists, representatives and local residents at Haesong Center.
• October 12: Provide opportunities for residents to hear lectures about the cooperative at the Haesong Center and
Whatever Goes Library and about the actual experiences of the lecturers. Conduct workshop to brainstorm items to be
sold at Jogyesa Temple.
• October 17~27: Provide leaflets, promotional banners, promotional videos and resident-participatory workshops free of
charge at Jogyesa Temple Chrysanthemum Festival.
• October 31: Hold self-evaluation of programs and a time for reflection at the Whatever Goes Library. Share ideas about
the patterns necessary after Jogyesa Temple product development and conduct a design workshop.
• November 24: Conduct a workshop at Jogyesa Temple with teachers from the childcare center for general feedback on
the classes conducted.
• December 27: Workshop for establishing cooperative plans based on the Changsin-dong program plan.

8•Seoul Village Story

of the sewing industry and most of its residents are employed in this industry, the founding
members focused primarily on ways to revive the village’s crumbling economy.
At first the residents did not even know what a cooperative was and did not know that
they could manage an enterprise, but the situation gradually changed. Residents realized
that they could use their skills to create a new method of cooperating with one another.
The practice of voluntary participation by residents gradually spread throughout Changsindong.

Jongno-gu Happy Village Cooperative•9

The power of cooperation: Help and interest of

“Design”, the keyword behind the making of an urban

neighboring residents The Happy Village Cooperative was not the result of one

village community The small sewing factories in Changsin-dong fulfilled subcontract

outstanding individual. It was made possible by discussions of individually-proposed ideas

orders and did not have their own designs. Although the factories had the technology,

at village gatherings, and the activists and experts who provided support, to materialize

most people worked individually at home on their own sewing machines, which meant

these seemingly simple ideas. Although now there are many organizations that have signed

that there was little product value. It was a professor and students from Hongik University

contracts with the Happy Village Cooperative, including certified sewing plants, the Seoul

who took an interest in the sewing factories and took the lead in product development and

Office of Postal Service, Jogye Order of Korean Buddhism, Iwha Mural Village Artists, the

highlighted the unique culture and the artistic strength of the locale. Today, two of the

Seoul Design Service Center, young artists, and the Jongno Senior Welfare Center, who are

students continue to work on design and devote their weekends to working in the shop. It

jointly developing and distributing products for sale on the market, no one imagined that

is now neighborhood residents who are taking the initiative to create public designs that

this would be possible in the early stages. Whenever the cooperative wanted to give up due

reflect the characteristics of the village.

to the lack of people and resources, the help of its partners made it possible to overcome all
problems.
In the preparation process, samples had to be produced, but no one was available to make
them. Typically, those who sew for a living avoid small piecework. It was at this time that

Goals and Vision

people, who the cooperative had befriended at a previous group, quietly volunteered their

The Happy Village Cooperative will be conducting

assistance. It is thanks to the support of such individuals - who refused payment for their

the Happy Village Cooperative Branding Project, the making of eco-friendly fabric rayon

services - that the cooperative is what it is today.

products, and the Tailor-made Doll Project up to 2015. A part of the profits from these
products will be reinvested in the community to contribute to boosting the local economy.
The funds will be used as capital for content development for the creation of a “design
alley”.
Many small- and medium-sized sewing factories in Changsin-dong are operating under
difficult circumstances and are too old to want to embark on new business endeavors.
However, most are highly interested in the village enterprise cooperative format. The
members of the cooperative hope to direct the operations themselves and engage in more
work jointly with other village cooperatives. By operating the Iwha-dong shop with other
village enterprises that make products like “Cotton Flower”, “New Home” and “One
Stitch”, the Happy Village Cooperative has a blog through which it advertises itself and

… Sewed products that have completed sampling
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engages in joint marketing.

Jongno-gu Happy Village Cooperative•11

Of course it is not easy to work together with others and difficulties continue to arise due
to conflicting opinions and interests. However, it is all part of the process of learning to
share with others and becoming a community in a true sense. Mistakes are still made due

Jung-gu

to a lack of management experience and the foreignness of the principles of a cooperative,
but the increasing interest by residents in the village community is a positive sign that
help will always be available in the future. The sewing factories that were the symbols of
Changsin-dong will now develop the community into a cooperative and a true village
community.

The Happy Village Cooperative
will be conducting the Happy
Village Cooperative Branding
Project, the making of eco-friendly
fabric rayon products, and the
Tailor-made Doll Project
up to 2015.

… Products being sold at a souvenir booth at Jogyesa Temple
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Zelkova Tree
Library

Outline
The Zelkova Tree Library of Jung-gu began in May

Seoul’s Sindang-dong district is always bustling with cars and people due to the narrow road
width compared to the amount of actual traffic. Due to the tteokbokki stores that lined the
alley in front of the fire station, “Sindang-dong tteokbokki” was a must-try food for visitors
to Seoul. In addition, it was one of Seoul’s key commercial districts due to the proximity
of Jangchung-dong Jokbal Alley and Ojang-dong Naengmyeon Alley, and the resulting
formation of a sophisticated restaurant industry and outdoor market.
The Sindang-dong of today is full of apartment buildings, villas and multiplex housing as well
as shopping complexes and schools. It is a central community in Seoul, which is inhabited by
mostly middle-aged and senior citizens. From an outsider’s perspective, this neighborhood

2000 in Sindang 4-dong, but moved to its current location in 2009 upon the landlord’s
request (Yaksu Station, Exit 8 – 100 meters in the Namsan direction). When the library was at
risk of having to close down in 2009, its members raised funds through donations and a
bazaar while local companies and organizations provided generous support. Today, the
library is operated by eight residents and consists of 1,329 members.
The library operates an after-school study program (“Butterfly Fly”) with the local child
center, as well as many of its own programs. Today, it is the most active organization in
Jung-gu and is currently in the middle of developing new project ideas through resident
feedback.

has more temporary than permanent residents, which would logically make any substantive
dialogue about a community difficult. However, with the appearance of the Small Library, the
neighborhood began to change.

Status of Operations

Although it is not immediately visible because it is located on a residential alley, the Small
Library (which used to be the local child center) features many programs like free lectures
and movie screenings, a book bazaar, and the Fun Reading Campaign. It attracts not only
residents who enjoy reading but other residents to become members, thereby forming a
community.
Although there was a difficult period in between, due to the problem of moving, the

The meaning behind the name “zelkova” is “although
we may be slow and even argue at times, we are now one in this shared space.”
The Zelkova Tree Library is the “sarangbang (parlor)” of the Sindang-dong area. As
suggested by the word “parlor,” it is a place where anyone can drop by to chat or come to
receive help. The library was born from the shared desire to revive the forgotten spirit of

experience of shared hardship ended up strengthening the bonds between residents. The
Small Library has grown into the Zelkova Tree Library, with firmly entrenched roots in the
community that will not be uprooted.
Library Timeline

14•Seoul Village Story

1999 Founded.
2000 Registered as a private library.
2002 Hosted cultural events for local children.
2006 Moved to Dasan-dong. Designated as recipient for the Small Library Funding Project
(Samsung, Hankyoreh News, Book Culture Foundation).
2012 Designated for the Beautiful Store Village Library Project and Parent Community Project,
registration as a member of the Seoul Village Library Association.
2013 Designated as a recipient of the Resident Proposed Project-Village Festival.

Jung-gu Zelkova Tree Library•15

Zelkova Tree:
Organization Structure

Representative

help children in multicultural families and for the library’s heating bill. Also, the library

Operating Committee

conducts an event each December, the library’s most important annual event being the

Book Designation Committee  Humanities group  Children’s book group  Volunteers

donation bazaar.

2012 Parent community
program: “Rise Up”

Zelkova Tree Village
Community Activities

2013 Resident proposed
p r o gr am: B e ot i g o gae
Sidewalk Festival.

• P arent gatherings, traditional game camp, village
banquet, popular lectures and performances, 1:1 book
readings.
A) Game festival at the alley pavilion
• G ood picture Exhibition, book reading (neighborhood
uncle, neighborhood grandma, police officer), fun art
performance.
• M aking cotton candy with a bicycle power generator,
traditional games (slap-match, cat’s cradle), flea market.
B) Resident presentations in front of the library
• Good Book exhibition and movie screenings at Nabi (book
café).
• “Light Paintings” with Mom performance, youth club
performances.

In 2013, a sidewalk festival was held at the Beotigogae Pavilion that included the Good
Picture Book Exhibition, book reading program, magician performances, and traditional
games. Through the careful planning of the librarian, which is also a member of the
Operating Committee, residents participated to a fairly large extent in the “Light Paintings”
with Mom performance, performances by youth clubs, and book exhibitions and movie
screenings at the book café Nabi.
In January and February 2014, the Operating Committee will discuss with the local child
center and Nabi book café a number of new programs to be conducted.

Major Characteristics and Implications
A library that reads to

sharing and community and recreate a community culture.
The library is now always open from Monday thru Friday (closed on weekends) and has
a stable membership base of over 1,000. For a yearly membership fee of KRW 30,000,
residents may borrow up to five books at once. The library has over 6,000 books and
receives 100 newly-published books each month.
The Operations Committee offers programs to children who have reading problems due
to psychological issues or are from low-income families. For the past nine years, the library
has gained a lot of experience by jointly conducting the Butterfly Fly Program with the
local child center. Also, general members who wish to share more of their efforts with the
library are taking an active role in leading the library’s affairs.
Through the Rise Up program, a parent’s humanities group was created, which meets
every Thursday for a seminar. A village banquet was also planned to raise funds to
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you It is not easy for a small children’s library to conduct interesting programs with
character. There are no instructors who can conduct them, and even if a program could be

pieced together, not many children would come to participate. When the library was first

friendly terms that they find it easier to communicate with one another than their husbands

built, most of the members of the Operating Committee thought that people would come

and are fully aware of each other’s circumstances. They attend to the neighborhood’s

to the library of their own accord. However, not as many people came as expected. The

important social occasions and are able to rely on one another in times of need or difficulty.

library then began to promote various programs to local residents, one of which was the
book reading program.
The program’s simple purpose – reading books to children – became a reason for children

A neighborhood that embraces its children

“No one

to gather. It gradually expanded to include the function of an after-school study program

imagined that it would be this successful.” This was the answer of Kim Hyun-mi, a teacher

for local students from households with financial difficulties. The program would actually

who had been with the Zelkova Tree Library since the beginning, in regard to “Rise Up.”

have had a much less enthusiastic response had it been conducted by a larger library.

“Things started out small. We just talked about this and that at the library and then one
mother, who was interested in stories and writing, suggested that we do something with
this for our children. That’s how it started.”

A playground for community fellowship The parents who

Every Thursday evening, the adults gather at the library for author lectures and grade

brought their children to the library decided to form a parents group. There was no concrete

level-based curricula. A lecture on children’s books was included in the curriculum, which

goal for the gathering at first, but parents who had gathered under the conviction of “let’s

raised the satisfaction level of participants. The number of classes is currently growing,

take care of one another’s children as if they were our own” naturally came to discuss

with the addition of a humanities group and a teacher’s book club.

their childrearing experiences and suggest solutions to one another’s problems. As the
group continued to meet, a wider variety of opinions began being suggested. In particular,
everyone agreed that for children to be happy, the mother had to be happy first.
Eventually, the group concluded that this conversation should include all mothers who

Goals and Vision

send their children to the library and that something should be done with their combined

With over 10 years of participating in the lives of

efforts. Although some were concerned that things may grow out of hand, most were in

local residents, the Zelkova Tree Library has created a strong basis of trust and is becoming

favor of getting something started anyway. Something that one would hesitate to do alone

more famous to those outside the community. In this process, people began to participate in

becomes much easier when two or three more gather together. Even three people can make

Jung-gu Maulnet, a place to meet many other people also involved in community activities.

an organization, which wields a much greater influence than any one individual.

Although Jung-gu’s network is not as active as those of other districts, it is making plans to

The book café Nabi provided coffee and a place for mothers to gather and communicate

increase its activity level by working together with other local communities to enhance its

with one another. Working moms would drop by whenever they could squeeze out some

library.

time, while neighborhood gossips would congregate, immediately after dropping their

Kim Hyun-mi is concerned about the problems faced by the library. “We never have

children off at school, to discuss the affairs of the neighborhood. They are now on such

enough students. Once the children grow older, they move away. It’s probably because

18•Seoul Village Story

Jung-gu Zelkova Tree Library•19

Yongsangu

… The program’s simple purpose – reading
books to children – became a reason for
children to gather.

there is no good middle school yet in Jung-gu.” This can also be interpreted to mean that a
village community only exists if there are people with which to fill it. The library is doing
its best to play the role of a good school through its many diverse programs, but Kim’s
comment addresses a point that remains to be completely solved. She also added that there
will be more activities in 2014 that are geared to approach residents more closely.
Small libraries are difficult to operate in terms of finances, space and personnel, but
it is nevertheless a happy place because of the community fellowship. It may not have
everything but is transforming into a place that is fun in and of itself.

20•Seoul Village Story

Book & Camp

They are at the book café from Monday to Friday and are responsible for the overall
operations, including book loans and management. The Operating Committee also plays a

How about a place where neighborhood residents can freely gather? A useful space where
anyone can drop by to hear news about the neighborhood, brainstorm worthwhile activities,
take part in learning programs without having to go far away, read books, create programs
for our children…
As in the saying “where there is a will, there is a way,” residents on a sharp lookout for unused
spaces found one: Saemaul Library inside the resident center. It was a place for those who did
not have time to go all the way to the local public library to read or borrow books. A space
intended to make the lives of residents more convenient, there were even parent volunteers
in charge of its day-to-day operation. However, the place was a Saemaul Library in name
only; it had few visitors because of the somewhat dark environment.

leading role in promoting the book café to residents and making plans for its improvement.
In the future, it will operate an Internet blog to better incorporate resident feedback.
Book & Camp has one more special feature: the sharing of the same floor by the
apartment building (dong) chiefs and the book cafe. The purpose of this is to increase the
amount of contact between residents and the resident center so that people do not visit the
resident center simply to pick up a copy of their family register or other type of certification.
It reflects the goal of Yongsan-gu to create a friendly atmosphere in Huam-dong, where the
resident center employees and residents are on good terms with one another.
Open to all Huam-dong residents, Book & Camp is open from Monday to Friday.
Operation of the book café is done entirely through volunteer efforts (rotational), by parents

Therefore, it was the parent volunteers who rolled up their sleeves to do something to
make this space more user-friendly. Parent representatives from the local schools (Huam
Elementary, Samkwang Elementary, Yongsan Middle School, Boseong Girls’ Middle School)
began a gathering that aimed to create a space for conducting cultural and educational
programs for local children and teens. Book & Camp in Huam-dong is one of its results.

Outline
Book & Camp, the 50 pyeong (165.29m2) space on the
second floor of the Huam-dong Resident Center, is decorated in bright colors. It is a small
library with 5,000 books and two computers, a multi-function printer that can also send
and receive faxes, and a brewed coffee vending machine for visitors to use. It can also be
used as a community area when neighborhood residents need to gather.
The Book & Camp Operating Committee is currently made up of 20 library members.

22•Seoul Village Story

… Book & Camp is a small library that also serves as a cultural and gathering space for residents.

Yongsan-gu Book & Camp•23

who are members of the Honorary Librarian group, the Parent Committee, Green Mother’s

and stored away. In the following month, meetings were held to decide the name of the new

Association, and the School Operation Committee. Operating hours are from 9 am to 5

community space as well as its principles of operation and how to organize its books. In the

pm (excluding lunch hour). For a first-time membership fee of 3,000 won, each individual

end, the name “Book & Camp” was selected.

may check out up to three books for a maximum of one week. Efforts will continue to be

The name of the book café suggests that it is not a library in a traditional sense but closer

made for the qualitative improvement of the book café through systematic management (e.g.,

to a community area created through the medium of the book. For residents interested

purchasing newly-published books twice a year).

solely in books, Namsan Library and Yongsan Library are both nearby. Because it was built
on the location of the Saemaul Library, the goal was to maintain the library function but
expand upon it, making it an easily accessible place where people could read or gather. The
purpose was to create a space where people can make new things rather than stay quiet all

Status of Operations

the time or to drop by to take a quick break while having come to the resident center for
“This was the place where the Saemaul Library

other business. Book & Camp opened its doors on February 2013.

for each dong used to be. Not many people used it, and its only real function was lending
books. There were about 20 volunteers. The space itself was dark and depressing, a pity as
it led to a waste of good space. The dong leader was the one who first brought up the issue,
and the mothers agreed to launch the book café to do something about it. Everyone agreed

Major Characteristics and Implications

to create a space where people could gather to talk or read quietly and feel free to visit
anytime.”
This is the explanation of Na Myung-hwa, the president of the book café Operating
Committee.
The plan was carried out as soon as it was decided upon. With the help of the resident

Because the Huam-dong area is
densely populated with old houses, villas and multiple dwellings, there were no places
within the district that operated cultural or education programs. In a place with no
community spaces for residents or parents to congregate, Book & Camp was the central
base for the beginning of such efforts.

center, a request for cooperation was sent to all representatives of the parent associations

One characteristic of this area is that the local parents directly operate and compose the

of all nearby schools. Because everyone had already been having the same thought, there

book café Operating Committee. A total of 20 Operating Committee members take turns

was no difficulty in gathering people together. Parents came from Samkwang Elementary,

working at the book cafe. One member stated, “It was quite uncomfortable because there

Huam Elementary, Yongsan Middle School, and Boseong Girl’s Middle School. During

were no adequate educational facilities, but I like it here because through managing it I can

deliberations about raising funds for facility renovation, members came across the “Resident

see people reading with their children or meeting with friends.”

Proposal Program for Village Community Enhancement.”

Another feature is the diverse variety of permanent programs operated through the talent

In December 2012, renewal construction of the Saemaul Library, in the Huam-dong

donations of local moms. Just after it opened, the book café began conducting ribbon art

resident center, was confirmed. In January 2013, the books in the library were organized

and knitting programs twice a week. After this initial effort, it became easier to add more
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There is also a one-year art class divided into adult and children’s classes. Each class
begins with the basics and goes on to include sketching and drawing. There are ukulele and
ocarina classes, with plans for a small concert in the near future.
“This place has always been here, but there are many more visitors now that it has
become brighter. We have already asked the Yongsan-gu Office for more books next year.
If they can just provide the books, we can do the labelling ourselves. By doing community
activities like this, I have realized how many talented mothers we have. When I see them
offer their help in homepage management, web support, ribbon art, knitting, and drawing,
it is such a surprise and we are very grateful to all.”
President Na Myung-hwa, who says that the work is satisfying but there are also
… One feature is the operation of a variety of permanent programs through talent
donations by mothers. An NIE program is being conducted for children at a local
school.

significant concerns for the future, admitted that having started the book café, she wants
to do as good a job as possible. But with pressing requirements for good interpersonal
relationships and operational work, it is no easy task. Nevertheless, the number of visitors
each day is a significant boost.

programs as time went by.
Another important implication is the utilization of local resources. During school
vacation periods, an NIE (Newspapers in Education) program was conducted for local
schoolchildren, with the help of Yongsan Library. Divided into a lower grade class and
upper grade class, each class accepted 20 students on a first-come, first-served basis. The

“We probably have about 30 visitors a day. During school vacations, we have so many
that there is not enough room for everyone to sit. The neighborhood children come here to
play, while moms who suddenly need to go on an errand sometimes leave their kids here.
Senior citizens also come by. We are also a popular spot for people who need to use a fax
machine.”

offer was so popular that the waiting list was quite long. The post-program feedback was
also very positive, with numerous requests by local parents to promote the program more
widely so that they could participate the next time it was offered.
With support from the National Theater Company of Korea, the Children and Youth

Goals and Vision

Theater Institute featured the educational play Don Quixoja at a relatively cheap price.

Book & Camp is gradually establishing itself as

It was a story about the loneliness and courage of a child with no friends and ended up

a local small library that is also a place for children to study, an educational space, and a

featuring a second time because the children enjoyed it so much. In the future, there

residents’ community space. It has now been just over one year since it began operations,

will be a showing of the play The Boy Who Became a Bug, based on Franz Kafka’s

and there are many points that still require improvement. Firstly, because the space is

Metamorphosis.

relatively small, there is not enough room during vacations both to conduct children’s
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programs and accommodate children who come by just to play. Therefore, in 2014, more
time will be devoted to resolving the space problem.
Secondly, there are suggestions for making the café a place for local teenagers to spend

Seongdong
-gu

time. The Operating Committee hopes to make the café a place for teens, exhausted by the
never-ending cycle of school and academy, to socialize and explore their talents, but the
questions of whether this is possible and how to go about doing so remain. There are no
specific plans as of yet, but developments may be possible in the future due to the presence
of teen parents on the committee.
Lastly, Saturday can be put to better use. Although weekend employees are present
because of the Saturday programs, they do not have the leisure to pay attention to children
who come simply to visit. However, given the fact that there are more children on Saturday
than on weekdays, the better utilization of weekend time may be a decisive factor in
increasing user satisfaction levels.
Through working for the community, many realize that there are a lot of things that
residents can do together. Nearby Mount Namsan is a good place to find nature-related
activities to do. As the saying goes, you see as much as you know! With the accumulation
of community work over time, ordinary volunteers are gradually transforming into local
activists. This is just the beginning of Book & Camp, and hopefully, this can be a hub for
residents to gather and plan more productive and far-reaching activities for the community.
This is just the beginning of the Huam-dong community’s story.
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Sunshine
Handicrafts

Outline
Sunshine Handicrafts began in 2010 when a group of

I used to be an office worker but became a stay-at-home mom after having my first
child. After having my second child, it took a lot of courage and willpower to take public
transportation to the nearest library. With the thought that it would be nice to have a library
close enough for me to take my stroller, a group of us moms joined forces to create a village
library. While reading picture books to my children at the village library, and during my busy
daily routine of taking care of them, I came to hope for something I could do for myself
instead of only the children. A few moms with similar expectations decided that embroidery
would be a good idea.
We made aprons, one-of-a-kind tee shirts, dolls and many other things. Although clumsy
with stitching at first, we learned quickly by sewing together. When our dolls began to take
the form of looking as though they had come straight out of a storybook, it was the mothers
who gained more satisfaction from them than the children. Having discovered the joy of
creative activity, the moms began to want a workspace of their own. Thus was born Sunshine

young mothers, who had met at the children’s library, created a sewing club. The goal was
to go beyond the child-centered nature of most other mothers’ gatherings at the children’s
library so as to create a gathering that benefitted the mothers themselves, as well.
The mothers were not particularly gifted with using their hands or with design. Their
common cause was simply to give their children toys that they had made instead of ones
mass-produced in a factory.
At first, no one knew what style to use in the creation of the items. However,
remembering that they had first met over storybooks, the mothers decided, after many
discussions, to recreate the characters from their favorite storybooks. One by one,
characters like David from No, David!, the elephant Grunpa from Grunpa Kindergarten,
the chimpanzee Willy from Willy the Dreamer, and the worry doll from Silly Billy came
into the world thanks to the “magic fingers” of the Sunshine Handicrafts mothers.
Sunshine Handicrafts leader Chung Su-jeong says that the gathering gave its members

Handicrafts.
Nine moms pooled their funds to purchase the small workshop, where they make not only
crafts for their children but also for the general public. They make a modest profit through
making items for educational programs and selling tee shirts, aprons, ponchos and other
items. Sunshine Handicrafts also gives back to society by visiting infant homes and welfare
centers to conduct sewing classes. It has even made its own cooperative. Remembering
that they first met through picture books, they created the catchphrase “creative inspiration
from books, eco-friendly materials, a fun creation process, fair transaction, and a better-off
neighborhood” to launch their cooperative, with the hope that their handmade products will
one day be recognized as art.

… Sunshine Handicrafts began with the catchphrase “creative inspiration from books, eco-friendly materials, a fun creation process, fair
transaction, and a better-off neighborhood.”
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“new identities as individuals, a break from the lives they had experienced and that had

skillsets, could join hands to create a cooperative. After many difficult discussions, the nine

defined them by the functions of wife and mother.”

members decided to try to make a cooperative.

After a couple of years, Sunshine Handicrafts was designated as an outstanding business

Remembering that they first met through picture books, they decided on the catchphrase

by the Beautiful Store’s My Happy Library Program in 2011, under the name “Mother’s

“creative inspiration from books, eco-friendly materials, a fun creation process, fair

Hands, Magic Hands, Sunshine Handicrafts.” It was again recognized in 2012 by the Seoul

transaction, and a better-off neighborhood” to launch the cooperative.

Metropolitan Government’s Continuing Education Citizen Proposal Program Contest as

After creating the operational principles for the Sunshine Handicrafts cooperative and

an excellent program. The mothers also held displays of their works as often as possible.

deciding on how to contribute to its educational programs, product creation, product

It was during this process that their skills improved, beginning to truly resemble “magic

commercialization and to give back to the local community, the Sunshine Handicrafts

hands.” The work created over three years began to gain outside recognition by word of

Producer’s Cooperative was created in the form of a cooperative-format social enterprise.

mouth among mothers and began being used for various programs in local society.

After submitting a declaration of establishment in June, it received its business registration

The activities of Sunshine Handicrafts gave its nine members a new chance to become

form in July 2013. Today, Sunshine Handicrafts is trying out various new options in terms

producers in the outside world that they had been cut off from after marriage, as well

of educational programs, creation, and sales. Based on their credit in the local community,

as dreams for further creative endeavors. The small items gradually came to represent a

the mothers will continue to maintain the cooperative while taking steps to become a

culture of happiness, making Sunshine Handicrafts no longer merely a social club but a

village enterprise.

window to the working world that the mothers had been alienated from for years.
It was also at this time that the group found a 59.4 square meter (18 pyeong) space they
liked right next to the library. The nine members jointly collected a fund of KRW 30
million to pay for it and affixed a sign reading “Mother’s Hands, Magic Hands, Our Village

Status of Operations

Sunshine Handicrafts” on top. The members decided to not attach grand meaning to the
space at first and to use the space primarily as individual workspaces and for a product lab.

All nine members of Sunshine Handicrafts are
women. All are married and are “ajummas (full-time housewives)” with children. The

Not long afterward, an unexpected opportunity arrived in the form of an application to

fertilizer for the emotional foundations of Sunshine Handicrafts comes from the children.

become a village enterprise (sponsored by the Seoul Metropolitan Government). The suggestion

The children and workshop cannot be thought of as separate entities and everything done

was made by the Seongdong-gu Social Enterprise Cooperative Committee. The nine

at the workshop is based on maternal love. The members received love and learned how to

members of Sunshine Handicrafts, hoping to receive funding that would at least pay the

sew from their mothers and grandmothers from an early age. Today, they convey their love

rent, decided to apply.

for their children through their sewing.

The decision was as difficult as the decision to rent the space in the first place. There

The cooperative’s method of doing business is also based on maternal love. The

was the concern that they may not successfully be able to turn their hobby into a valid

philosophy is to raise other village children as one’s own and look after the affairs of the

business endeavor and the additional concern of whether nine people, with nine different

village as if it were their own family.
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Sunshine Handicrafts has four major business areas: educational programs, creative

For sales, Sunshine Handicrafts displays and sells character dolls, sock dolls, various

work, sales, and giving back to local society. The education programs enable students to

other types of dolls, cushions, sitting cushions, character-decorated aprons, products with

learn about the entire eco-friendly production process at Sunshine Handicrafts together

wildflower embroidery, baby products, accessories, clothing, small wooden items, kitchen

with actually making products. It is held each Wednesday from 10 am to 12 pm. Classes

items, and bags and pouches at their shop. In addition to their own shop, various publishing

are also held for residents who have creative aspirations, particularly for women who wish

companies (Toto Books, Bukgeukgom, Gyesunamu), the civic group Association of Seoul

to become agents of cultural production and make it a future career. By providing classes

Forest Lovers, eco-coops, Ediya Coffee, and kindergartens display and sell the dolls and

for organizations and residents, in the area, who want to learn, Sunshine Handicrafts

household goods made by the Sunshine Handicrafts mothers.

provides an education that allows students to take another look at the production process –

As part of its efforts to give back to society, Sunshine Handicrafts cultivates small

a subject that is not taught by public education today - and learn the “spirit of the artisan”

enterprises and local networks to help in large-scale product orders. It also provides items to

in the process.

use for local public spaces as well as “software” for creative endeavors.

Sunshine Handicrafts also provides eco-friendly creative training for NGOs and lifelong
education institutions. In a world filled with instant food and chemical products, the
curriculum provides access to alternative products for a healthier world.
As for creative programs, the workshop made dolls and doll accessories for a puppet show

Major Characteristics and Implications

co-produced with Seongdong Maulnet and the Seongdong-gu Office Village Community

Sunshine Handicrafts began

Team. “Twelve Zodiac Animals and the Dream Playground” was performed for the first

as a sewing club made up of nine mothers and became a village enterprise through their

time in January 2014.

joint investment. It began as a private gathering that made dolls, cushions and toys that
resemble the storybook characters beloved by their children. Through creative endeavors
and educational activities, women who had previously only been cultural consumers were
now agents of creation and production.
Sunshine Handicrafts plays the important role of providing jobs for women, who are
relatively more vulnerable to breaks in economic activity. Another defining characteristic
is its fulfillment of the original purpose of the village enterprise, with its deep roots in
local society, based on years of activity. Furthermore, Sunshine Handicrafts explains the
… Sunshine Handicrafts has four major
business areas: educational programs,
creative work, sales, and giving back to the
local community.
Chung Su-jeong of Sunshine Handicrafts
(upper right)
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significance, materials used and the process of creating all of its made-for-order products,
demonstrating transparency as a village enterprise that engages in cultural creation.
It also attempts to create equitable networks with other local SMEs, beginning with

Dongdaemun
-gu

the production process so that it can help other small local companies to grow. It is an
experiment that tests whether a village enterprise can create a healthy market culture.

Remian Areumsup

Goals and Vision
Because they have worked for a long time together
toward the accomplishment of a shared goal, Sunshine Handicrafts is quite strong as an
organization. However, because all of its constituents are mothers raising small children,
there are always unexpected variables that arise in doing business. The most important
element is the understanding and cooperation of the members’ families. So far, not a single
member has had to drop out of the cooperative.
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Apartment

Remian Areumsup Apartment is located at the foot of Baebongsan Mountain, often called
“the lungs of Dongdaemun-gu.” The happiness index of the residents of this less than two-

the Energy Independent Community program in 2013. The latter program aims to increase

year-old apartment complex is very high. Because the apartment is at the foot of a mountain,

the level of energy independence of the community through voluntary energy conservation

the living environment is generally very comfortable and healthy due to the presence of

by apartment residents and to ultimately increase the harmony and sense of community

natural surroundings. But perhaps this is even more due to the enthusiastic activity of the

among local residents.

residents to improve the apartment area by making it healthier. For the purpose of reviving

Lee Myung-sook, the leader of the resident representative association, worked as a

communication between neighbors and members of the same community, a result of the

community activist long before moving into Remian Areumsup Apartment. She is

dreariness of city life, the Resident Representative Association and the Areumsup Sharing

currently designing various creative programs through which residents can pool their

Association are each operating under the catchphrases “making a happy eco-village” and

efforts to save energy. On the 22nd of each month, the one hour from 8~9 pm is designated

“making an apartment community with communication and harmony among family and

as “lights-out hour.” This is publicized in advance through notices posted inside elevators

neighbors.” After being selected as a recipient of the Revitalization Program for Multi-Unit

and apartment broadcasts. Indeed, middle and high school students make rounds to

Dwelling Communities, operated by the Seoul Metropolitan Government, both groups have

inform residents of the lights-out hour. Utilizing the incentive system incorporated by

since become even more active.

the Dongdaemun-gu Office, in which residents who register for the eco-mileage system
receive a reward if their energy levels are lower than that of six months ago, the association
received multi-taps this year to distribute to each household. Households that have
demonstrated the highest levels of energy conservation, based on an accumulated monthly
count, receive long underwear, gift vouchers, and other items. To save the energy wasted

Outline

by opening the refrigerator door, each household was given a “refrigerator account book.”
The apartment community is changing. The resident

Households that made a habit of energy conservation through such activities even went

representative association works hard to create an “energy independent community,”

so far as to hang curtains in front of the freezer, along with many more households that

young mothers have created a small library to rebuild community bonds and share with

do not use electric rice cookers. Future programs to strengthen the apartment’s position as

other community members, and there is even a community newspaper. This is the current

an energy independent village include management of apartment electricity peak usage, a

state of Remian Areumsup Apartment in Dongdaemun-gu.

candle energy conservation system, increasing the number of households that are members

The Energy Independent Community Program is currently being carried out by the

of the eco-mileage system, and small groups of residents for each dong.

resident representative association. Composed of 63 members, it has carried out energy

The Areumsup Sharing Association is in charge of operating the small library. The

saving campaigns for the past couple years, with the Green Village program in 2012 and

library is located within the apartment complex, with 23 members who take turns on
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library duty and operating programs. At first, the space remained empty for 1.5 years

community. For energy conservation, the following programs are currently being

due to a lack of interested volunteers. Later on, people began to offer their assistance. In

conducted: climate change education, field trips to outstanding examples of energy-

the process of gathering together to organize library books, an operational system was

independent villages/communities, energy consumption peak management, energy

formed. After applying for program support, upon seeing an advertisement that promised

consulting and operation of a power-saving system, energy conservation campaign,

support for any program that aimed to revive local communities, a planner arrived from

promotion of eco-mileage membership, installation of solar power generators (10KW)

the Dongdaemun-gu Office to explain how to manage library books and design library

in two dongs, and the installation of self-generating facilities. Another major activity is

programs. Such was the birth of the Areumsup Library, which has now completed the

tending to the communal garden, which is located inside the apartment complex and is

registration process to become a “small library.” The library is now an indispensable place

82.5 square meters (25 pyeong) in size. The garden is used as an educational tool for children

for young mothers, who come to discuss program ideas, gossip, read to their children, and

and a spare time hobby for senior citizen residents. After the adults cultivate the soil, the

even to leave their children for babysitting so as to run errands.

children plant cucumbers, eggplants, lettuces, cabbages, and radish seedlings provided

“I felt that our children lacked an understanding of how to communicate with adults
due to the frigid atmosphere of not knowing who their neighbors are and not even greeting

by the Dongdaemun-gu Office. Full-grown vegetables are harvested and then sent to the
senior citizen center to be used for meals.

other residents. Because of this, we wanted to create a variety of community enhancement

Caring for the garden as a community is the first step to recovering the village

programs through which even children who do not live with their grandparents can interact

community spirit. The adults plow the soil and the children water the seedlings, pull out

with senior citizens and learn the wisdom of the elderly.”

weeds and add fertilizer, all of which requires communication. Because the harvested

This is the reason why Vice President Jung Hae-Young of the Areumsup Sharing

vegetables are donated to the senior citizen center, the garden is the medium for close-

Association applied for the “Resident Proposal Program for Village Community

knit community communication and an excellent way to recover dismantled urban

Enhancement.” Jung stated that through community work, she hopes to create a better

communities.

childrearing environment in which family members communicate better and children can

While the resident representative association consists of middle-aged residents, the

make friends. She also wants to create conditions under which parents take care of one

Areumsup Sharing Association is led by young mothers. The activities of the latter

another’s children as family and where children can grow up with a properly developed

involve operating a children’s library (through 100% volunteer efforts) as well as developing

character.

educational programs for children’s reading, English and art, eco-friendly activities like
EM (making fermented essences out of the water used to wash rice), talent donation activities
like ribbon art, cookie baking, knitting and quilting, exchanging information on children’s
education, and the operation of the small library. Last fall, 20 families went on a field

Status of Operations

trip to Sumi Village in Yangpyeong. Interestingly, it was the fathers who most enjoyed
With a focus on energy conservation, the Resident

Representative Association is preparing a number of events to restore the apartment
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scenery because they are busy driving, the fathers were able to fully enjoy the trip
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on the rented bus and even said that this was the first time that they were able to see what
the scenery looked like. The improvement of family relationships after the field trip was an
added plus.
The biggest community event was held in November 2013. For several days, the
Editorial Committee and children’s press corps pooled their efforts to summarize the
activities conducted, over the past year, to strengthen community bonds by publishing
the first issue of Areumin, the first-ever apartment resident newsletter in Dongdaemungu. On the day that the newsletter was founded, the Areumsup Sharing Association held
a photo exhibition for the activities of the past year and sold related products and items.
The day was made even more meaningful by the donation of all proceeds to help the
underprivileged at the end of the year.

… To form a community and improve the quality of life, residents are voluntarily maximizing their use of resident convenience facilities
within the apartment complex.

Although apartment complexes in Seoul are notorious for their lack of community spirit,
Lee Myung-sook firmly believes that this can change depending on the attitude of the
residents. She insists that simply greeting one another when passing by makes a significant
difference to the neighborhood atmosphere. One example is the resident representative
association, which mostly consists of older middle-aged residents who have had little
opportunity to get to know the younger mothers. But through the various community
activities that brought these groups together, young married female residents began to greet
members of the resident representative association, calling members “so-and-so’s mother”
or “so-and-so’s grandmother.” Together with the village festival, the outing to a dairy farm
in Daegwanryeong was another factor that significantly contributed to improving resident

Major Characteristics and Implications

relations. Although the organizers were at first concerned that no one would want to
One feature of the Remian

participate, they eventually had to rent two buses to accommodate the many applicants.

Areumsup Apartment community is that to form a community and improve the quality of

Regardless of whether they actually participated or not, residents came forward to provide

life, residents voluntarily maximize their use of residence convenience facilities within the

gimbap, rice cakes and other goodies for the trip, which further cemented friendly relations.

apartment complex. Another advantage is that programs are tailored to the needs of both

If the resident representative association is in charge of conducting large-scale activities

middle-aged and younger residents and that these programs work in conjunction with one

for the revitalization of community friendships, the Areumsup Sharing Association is

another.

in the process of conducting projects that may be less outwardly visible but are no less

“We felt so much satisfaction from conducting the village festival last spring. Held

valuable in content. The most admirable of the latter’s accomplishments is fellowship

jointly with CMB, the festival consisted of a resident singing contest, green market, and the

among neighbors. Members said that while participating in community work gives them

serving of food. With the azaleas and spring flowers in full bloom in the apartment flower

tangible benefits in terms of childrearing, there is also the joy of making new friends. They

pots, music, and giveaway events at tents set up in front of the management office, the

say that without the association, they would each have solely been concerned with sending

atmosphere could not have been more festive.”

their own children to academy and merely recognizing one another’s faces in passing by,
but now they not only know each other’s names but inquire if they do not see each other
regularly enough. Another advantage is that there is no need to go to the culture center by
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car because there are enough affordable activities to do close to home.
Most of all, the community relationships that had been strained at best before their

Jungnang-gu

participation in the association, due to inter-floor noise problems, are now much better.
Because members now know how other members live, they report that they can better
understand their neighbors and are willing to be considerate of them.
“Because we had a secured space, we gradually increased the number of talent donation
classes conducted by the mothers, which ranged from book reading to cooking, folk games
and knitting. The reaction to these classes was unexpectedly very positive, which made us
want to do more and better.”
Having experienced a great deal over one year of community work, Jung Hae-young
would like to continue making good programs and work hard to promote them widely to
create a village community in which children and mothers are truly happy.

Goals and Vision
The most notable characteristic of this community
is that everything occurs through voluntary participation. From the beginning up to today,
it was the efforts of resident volunteers that created an energy-independent village, operated
the library, created an apartment café and made various programs. Through these efforts,
people who had previously never bothered to communicate with one another are now
good neighbors and good friends. Another important aspect is the equal participation of
various age groups. The goal of the energy-independent village and the Areumsup Sharing
Association is now growing beyond the boundaries of the apartment to accommodate
the entire district. The passionate and enthusiastic community of Remian Areumsup
Apartment is creating a new living culture of togetherness, breaking free of the barriers
of gray cement, urbanization, severed neighborly relations, and lack of communication.
Expectations are high for what they plan to do in the future for the apartment community.
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Snail Village

doctor at a university hospital, also unable to find an adequate diagnosis, recommended
that Lee massage her daughter for the fever to go down. All Lee could do was massage her

“Is there anyone blocking your way? At this very moment, why are you unable to lead a full
life and instead are tied to the past or obsessed with the future? The future is nothing but
another version of today. Today, this moment, is a future that has arrived from the past.” (Jung
Mok, A Snail is Slow but Never Late)

daughter’s body and pray that she got better. She feared for her daughter’s life. After some
time passed, Lee’s daughter’s back grew wet, indicating that the fever had broken and the
nightmare was finally over. Upon regaining consciousness, her first words were, “Mom,
the thing I hate most in the world is studying.” At her daughter’s words, Lee experienced a
profound shock and an equally significant awakening. Without telling her child why it was

If leave through Exit 2 of Jungnang Station (Central Line), you will see Snail Village, a place
that can only be seen if you make the effort to do so. In a city where the greatest values are
competition and efficiency, Snail Village asks all of its visitors the same question: where are
you going in such a hurry?

important to study, she had only demanded that she always be the best.
Lee no longer wanted to base her livelihood solely on making money. She instead wanted
to find something to do that she truly wanted to do and was also good at. After closing
her academy, Lee opened a flower shop. However, by taking flower arrangement classes
and opening a flower shop, Lee began to encounter the various problems that lay behind
the showy exterior of the flower industry. The existing system manipulated the desire of
women forced to quit their jobs, due to childbirth, to reengage in economic activity to take
flower arrangement start-up classes with government funding, thereby creating a fantasy

Outline

of successful entrepreneurship as a florist. However, the majority of individuals who began
It was seven years ago that Lee Kyung-jin, a representative

of Snail Village, returned to her natal home of Jungnang-gu. Previously, for 16 years, she
had operated an after-school academy in the Pyeongchon area of Anyang. She was a strict
teacher who berated the children for even a single mistake in their homework, instilling in
them that they would never be accepted to a good university with such dismal progress.

flower shops in this manner lasted no longer than two years before going out of business.
With the high number of failed attempts, flower arrangement academy and culture centers
continued to attract new students, who then continued the vicious cycle of start-up classes
and then failure. It was a situation in which any woman looking for work, after years of not
being employed, was at risk.

Lee’s daughter practically grew up at the academy and finished at least one math exercise
book a day from a very young age. “Thanks” to this strenuous schedule, Lee’s daughter
won first place in her middle school competitions as an elementary student.
However, the child was possessed by an obsession to study rather than being able to study

Status of Operations

on her own. One day, the girl was suddenly gripped by a high fever. She could not open her

The structural problems of the flower industry that

eyes, hear or speak for several days. Lee carried her daughter to the local hospital, desperate

Lee Kyung-jin experienced while operating a flower shop became a major motive for the

for answers, but the medical staff could not find the cause for her unusual symptoms. A

formation of Snail Village. The goal was to satisfy the desire of women wanting to rejoin
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the job market through a labor exchange rather than commercial means. Five mothers who
shared this goal gathered together, upon which they learned about the village community
business model. It was the starting point of expanding their personal ambitions to a local
level. At first, the mothers participated enthusiastically in the Jungnang-gu book café
business but had to eventually endure the sorrow of closing down.
The five mothers who endured the book café incident together had a serious discussion.
Although there were doubts about the effectiveness of a village community, and whether or
not it was even possible, the group concluded that it was still worth a try. While searching
for a place for their new business idea, the five members found a store space inside
Jungnang Station. The location was perfect, and by chance, it was sold to them through the
National Public Bid System. For those who are not owners of sales (for-profit) businesses, the
rent was KRW 300,000 per month with no deposit required. The conditions could not have

… The owners of neighborhood stores and ordinary
residents offered their help as lecturers, providing a
constant stream of classes full of information useful
for everyday life.

been better. But money was still needed for the minimum level of equipment and facilities,
beginning with door installation. To prevent the alienation of those who had not donated
anything and the monopoly on rights by the ones who did pay, all five members contributed
KRW 3 million each for facility expenses. They carried out almost all of the installation
work without commissioning it to other companies.
On March 7, 2012, Snail Village opened its doors to the public.

Together with a notice that programs similar to the classes offered at department store
culture centers would be offered every Tuesday and Thursday as talent donations, Snail
Village asked residents to submit ideas on what they wanted to learn or teach in the format
of a talent donation. Gradually, the fruits of such efforts began to show. Some dropped by
out of curiosity to later become enthusiastic fans, while others volunteered their talents and
abilities to be shared with others. People came who wanted to take classes at a cheaper rate

In the early days, there were various inevitable problems that would come up. The

than at department stores or academies, drop off their children for brief babysitting, or to

ajummas, who grabbed fistfuls of coffee mix when told to make themselves at home,

take a class with their children. Snail Village became a neighborhood gathering place for

intoxicated men who would suddenly remove their clothing one by one, and a man who

people who enjoyed sharing and had nowhere else to rely on.

barged in demanding a kitchen knife made them wonder whether they had done the

The first class conducted at Snail Village was making water kimchi, which was taught

right thing. Worries, concerns and regrets often led to the question: was this a dead-end

by Lee’s mother. The first time the idea was suggested, Lee’s mother adamantly refused,

neighborhood? However, they refused to give up and actively promoted the store. The

asking what a 75-year-old woman could possibly teach. But on the day of the class, she

members filled the floor-to-ceiling glass walls with memos on what a village community

appeared complete with an apron and enthusiastically taught the assembled students her

should be, the nature of a “space of our own,” and what it means for “residents to become

private recipe for making water kimchi. The class was a great success. Lee’s mother was

the owners of this space.”

pleased that she was able to have such a unique experience at her age and expressed her
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hopes that future classes were just as successful.

and become able to do what they truly enjoy. Last May, it even hosted a cosplay festival

The second program was led by Michelle, a black teacher who was studying for a medical

in the form of a youth “healing camp.” The adults only played a supporting role while

degree in the US. Michelle came to Snail Village of her own accord, stating that she wanted

everything from the planning to the execution and publicity were all done by the teenagers

to learn Korean and meet Korean friends but that she had difficulty doing so because of the

themselves. At first, most of the adults, including Lee, did not understand the concept

color of her skin. Almost immediately, Michelle was hired to teach an English class.

of cosplay. They could not see the point of walking the streets in strange clothing, thick

Michelle was a much more enthusiastic and effective teacher than everyone expected,

makeup and colored contact lenses, and liked the idea even less when it looked as if the

while the fun classes helped the children become fully immersed in the joy of learning. The

youth were merely imitating a Japanese teen trend. The youth responded that cosplay was

neighborhood rice cake store’s owner came forward to teach residents how to make rice

a “play without dialogue” and “a method of self-expression through non-everyday clothing

cakes, which is now so popular that he teaches at community centers in other districts. The

and poses.” The adults began to see things differently when the teens said that cosplay gives

owner of the sushi restaurant taught how to make sushi rolls, while other store owners and

them a sense of accomplishment. They decided to accept it as a way for the children to find

neighborhood residents taught classes on how to make sweet red bean jelly, wedding food,

a sense of purpose and healing for themselves.

sandwiches, steamed chicken dishes and pickled cucumbers as well as other everyday skills

The event was a huge success. The children enjoyed it the most, while their parents

like how to braid children’s hair. Classes on making side dishes and stored foods were fun

agreed that it was more entertaining than they had expected. The gathering was a large one

and practical ways to share with one’s neighbors the everyday skills of necessity.

of over 80 in terms of cosplay members alone, but the festival grounds were left so clean

Programs that required slightly more professional knowledge were also conducted. Bead

that there was not even a single piece of tissue left behind.

art and owl making (symbol of wisdom in Northern Europe) were immensely popular with

However, this was only the beginning. Children began having more conversations with

children. The making of flower corsages with leftover fabric collected from apparel factories

their parents as a result of the cosplay festival, an effect which no one foresaw. The group

had significance as both a recycling effort and as a connection with the local community.

“Parent Community,” which aims to promote communication and understanding between

One resident who had ribbon making skills but was too shy to teach it to others eventually

parents and their children, is planning more programs for the near future. There is also

began offering classes at the request of Snail Village. Today, she is much more confident

the board game group “Mokkoji” operated and made up of local residents. The program

in herself and her skills and has her own shop inside the Cheongnyangri branch of Lotte

“In Your Shoes Study Center,” in which parents tried their hand at learning the way their

Department Store. Sora, who had always wanted to make a childcare group, succeeded in

children are taught at academies, was a shock for all participants. Parents who had been

gathering together seven families. With the help of Lee Kyung-jin, her idea was selected as

confident that they could teach their own children all gave up after the program, instead

a “Resident Proposal Program for Village Community Enhancement” in the final stage of

insisting that they could no longer bring themselves to “torture” their children in such a

its transformation from dream to reality. Several cultural gatherings, including the minyo

way. In this way, different generations learn more about one another by experiencing one

(folk song) class, will soon be classified as clubs and leave Snail Village to find their own

another’s cultures.

independent spaces.
Snail Village acts as an incubator for residents in which they can discover their talents
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On Saturdays, there is a Sharing Bazaar, which makes it the busiest day for Snail Village.
A wide variety of age groups, from teens to housewives, buy and sell items from one
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teaching instead of only learning, residents not only learn more but form closer bonds with
one another, creating a more tightly-knit community.

Major Characteristics and Implications
Snai l Vi l lage is operated
through donations by Lee Kyung-jin and membership fees. Lee states that she works night
and day on Fridays and Saturdays to make wedding flower sets for both living expenses
and to contribute to the operational costs of Snail Village.
The number of members who contribute KRW 10,000 per month has steadily increased
another, which also helps members of the community get to know one another. Elderly

to over 100, but Lee says there are even more residents who use Snail Village’s services

residents often drop by to ask how to use their smartphones. Umbrellas are rented out

as non-members. The largest proportion of members is mothers, in their 40s and 50s, of

on rainy days. While some people do not return them, there are more who bring two

middle and high school students. They no longer have to take care of every detail for their

or three more in return, making it difficult to keep track of the number of umbrellas. In

children because they are now old enough to think for themselves and have relatively

this way, help comes from many places. When the childcare exchange program “Neurit

large amounts of free time because the children are usually at academy. After sending the

Neurit Childcare Salon” was selected as a municipal program by Seoul Metropolitan

children to school in the morning, most of these members come to Snail Village to have

Government, the senior citizen center of a nearby apartment complex offered the use of its

lunch together (the number of lunch regulars is 10-20). At sunset, they each return home to

facilities. Through funds raised by Jungnang Maulnet, heating and cooling facilities were

make dinner and come back around 7 pm to knit and gossip some more. The knitted hats,

purchased. The idea for “Let’s Have a Meal Day” began from the fact that mothers of small

bags and other items are sometimes sold as handmade crafts. Half of the total proceeds

children are so busy with caring for their children that they have no time to make proper

go to the seller, while the remaining half is used for material fees and the village fund. By

meals for themselves. Mothers are moved by the well-laid tables of food prepared and set

using the time normally spent watching television dramas to make at least a modest sum,

out especially for them.

the members avoid being criticized by their husbands for spending all day “doing nothing.”

Another helpful aspect of Snail Village is that the children that gather there after their

The Operating Committee of Snail Village consists of members at a 10:1 ratio compared

academy classes are let out late in the evening and return home together. The effects of such

to the total number of Snail Village members. The current Operating Committee is not

programs and activities are almost impossible to see through existing culture center classes

made up of the founding members.

or at public institutions like resident centers and welfare centers. By becoming agents of

After the cosplay festival in May, latent conflicts among the residents surfaced over
discussions about what the next class should entail. There was a sharp clash of opinions
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between those who suggested nail art and those who argued that nail art had no meaning

people find uncomfortable at best and burdensome at

other than the satisfaction of the desire for beauty. This difference in opinion led to other

worst.

problems. Various opinions were voiced, including the opinion that the biggest problem

However, patience and endurance are crucial

was the dogmatic operation of Snail Village, the democratic method was not always best,

qualities required to survive as a community. It is

and the question of who would be responsible for the loss of items left by residents for

important to help residents to say what they wish and

safekeeping. It was the advent of another crisis. After much deliberation, Lee Kyung-jin

do what they want as much as possible. Lee says that

made the decision to obtain loans to repay the Operating Committee members their initial

one of the toughest aspects of her job is to resist from

investments and make the final decision after observing the class for one year. After June

saying “too much.” Having realized that she will

and July, Operating Committee members began to stop coming to Snail Village.

alienate residents if she interferes too much, Lee has

Lee Kyung-jin believes that such difficulties provided the opportunity to turn an evil

decided that she will never teach a class. She has also

into a blessing. Residents began to admit that due to the lording over of Snail Village by

learned that residents are not enlightened through teaching but by naturally bringing issues

the five top investors, they did not feel they could participate freely. In other words, they

out into the open. Through the mingling of older women well-versed in communication

were actually relieved to now be able to drop by Snail Village whenever they wanted.

skills and young mothers who have speedy data channels and a generally critical mindset,

Lee says that all of the residents who used Snail Village’s services were worried about its

they learn what is right and what is wrong by talking amongst themselves while knitting

management. When the coffee mix supply runs low, someone brings a box, and food items

and making food together. The change in residents’ behavior is also striking. At meetings,

are sent regularly by a number of families. Sometimes elderly grandmothers will donate

people who never spoke up in the past are now extremely vocal and talkative. Because

their saved-up allowance money. The residents had begun to create their own space for

residents have so much to say, Lee says that meetings are conducted in strictly-defined time

themselves.

intervals and in groups. Once the time interval is over, the meetings are forcibly ended.

Lee Kyung-jin points to the change in the residents as the most satisfying and rewarding
aspect of Snail Village. Through this community, residents learnt to reduce their personal
interests, share with others, and understand differences between themselves and other
people. The biggest strength of women in their 50s and 60s, who form the majority of Snail

Goals and Vision

Village’s members, is their ability to mix and communicate well with others. Such wisdom

The main task of Snail Village is the creation of a

and interpersonal skills form the backbone of an increased understanding of one another,

system that encourages financial independence. The issue of financial independence is a

which makes the community movement different from movements by civic groups. Civic

key issue in all village enterprises and remains to be solved. Another issue is to move away

groups tend to focus on fighting for what is “right,” are clearly defined in terms of political

from being overly dependent on Lee Kyung-jin. In other words, Snail Village must become

stance, and are excessively focused on making civilians the subjects of enlightenment and

a community of the residents.

education to achieve a common (predetermined) goal. In short, it is something that most
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Several of Snail Village’s ambitious program plans for the future involve using allocated
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funds to create youth programs that can cultivate youth activists. Youths must feel as
though they have community roots in the village for there to be any hope. The In Your

Seongbuk-gu

Shoes Study Center allows adults to learn from their children’s perspective, while other
teaching programs will enable mothers, fathers and children to participate together. It is
the creation of a space for all generations, from children to youth and the elderly, to interact
with one another. Another program currently being planned is to increase the quality of
existing programs and create a manual to cultivate Snail Village-certified lecturers, which
will increase the self-respect of housewives and give them a chance to have an occupation.
Also under construction is a plan for creating a cooperative, which will connect restaurant
owners, eco-friendly carpentry workshop owners and other people, who have experience
with entrepreneurship, with interested residents.
“For me, a community is a place to practice. A community is a place where, in a world
like today, where only the self is important and people do not cooperate because they are
too busy competing, people can work together in consideration of others. In terms of this
aspect, I believe we are already successful. The biggest advantage is our location. The fact
that we are inside the subway station makes it the best place to have a village community.
It is easy to find, and everyone passes it at least once a day. It is to the point that I think it
would be nice to have village community spaces inside all subway stations in the country.”
“There is still one major task for us to do: make a sign post. Just as a religious community
is based on its religion, a village community must also have a similar sign post in order to
last beyond the short-term. A financially poor region like ours needs to have an economic
community. In the long-term, you could say that we are in the process of changing our
format into a village enterprise or cooperative. If we can successfully do this, Snail Village
will maintain its identity as an everyday lifestyle community while also having a separate
identity as an economic community.”
The creation of a village community parlor in each subway station may not be such a faroff dream, after all.
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Bukjeong Village
Wall(Monthly)
Wall Festival

Because the land is a state-owned property, the homes built on it were classified as
unauthorized. After the buildings were legalized, most residents were left with only
Across from Bukjeong Village lies Seongbuk-dong. Seongbuk-dong is a wealthy
neighborhood in Seoul filled with uniquely-built elegant ambassadorial residences and large
homes as well as a neighborhood traditionally associated with the upper class and upper
class culture, with features such as Daewongak, Samcheonggak, and Gansong Art Museum.
However, Bukjeong Village has little in common with its affluent neighbor. If you look closely
from the adjacent slightly skewed incline toward Bugak Skyway Palgakjeong Pavilion and
Bukjeong Village, you will see an area that looks as if time stopped in the 1970s. Filled with
old buildings and narrow alleyways, the difference between the two areas could not be more
obvious.

superficies without a certified copy of real estate register. In return for being permitted to
live on state-owned land, residents pay an annual rental fee of between KRW 3 million and
7 million. Furthermore, because the Bukjeong Village area consists of the Seoul Fortress
wall and park, the many development restrictions and construction regulations have left
the neighborhood much the way it would have looked in the 1970s and 80s. Not only is
development limited and residents unable to exercise property rights but most residents
live in aged housing that is an inconvenience in many ways. Nevertheless, most do not want
to leave because it is their home, where they have spent their entire lives. Most of the next
generation have left Bukjeong Village, only returning to see their parents on holidays.

Unlike the Seoul of today, Hanyang (the capital city of the Joseon Dynasty) existed only
inside the boundaries created by the four Seoul Fortress gates. If you go beyond the fortress
wall that surrounds Bukjeong Village like a folding screen, you will reach Hyehwa-dong
and Jongno. Village residents regard the fortress walls as a symbol of their neighborhood,

Outline

insisting that one can only have a proper view of the village from outside the walls. However,

Although it may be simply a poor daldongne (the

under the strict social hierarchy of Joseon, Bukjeong Village lay outside the Hanyang walls

impoverished hillside areas), Bukjeong Village has occupied the same place for decades

and was the home of poor and powerless commoners. The economic status of its modern-

and has an equally strong sense of family among its residents. However, the winds of

day residents is not very different from its post-modern counterparts.

development arrived even at this lonely outpost of nostalgia: it was the beginning of “new
town” development. Talk about redevelopment had actually begun over 10 years ago, but it

The area from Deoksu Church (243-1, Seongbuk-dong) to the end of Seoul Fortress Wall

was only 2-3 years ago that construction work was actually conducted.

has traditionally been called “Bukjeonggol” or “Bukjeokgol.” Provided the right to supply

The village saw the arrival of a redevelopment office that did not have majority vote

the palace with fermented soybean blocks in 1768 (44th year of King Yeongjo), the name

permission by the residents. Outsiders also began to arrive in large numbers. Not only can

is derived from the sound of pounding soybean (‘bukjeok, bukjeok’). The current residents

only 90% of the village be subject to redevelopment due to altitude regulations, but most

are those who built their homes on public/state-owned land, without permits due to

residents will be forced to leave because they do not have land ownership. No matter how

being pushed outside the Seoul Fortress walls due to urban development. With over 400

many efforts were made to explain the situation at the time, the majority of the residents (who

households that call Bukjeong Village as home, there are many elderly residents who have

were elderly) understood the matter in the simplest of terms, such as receiving a new house

lived in the neighborhood for over 30 years.

in exchange for an old house or in terms of how much they would receive from the Seoul
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Metropolitan Government. However, it did not take residents long to break free from such

action, resulting in residents being taken to the local police office for questioning. The

whimsical illusions of redevelopment. The first problem was the terraced house, which was

flames of conflict were fanned further by the approval of redevelopment by residents who

suggested on the redevelopment blueprint. It sounded attractive in the beginning. However,

owned useless property (e.g., leftover pieces of land or buildings located right next to a road)

for a region as hilly as Bukjeong Village, the construction of multiple terraced houses would

because that was the only way they would be eligible for at least partial compensation.

make it possible to hear sounds from the house in front by the house behind. Also, due to

Promoting the level of development profit, real estate agents invited outsiders to invest

the steep inclines, some of the houses would be a semi-basement structure, meaning that

in the area. Because the buildings were quite old, these outsiders began to buy residents’

they would receive little to no sunlight. Also, the plumbing would not be in straight lines as

houses for a pittance. Although there are no exact statistics on this, people say that 70~80

in apartment buildings but bent at an angle, which creates the chronic problems of heating

percent of the neighborhood’s homes have been sold, which roughly corresponds to the

and water leakages.

opinion of the residents that well over half of the houses are dealt. However, because

Other problems continued to be discovered. With the constant changing of the layout, it

residents have to pay between KRW 3~7 million in monthly rent from the little money

became apparent that the cost of any repairs made in the future would be extremely high.

left over, after deducting the deposit, it is uncertain how long the money will actually last.

Regarding the problem of floor space, the Seoul Metropolitan Government suggested a

Furthermore, with the promised development profits nowhere in sight, the outsiders who

“joint development” with a redevelopment apartment complex in nearby Wolgok-dong.

purchased homes abandoned them. The residents, who are no longer homeowners but

The plan was to permit the latter to have more floors than allowed by the floor ratio and to

leaseholders, now do not have the right to make repairs to the homes

share the profits from this with Bukjeong Village, but the plan had little feasibility. Without

even for small things like repairing the boiler. Outsiders, who have

knowing how much time the construction would take, it was clear that the residents would

so little interest in the homes they have purchased that they do

take on massive losses if the construction schedule was delayed. There was a very real
danger that the residents may not only never benefit from the profits of development but
end up with significant debt.
Today, the unfortunate reality is that most residents who live in areas to be redeveloped
end up suffering losses. If apartment sales are low, ordinary buyers are able to purchase
apartments at very low prices because the construction company will lower the parcel price
as much as it takes to sell it. On the other hand, association members have to pay the full
price because they are the agents. Furthermore, residents who only have a low-price flat
without owning the land it is built on take on even more damages and losses.
Despite such concerns, redevelopment was carried out as planned, making increased
conflict among residents inevitable. When residents went to the redevelopment office to
voice their protests, the office responded by taking their picture and instituting criminal
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… Meeting for the revival of the Bukjeong Village Festival (2013. 3.18 Seongbuk-dong Community Service Center, 2013.3.23 Bukjeong
Senior Citizen’s Center).
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not even remember its exact address number, have no motivation or reason to cover repair

nothing more than a supporting role.

costs without hope of making a profit. There are even many residents who moved out

Having decided to restart the Wall Wall Festival, the village applied for the Village

without receiving their deposit payment back because the homeowner refused to return it,

Making Program Contest and was selected to be a recipient. The name submitted on the

let alone make repairs.

application was “Beautiful Bukjeong” to reflect the beauty of the blooming flowers, dense
forests and moonlight on the fortress walls. This time, it was decided that residents would

An Alternative for Overcoming a Community Crisis:
the Wall Wall Festival

Because of the redevelopment problem, a village that had

been as close as a family for decades was covered in a shadow of mistrust and hostility. It
was a crisis that endangered the entire community, for which a solution was needed. In an
attempt to save the village community, village representative Kim Gyung-dong and the
residents asked the Village Support Center of Seongbuk-gu Office to provide a Traveling

not play a supporting role but would be the agents to directly oversee everything related to
the festival. The first purpose of the Wall Wall Festival was to show the village’s changed
appearance, while the second was to connect the image of Seoul Fortress with meju (the
fermented bean blocks) and have traditional cultural activities based on soybeans and straw.

The project that was meant to block redevelopment and recover the village community was
thus begun under the direction of Bukjeong Village’s residents.

Village School class in 2012. Everyone participated enthusiastically in the discussions on
what making a village meant and what a village community entailed, until late at night at
the senior citizens’ center.
During these discussions, some people asked why there were no more festivals as in

Status of Operations

the past. To block redevelopment of Bukjeong Village and recover the village community,

The target audience of the Wall Wall Festival of

residents decided to plan the “Wall (Korean for ‘month’) Wall Festival.” The reasons were

Bukjeong Village, preparations for which were begun in May 2013, was the residents of

two-fold: 1) to weaken the argument for redevelopment by proving the preservation value

Bukjeong Village, Seongbuk-dong residents and outside visitors. The first agenda item

of Bukjeong Village and increasing its fame to outsiders, and 2) to bring about harmony

in the festival plans was to improve the village environment to make it ready to receive

among village residents through the process of preparing for the festival.

guests. Beginning in May, residents took part in a village-wide clean up. Flower pots were

The Wall Wall Festival did not begin in 2012. It had been conducted in 2009 and 2010 but

placed throughout the alleyways and a village map was installed at the entrance. From

was stopped due to deepening conflict among residents due to redevelopment. The idea for

June to September, residents practiced the skills required to conduct the festival. Lessons

the festival was first proposed by Kookmin University professor Lee Hae-kyung, inspired

and practice sessions for making meju and tofu, as well as traditional dance, were held

by the vintage looks of a friend’s home in Bukjeong Village and the strong community spirit

consistently for weeks. For the planning and preparations, the Seongbuk-dong Resident

that pervaded the village. In the early phases, the festival was planned and prepared for

Center and vocational groups, Seongbuk Culture Foundation, and the Seongbuk-gu Village

through a cooperative agreement between Seongbuk-gu Office and the Research-Industry

Support Center took part to create a Festival Preparation Committee and play supporting

Cooperation Foundation of Kookmin University and supervised by Lee Hae-kyung. Local

roles. After several months of intense preparations, the festival was held on October 19.

governments, schools and village residents took part. At this stage, the residents played
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meju, tofu, and straw to be displayed at the festival were obtained from the Nonghyup
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office in Gwanin-myeon, Pocheon, a sister organization of Seongbuk-gu. Because it would

After the festival, residents felt a sense of pride and accomplishment at its successful

be almost impossible to make enough on the day of the festival, the wives’ association

conclusion. Suggestions began being made that because Bukjeong Village residents are also

worked until 3 am the night before to make tofu. On the day of the festival, the village’s

residents of Seongbuk-gu, the festival should not be restricted only to the neighborhood but

traditional percussion troupe and traditional street attraction group created a festive mood,

become an event for all of Seongbuk-gu. As a result of planning and conducting the festival,

for the opening ceremony, in the courtyard in front of Neupjukineh. At experience booths

residents now participate more in village affairs. This is the spirit in which Bukjeong Village

for making meju and tofu, visitors were able to try grinding soybeans in a millstone and

residents will continue to hold festivals and maintain their community. They will show that

boil the resulting mixture in a cast-iron pot to make tofu and used boiled beans to make

even residents who are poor and in difficult circumstances can share with one another and

meju blocks. Village residents could not help but feel satisfied at the sight of children

create strong community ties.

carrying around the meju they had made themselves wound together with straw rope, a

Therefore, residents warn outsiders not to damage their community with their money

small repayment of their hard work until the crack of dawn. The exhibition area displayed

and a rosy-looking construction blueprint. For them, the greatest source of pride is their

old photos of Bukjeong Village contributed by the residents

efforts to independently find a solution to block the disintegration of their community due

and

handicrafts made from straw. The food area sold the tofu

to development. This solution was not a grand idea or plan but simply the preparation of a

made the night before by residents as well as other soybean

festival that highlights the unique character of Bukjeong Village and utilizes the village’s

foods. At the end of the festival, everyone braided their

resources - done entirely by the residents. By helping one another to conduct this fun

wishes into straw ropes and participated in a moonlight

event, conflicts were mended and new bonds of harmony were formed. It is a case that

Ganggangsullae (traditional harvest and fertility ritual dance).

emphasizes the ability of a community to turn danger into opportunity.

Goals and Vision
Bukjeong Village still has many problems to solve.
The threat of redevelopment may reemerge any time. With the majority of residents being
leaseholders, financial difficulties will increase. In their current state, aging homes that
are decades old will gradually lose the ability to function as adequate housing. The vast
majority of residents are elderly, with almost no school-aged children. It is also difficult to
conclude that all conflicts among residents have been solved. Kim Gyung-dong stresses
the fact that development must be conducted in a way that preserves the village. Just as the
Civilian Control Line of the DMZ maintains an ecosystem untouched by human hands,
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Bukjeong Village maintains the appearance and traditions of the past due to an absence of
modern development. The value of this historic and cultural preservation can be utilized by

Gangbuk-gu

the Seoul Metropolitan Government, including the alleyways connected to Seoul Fortress
that retain their appearance from the 1960s and 70s, old homes, and the making of meju
and traditional cuisine.
If the excessive regulations and development restrictions are lifted in favor of
preservation-based development, the village will gain some breathing room through home
renovation and environment enhancement. Also, in the process of preservation-based
development, the need for home renovation and environment improvement will create
many jobs for residents, many of whom have the necessary technical skills. By developing
meju, tofu and other traditional bean foods and continuing the Wall Wall Festival, and
connecting these activities with the Bukjeong Village exhibition hall, a reenactment of a
1970s-style music cafe (LP records, DJs, café madams), and other village attractions like the
Bugak Skyway Palgakjeong Pavilion, Samcheonggak, Waryong Park, and the birthplace
of Han Yong Un, Bukjeong Village will be reborn as an attraction of Seongbuk-dong. Kim
Gyung-dong believes that such ideas are not impossible to carry out. The location and
circumstances of Bukjeong Village and the success of the Wall Wall Festival are sufficient
evidence.
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Doran Doran
Village

middle of the wide-open floor. Soon, mothers and children arrive, the mothers gossiping
amongst themselves while the children run around and play. The empty basement rehearsal

“Unni(older sister)~, Hyangsuk unni~ Are you there?”

room is soon bustling with the warmth and activity of people.

A voice continues to call out while running down a short flight of stairs. One can tell

The story of Doran Doran Village begins with Park Hyang-sook, the representative of

from the tone of voice alone that the person searching and the person being searched

the Wonhyang Theater Troupe. Park has lived in Beon 1-dong for 12 years. She created

for are very close. One by one, women gather at the play rehearsal room, with children in

an educational theater troupe to be used for Department of Education activities made up

tow. It is obvious from their voices and facial expressions how well they are attuned to one

of professional play actors. Performances were mostly given for children who have trouble

another. The setting is Doran Doran Village in Gangbuk-gu. The name itself brings forth

adjusting to the public education system. Through these performances, Park realized that

comforting memories of blooming flowers and a warm bowl of rice. The Rainbow Mom

the greater problem lay not in the children but in their parents and society. A mother of

Theater Company is an amateur theater troupe made up of mothers who have lived in the

three (ages 12, 8 and 3), Park has worked with mothers under the philosophy that mothers

neighborhood for at least five years, have at least two children, and have an average age of

must be happy in order to ensure the happiness of their children. Given that Beon-dong

35. They perform at the daycare centers and schools where they send their children. They

has almost no established cultural or educational infrastructure, Park decided to create a

hold festivals for their neighborhood, bringing people together through happiness.

village enterprise through a mother’s theater troupe despite her already busy lifestyle as a

While the company members practice and make costumes, the children play amongst

full-time mom.

themselves next to their mothers. Members share food and even take care of those who

The mothers’ acting began seven years ago, when Park and five other mothers, who sent

have just given birth. How did these ordinary mothers create an organization that is like a

their children to the same daycare center, decided to put on a play for their children as a

second family? This is the story of Doran Doran Village’s interesting and fun way of life.

Children’s Day gift. Afterward, the mothers gathered occasionally to perform plays at the
daycare center, a tradition that continued until Park’s second child. The current Rainbow
Mom Theater Company is made up of mothers who meet at the same daycare center as
Park’s second child, who is now eight years old.
From then to now, the company members have been as close as sisters. They take care

Outline

of one another’s children and share side dishes and clothes. The mothers become friends
Doran Doran Village is in the Beon 1-dong area,

which is located in Bukbu Market next to Gangbuk Police Station (near Suyu Bus Station). In

through play practice, while similar-aged children become friends. By living in the same
neighborhood, they meet several times a day to gossip and enjoy one another’s company.

the basement of one of the market buildings is the rehearsal room of the educational theater

It was then that the mothers found out about the Our Village Project, one of the village

troupe Wonhyang, which is also the gathering place of Doran Doran Village. The wide

community programs promoted by Seoul Metropolitan Government. The Our Village

basement space is decorated with handmade animal drawings. One corner is decorated as a

Project of late 2012 cemented ties of solidarity among the existing members. The company

forest while play props and other items line another wall. There is an electric mattress in the

performed the play Grandma’s Mirror for their children.
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The second Our Village Project was held for six months in early 2013, which was when

leads the activities of Doran Doran Village, is currently composed of nine mothers of first

“Comedy Day” begun. With increased interest by the children, the scale of the company’s

and second-grade children. Five of them are actors while the remaining mothers do other

activities grew progressively larger. It was at this time that the company performed Wait

work required to stage performances. Members say that to hold a single play, there is an

at daycare centers and schools. The mothers were extremely busy with taking care of their

immense amount of work to be done, including props and stage decoration. It is not easy

children, play practice and preparing for each performance. Up to then, performances were

to find sufficient practice time, as every member is a mother to small children and has no

usually held for the grade (or daycare center) of the children of the members of the Rainbow

prior acting experience. Therefore, mistakes are inevitable. Sometimes a member forgets

Mom Theater Company. With support from the Seoul Metropolitan Government, the

her lines or remains on stage when she should have made her exit, even responding to

range of performance venues grew significantly broader.

comments from the audience.

In late 2013, the number of village community programs began to increase in earnest,

“The one thing that everyone wants to avoid is a long dialogue. Everyone falls prey to

following on the heels of the previous program like cars in a train. The mothers of the

it, moms and kids alike. Although our plays are for children, it is still nerve-wracking to

Rainbow Mom Theater Company conducted the Heart Growth Art School as a parent

perform in front of a lot of people.”

community program, which aimed to develop children’s emotional sensibilities through

The company began performing plays when their children were still in daycare. Plays

arts & culture and create a community environment that was conducive to the arts. Also,

are always designed to match the age group of the audience, which ranges from toddlers to

the “Round Moon Festival” and “Haha Hoho Opaesan” were conducted as Gangbuk-

lower elementary school. When the children enter upper elementary school, new plays will

gu local programs. An outdoor performance stage was made on the rooftop of a building

be developed that are appropriate for that age group, the mothers following the children’s

in Bukbu Market as part of the Our Village Project, where the Round Moon Festival was

growth cycle. Having produced educational plays for a long time, the plays that the mothers

held with the help of residents. By connecting the village community support programs of

make are also usually educational in content. Many of the scripts are made based on

the Seoul Metropolitan Government and local governments in these ways, the company

elementary school Korean language/literature textbooks.

gradually increased the participation of the residents.

Grandma’s Mirror, which was part of the late 2012 Our Village Project, was performed

What made it possible to create an amateur mother’s theater troupe and simultaneously

10 times at local daycare centers and schools. Presented as the grandmother’s friend, the

conduct various other activities was Wonhyang, which already has deep roots in the

play features the mirror as a tool for realizing the value of family. Due to its unexpected

region, and Park’s role. The head member of the mother’s theater troupe, it was Park who
completed the paperwork for a non-profitmaking village community program and provided
rehearsal space.

popularity, it has been performed many more times than originally planned. It was the
passion of the mothers that made it possible to present a play for many children, with just
KRW 1.5 million.
The play Wait, which was performed throughout the year, is a story about a caterpillar
turning into a butterfly. The fact that each person is valuable is the lesson that the mothers

Status of Operations
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hope to give their audiences. They say that the greatest satisfaction of acting comes from
The Rainbow Mom Theater Company, which

seeing the children follow along with the songs and dances and the children’s expressions
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when they are fully immersed in the play.

environment (consisting mostly of single-family homes and townhouses than apartment buildings,

The Comedy Day festival was first held in 2013 as part of the Our Village Project. It is a

it has many alleys) with participation by neighborhood fathers. The purpose was to have

talent contest in which anyone can participate. Held once a month, it grew progressively

fathers get to know each other while doing something productive for the neighborhood,

larger in scale with each successive hosting, once even reaching 50 participants. Children

but low participation levels made the program largely unsuccessful. Eventually, it was

participate more than adults. Park’s eldest son even made an acting club with his friends

the mothers who decorated the walls with paint and tile designs. Although this was

to feature in the following month’s Comedy Day and practiced for over one month. After

nevertheless meaningful, it shows that encouraging fathers to participate is never an easy

Comedy Day, he boasted that he was much more popular among his fellow classmates.

task. The excellent performance of the fathers as safety personnel at the Round Moon

Children who participate in the festival earn a great deal in the process of preparing and

Festival, however, shows that there is potential.

expressing themselves, resulting in strengthened relationships between peers and an
increased self-confidence.
Furthermore, the reaction of village residents to the festival has thus far been positive. For

Major Characteristics and Implications

The mothers of the Rainbow

the Round Moon Festival, held for the first time this fall, the only means of publicity were
word-of-mouth broadcasts by neighborhood ajummas and posters posted up on the walls
of market shops. This resulted in the surprisingly large turnout of 500 residents. Various
resident associations, including the children’s English theater company, housewives’ theater
company, educational play troupe and a middle school dance club, presented captivating
performances for the gathered crowd. The original plan was to use college student
volunteers as safety personnel but ended up recruiting 20 residents instead, including
six married couples. As a result, fathers who had always remained on the periphery of
neighborhood affairs took the initiative and performed their role diligently. It was a festival
in which village residents and those running the festival came together for a common
purpose. After the festival, many residents expressed their hope that it be held again next
year.

… The Rainbow Mom Theater Company, which is led by Doran
Doran Village, is currently made up of nine mothers of first and
second-grade children. Five of them are actresses while the other
mothers help with other aspects of the performances.

Ever since first creating the mothers’ theater company and throughout the process of
conducting various village community activities with municipal funding, there has been no
regularly-held meeting of the mothers. Just as in the beginning, they gather to present their
opinions, make a decision, and divide up roles whenever the need arises.
The program “We are the Rulers of the Alley” connects the nature of the neighborhood
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Mom Theater Company already had their own mini-community even before learning

In any community, shared public space is very important. In particular, parents with

about the village community programs conducted by the Seoul Metropolitan Government

small children need to have a safe place to leave their kids in order to do any productive

and other local governing bodies. Living in Beon-dong, they sent their children to the same

work. In this regard, the rehearsal room also served as a community space for the children.

daycare center and elementary school and together made educational plays for the children.

After two years of participating in village activities, the mothers of Doran Doran Village

They were one another’s family, sharing food, household items, and their concerns about

are no longer afraid of starting something new. This is because Beon-dong residents, as a

childrearing. It was after they encountered the village community program in 2012 that

whole, have now begun taking an interest in their neighborhood. The owner of the flower

things began to happen in Beon-dong.

shop will continue to serve as public relations director next year, and there are many

Park says that it may be a selfish declaration but that many children will reap the benefits
of the money spent by the theater company. However, not everyone who has a budget
writes business plans, carries out a program and writes up a financial report for something
that is not financially profitable. In this case, the word “selfish” is largely misleading.

elderly residents who are in support of neighborhood activities. The flower shop owner in
particular is a “wild card” for future community activities.
There are now more children preparing for Comedy Day one month in advance. A
teacher at the neighborhood piano academy and the mothers of the Rainbow Mom Theater

Park points out that because Beon-dong does not have a high school, most children

Company teamed up to create the Children’s Dream Talent Art Company - an opportunity

move away once they reach their teens. She and the mothers of the Rainbow Mom Theater

created by the neighborhood for children to learn acting and be able to appreciate art from

Company want to make a neighborhood that people do not want to leave, where they and

an early age without having to look to other more costly options.

their children can live in safety and in peace among old friends and neighbors. Through
the recommendation of the Beon-dong representative, Park began serving on the Resident
Committee, this year. Although this means that she is now even busier, she is excited about
creating relationships with a wide variety of resident associations and hopes that this will
lead to a broadened range of village activities.
The village community program support acted as the priming water that expanded
the mothers’ small private community into one that interacts with more neighborhood
residents and creates the larger community known as Doran Doran Village.
There are various organizations and groups related to culture & the arts in the area but
most of them involve residents as merely participants who passively receive the content of
those programs. However, in the case of Wonhyang, Park provided neighborhood mothers
with a chance to strengthen bonds through the easily approachable medium of the play,
thereby creating a unique village community. A true community is not created artificially
but is formed in the process of solving problems together.
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Goals and Vision

plays in English for children who do not live in education-conducive environments. One of
For the purpose of creating a village community,

Doran Doran Village planted many seeds in 2013. In 2014, we hope that these seeds will
grow into trees. But in order for this to be possible, there are many problems that remain to
be solved, the biggest problem being personnel expenses. Considering the current situation
in which everyone works for no cost, although it is important to share work among
residents, there is also a real necessity for people who can focus entirely on such work.
There needs to be more personnel who can take care of resident needs and do the necessary
administrative paperwork.
The rehearsal room is currently being used as the rehearsal room for the Rainbow Mom
Theater Company as well as a babysitting facility for the members’ children. However,
with the formation of the Children’s Dream Talent Art Company, there needs to be a
larger space. Also, for more residents to be able to participate in village festivals, as well as
for everyday gatherings, larger areas need to be made for general congregating purposes.
The resident center has no more space to spare. This year, the neighborhood submitted
two applications for funding for more space to the Resident Proposal Program for Village
Community Enhancement, but both were denied. The neighborhood plans to apply again
next year.
The village festival, held for the first time this year, on a rooftop at Bukbu Market, will

the purposes is to learn English, but it is to do so naturally through the children’s interest in
plays. One of Park’s students has returned to Wonhyang after studying drama in England,
meaning that there is now someone who can help.
People have a lot of dreams. Ideas that are brought up in casual conversations among
neighbors grow into ideas that people want to see put into practice. Through village
activities, residents want to provide snacks for their children and make a café in which
mothers can socialize. Residents also want to have a small library for children to be able to
freely drop in, as well as a communal childcare system.
A village resident, who is a TV dance instructor, has offered her services whenever
needed. By attending dance classes together, the neighborhood fathers will hopefully
become friends.
The dreams of Doran Doran Village’s residents do not look improbable. Many are
already being carried out in other neighborhoods. Most of all, the strength of the bond
formed over seven years, through the theater company and the year spent working on
village programs, has given the mothers a significant degree of experience. In the song Our
Village to which children added their own lyrics for a Comedy Day performance, we hope
that the lyrics will later include a neighborhood café, library, neighborhood school and
festivals.

be increased in frequency from once a year to twice, in the format of a film or play festival,
in which all residents can participate. Also, plans are being made to expand the talent
donation program by making better use of the neighborhood’s human resources. The goal
is for each resident of Doran Doran Village to participate in at least one neighborhood
activity.
Everybody has one thing that he or she is good at, whether it be cleaning, singing, art or
making food. The neighborhood is a place where all of these talents can be brought into the
spotlight in one way or another. There are hopes for a village community that is made up
of many individual clubs and activities. One program currently being planned is staging
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Dobong-gu

Beon 1-dong is our neighborhood. It is so good. Really, really good~
The big intersection has everything we need.
There is a hospital, Wonhyang and the Bukbu Market.
Beon 1-dong is our neighborhood. It is so good. Really, really good~
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Eco-Forest
Playground
“Forest Love”

unilaterally by public organizations or outside experts, with residents being no more than
passive recipients of such facilities. On the contrary, Supsokae is an effective alternative in
It is not easy to encounter nature in a city covered with concrete and asphalt.
Until just a few decades ago, there was no such thing as a playground. The neighborhood

which residents create their own eco-playground and can fully enjoy the benefits reaped
from it. It is like a clean burst of fresh air in the bleakness of the city.

alleys, forests and streams all served as playgrounds, with nature being the best friend of
all neighborhood children. Until urban redevelopment began in earnest, it was not all that
difficult to see forests and streams, even in Seoul. However, today there are artificially-made
areas that are separately marked as “playgrounds.” To encounter nature, urban children

Outline

have to first leave the city. Families must endure hours of traffic-congested roads for a

The group that played an incubator role for Supsokae is

chance to merely breathe in clean air. To enjoy good-quality recreational forests during the

Our Friendly Dobong People (Dobong People). Established in 2009, Dobong People operates

summer holiday season, reservations must be made at least several months in advance. The

the Internet café “Namuya,” which acts as an incubator for many local activists and village

situation is no better for adults, who do not have a place to relax and unwind. Whether at the

organizations in Dobong-gu. Groups involved in Namuya include Happy Handicrafts,

workplace or at home in one’s neighborhood, the only place where neighbors and friends

Dobong N, Agamaji, Ureong Gaksi, and the Belly Dance Club. The idea of Supsokae first

can gather is the local bar. It is a sociocultural environment in which alcohol cannot help but

came about three years ago during discussions of ways to revitalize the village community.

become the medium of choice.

At the time, most village enterprises were conducted similarly to the wall painting project,
for which the content was planned and executed by outside experts, with no one in the

In Banghak-dong of Seoul’s Dobong-gu District, one can find an eco-playground that

community taking responsibility afterwards and with no real outcomes for the community.

combines a forest with plenty of grass and gardens. Once a crime-ridden area covered in

Therefore, the general consensus was for residents to be the agents of planning and

garbage and always the subject of civil complaints, it has now been completely transformed

execution for any village-wide program (whether it be for wall painting or making a handicraft

today. Supsokae (Supsok Maul) is like a separate world within the city, which is surrounded by

center), no matter how lacking in quality or experience.

a forest. It is a place where one can find true healing simply by being there. To maximize the

The second major issue was the education of the community’s children. Because most

natural surroundings, the building windows – which had previously opened toward the road

children attend various academies(hakwons) after school, there were many concerns that

– were restructured so that they provide a view of the forest and gardens. The handicraft

the children were being excessively subjected to teaching by rote, resulting in an education

center, in Supsokae, recycles discarded wood to make furniture and benches.

excessively focused on knowledge acquisition without enough time for play, which then

Even residents from other districts, who come on field trips to see Supsokae, are very

leads to problems in sociality and mental development. In the past, children would learn

excited about it, eager to make similar spaces in their own neighborhood. It is made even

while playing with other neighborhood children, creating their own games as they went

more meaningful because this beautiful space was created with the efforts of local residents.

along. The adults concluded that for children to be able to play, the adults should be able to

The reality is that most convenience facilities and programs for local residents are planned

set an example of naturally-formed companionship and social relationships.
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Based on these thoughts, the nature play/healing program “Draw, Make, Play” began in

environment within the city to promote a healthy culture of play and strengthen the village

January 2011. In September of the same year, several individuals, including Director Choi

community, Supsokae received investments from those who volunteered to offer them. By

So-young of Dobong People, found the location where Supsokae stands today (518, Banghak

issuing Supsokae stock to village residents, activists and all other interested individuals, 30

3-dong, Dobong-gu) while searching for a place where children and adults could play

people made payments ranging from KRW 100,000 to 1 million. This raised the KRW 10

together. For everyone present, it was love at first sight. It was a plot of land owned by the

million won necessary for the deposit, which successfully finalized the contract.

Sacheon Mok clan, on which the clan association building was built. The long-time subject
of civil complaints, there was no maintenance of the land even at the most minimal level.
The building was crumbling, abandoned because it did not create a profit for the owner
and was in a development restricted area, while the empty spaces were filled with piles of
garbage. Elderly residents grew their own kitchen gardens on the land (without permits),
with the name of the resident affixed to each. Many people tried to rent the land over a long
period of time but failed. The failure was due to the civil complaints constantly filed by the
owner of the next-door building to deliberately block people from renting. The last person
to rent the building, before Supsokae, said that after trying to fix its roof, the building was
captured in an aerial photograph. After becoming the subject of illegal accusations, the
individual was forced to leave.
Director Choi So-young went to the Mok Clan Association to explain the public goal of
Supsokae and to request the rental of its land. The director of the clan association agreed,
on the condition that the association would be compensated with an adequate rental fee.
Without even a rental deposit, Supsokae made an initial payment of KRW 100,000 and
signed the lease contract, promising to pay the remaining deposit within one month. It then
began to recruit interested individuals. After explaining the goal of creating an ecological

However, problems began to emerge almost immediately afterward. As they had always
done, the owners of neighboring buildings continued to file civil complaints. The 10 elderly
residents cultivating their illegal gardens also began to complain as if they were the owners,
refusing to acknowledge the new leaseholder and threatening that no one could touch their
gardens and that they should be compensated for having cultivated the land. All of this was
a source of great concern for Supsokae. After considering whether to simply go ahead with
their efforts despite such threats or to take the time and energy to persuade and embrace
opposing individuals for the sake of the village community, Director Choi and the rest
of the Preparation Team decided on the latter. They also had to take care of the problem
of constant civil complaints. For over a year, the group had to respond to the Dobong-gu
Office’s skepticism with what they were trying to do with such a problem-ridden area.
As time dragged on without much outcome to show for it, even those who had made
investments began to question the activity’s validity. With no concrete results after one
year, investors began to wonder what was being done while some even expressed their
desire to revoke their investment. Despite such difficulties, the Supsokae Preparation Team
continued to share with its investors the progress of the situation. It frequently treated the
elderly residents with gardens to makgeolli and pajeon to persuade them to cooperate with
the reconstruction efforts.
After one year, the seemingly intractable “owners” of the gardens began to change their

… Residents cultivate gardens and share food with one another through gatherings like Samgyeopsal Day
and Bibimbap Day. There is also the Garden Concert and the Forest Eco-School.

attitude. Several of them began to ask what they should do to help. After negotiations, the
gardens were moved to the lower end of the land. Also, in return for being permitted to
maintain them free of charge, six of the owners were asked to teach other residents how
to cultivate gardens. With the help of a hydraulic shovel, two truckloads of garbage were
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cleared away. The building, for which only the barest skeleton remained, was expanded

stones to play and form an awareness of nature and ecology. The role of the forest eco-play

and renovated with funding from the Seoul Metropolitan Government due to the expense

instructor is not to teach children how to play but to be a guide for the most effective/best

involved.

ways to play.

In retrospect, we can see that this one year period was a truly important phase. If

There is also the fun permanent exhibition hall “Supsokae Gallery,” which provides

Supsokae had simply continued their preparations without taking the time to convince and

an opportunity for residents to mingle and socialize while also accessing culture without

persuade the naysayers, they would have continued to suffer from civil complaints and

having to go far from home. Classified as either a resident exhibition or expert exhibition,

become involved in useless battles of attrition. However, after a year of communicating

the former gives ordinary residents the chance to display their talents even if they are not

with residents and addressing the civil complaints, Supsokae experienced no further trouble

certified experts in a particular area. Through such opportunities to boost confidence

in the preparation process. Now that the garbage is cleared away, the illegal roof fixed and

levels, residents can be encouraged to participate in other Supsokae activities. Through

residents in favor of the facility, even the Dobong-gu Office is highly supportive, asking

meaningful opportunities for communication, it is important for residents to feel the joy of

what it can do to help. Those who had withdrawn membership regretted having done so

interacting with their peers.

and changed to become very supportive of Supsokae. Within three years, a place that had

Expert exhibitions increase the quality of the locally available cultural opportunities and

been nothing more than a headache was transformed into a space beloved by the entire

also provide a spotlight on local artists who have not yet debuted. The first expert exhibition

community.

was held on December 18 (Wed), in which eight housewives, who learned pencil drawing
and painting from a local artist, through a talent donation program, displayed their work in
an exhibition titled the Ecology Illustration Contest. Created under an ecology theme, this
exhibition proved that one does not have to be an expert to publicly display anything. The

Status of Operations

housewives were skeptical at first and were rather embarrassed about making their artwork
Supsokae consists of 30 investors and donating

public, but when it came time to hold the exhibition, they invited their entire family and all

members. An account may be purchased for KRW 120,000, which provides a garden plot

their friends to share in the fruit of their hard-earned labor. Having experienced the joy of

of 8.25~9.9 square meters (approx. 3 pyeong) for the account holder to cultivate as he or

holding an exhibition and having gained confidence in themselves, the housewives will not

she wishes. Those who pay KRW 120,000 in a lump sum are given discounts on offered

only be having an exhibition in January 2014 in the lobby gallery of Dobong-gu Office but

programs. There are two types of program: focus programs and programs offered upon

have also finished planning the Relationship Exhibit.

resident request. Focus programs are planned, maintained and operated by Supsokae, the

There are residents who were extremely pleased to find something they were talented in

proceeds of which are used toward building maintenance fees and personnel salaries. The

through such activities as well as those who say that they now have a broader view of the

most representative programs currently being conducted are as follows.

neighborhood. The Supsokae Gallery, a space where anyone may display art, will become

The first is the Forest Eco Play Instructor program. The forest eco-playground is a
place for children to come into close contact with nature, utilizing tree branches, dirt, and
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the site of even more creative endeavors.
Writing My Autobiography is a program currently in the planning stage. It will be taught
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by local author Yoon Won-il.

needs.
Director Choi So-young, the individual most responsible for the birth of Supsokae, is an
activist who is like a “textbook” model of the village enterprise system. Her work provides
a great deal of food for thought about the nature of a community and its roles. The mission

Major Characteristics and Implications

of Dobong People is to materialize in reality what people have thus far kept inside their
Dobong People is a group that

incubates other organizations with the goal of creating a resident’s association in finalized
form. It has helped launch various clubs, including a neighborhood choir, Village Walk,
Happy Handicrafts, and a belly dance club, all of which are now their own independent
organizations. Another important role is to help residents bring out their talents and
maximize them. In programs in which residents learn from an expert and then want to
create their own organizations, it is of course important to receive a proper education from
the instructor. However, after they have finished learning, Dobong People helps residents
to grow by conveying what they have learned to others. Happy Handicrafts did not start
out as an arts & crafts gathering but as an informal social group.
The same is true for Supsokae, which grew out of the nature program “Draw, Make,
Play.” From the beginning, the program was not operated in the format of one individual
contributing a large lump sum but instead was intentionally operated so that everyone
paid at least a small amount. Also, there was no pre-established program format (e.g., book
café). Instead, residents did whatever they wanted to do. This has resulted in the formation

of many diverse groups, including the Forest School, in which children can run and play
to their heart’s content in a natural setting, Supsokae Gallery, the barbeque party, Village
Club, seminars, workshops, handicraft groups and autobiography writing. The objective
is to let residents do whatever they feel like doing at the moment in accordance with their

imaginations. Therefore, the first task is always to ask people what they think and what
they want, because it is no fun to always do what has been planned and decided on. Many
activists operate in fixed ways, but today it is meaningless to try to separately categorize
residents and activists. The true village community is not learned from a textbook but is
instead learned through experience.
By interacting with residents, it is important to find out what they need and then provide
a foundation for which they can obtain those needs. The programs currently being
conducted at Namuya involve participation on an equal level. Lacking any differences in
authority or rank, everyone pays the same amount and mingles with one another easily.
One library employee once planned an activity that she was sure would be a huge success
but turned out otherwise, for which she asked the reason. Choi advised, “Do what the
residents need, not what your organization needs.” Also, just like Supsokae began without
enough money for a deposit but still managed to be successful by raising the necessary
funds after signing the contract, there are times that one has to pave one’s own roads. There
are also times that one has to endure difficulty and be patient enough to weather the storm
to its end. In the vast majority of cases, people give up because they choose not to wait.
It was the patience of all those involved to endure conflict and the wounds inflicted
by various parties on one another that Supsokae was able to take off after approximately
one year. In the process of creating Supsokae, there were many difficulties caused by the

… This exhibition, which was created
based on an ecological theme,
proved that exhibitions do not always
have to be hosted by experts in a
particular area.

conflicting interests of residents who filed civil complaints, residents who maintained
gardens without a permit, residents who invested in Supsokae, and the Dobong-gu Office.

Nowon-gu

When hope looked far off, bitter arguments ensued, with some even demanding that their
investments be returned. However, as a result of one year of patiently addressing problems
and waiting for people to arrive at a consensus, residents are now filled with hope and
confidence for the future. This type of outcome is impossible to obtain solely with money
and administrative power.

Goals and Vision
If café Namuya is an incubator of practical ways
in which what residents can learn and do what they truly want, Supsokae is an everyday
“playground” of relaxation, fellowship and fun. It is a place of genuine mental healing
where neighborhood residents can feel free to relax, have fun, grow vegetables, hold
performances and simply drop by to visit.
Director Choi So-youn hopes that Supsokae can continue to be maintained and used by
the residents themselves in the future. She hopes that it does not turn into a standardized
ecological forest environment but is always subject to change based on the changing needs
of the residents, as can be seen in the Eco-Play Forest School, Forest Play Community,
Supsok Gallery, and the Resident Association.
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The Village is
a School

Outline
Nowon-gu is currently conducting The Village Is a

Each road in Seoul’s Nowon-gu District is imprinted with the famous African proverb “It
takes a village to raise a child.” The idea that children can only grow up properly with the
help of one’s neighbors, and a sense of responsibility by society as a whole, coincides with
the philosophy of the “village school” being conducted by Nowon-gu. In the process of a
child growing into adulthood, village adults aim to help children choose their own life goals
and have big dreams, raise children into fully-functioning adults, and ultimately create a
sustainable community by teaching and learning from one another.
To understand how Nowon-gu came to conduct such a program, we must look into
the current administrative systems of local governments and educational administration
organizations in which the school (educational autonomy) and the village community
(administrative autonomy) are separate. The school is nowhere near self-sufficient enough
to handle various teen problems by itself, including dropping out of school, the inability to
adjust to the public education system, ijime, and school bullying/violence.
Currently, the levels of creativity and character of the Korean youth are the lowest among

School program, which has designated 27 policy projects in five core areas for the entire
community to contribute to raising the quality of life for youth through enhanced creativity
training and character building, and creating a sustainable educational community. To
achieve this goal, Nowon-gu gathered the opinions of the Office of Education, youth
experts, directors of youth facilities and teachers, resulting in the establishment of the
Village School Support Center in February 2013. In April, the “Ordinances for the Village
School Support Center and Its Operation” were established to make the organization
legally legitimate.
The administrative system responsible for operating the Village School consists of the
Village School Committee (district office head, superintendent of the Seoul Bukbu District Office
of Education, school principals, parents, directors of youth facilities, experts, government employees,
etc.), Village School Advisory Committee (composed of representatives from elementary, middle
and high school parent associations), Village School Working-Level Meeting (teachers, parents,
youth facilities, practitioners, experts, government employees, etc.), and the Village School

Subcommittees (five sub-committees: one per policy project).

OECD nations. Not only are there increasingly less teenagers who engage in self-directed
learning and reading, but the lack of spaces for healthy fun is resulting in ever more teenagers
dropping out of school. Most people realize that there is a limit to what a school can do to

Village School Committee
Village School Advisory Board
Village School Cooperation
Committee

prevent teenagers from being exposed to various types of crime and to place them on the

Village School Support Center
Management Support

right path.
Also, in an educational system based solely on the university entrance exam, there is
little opportunity for young people to think about future occupations and/or career paths.
Therefore, what is needed most at this time is the cooperation of the school and the village
so as to solve the problems faced by teenagers in education and thus create a desirable
educational environment for them. This is why the local governing body is taking the lead in
creating the village school.
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Dream Village
Subcommittee

Reading Village
Subcommittee

Happy Village
Subcommittee

- Sangsang
- Reading Nowon
- Munan Art
Irum Center
Operating
Association
Committee
- Eco Center
- Life Sports
Association
- Vocation Experience - Small Library
Committee
Operating Assembly - Nowon Cultural
Center
- Local Commercial
- Human Library
Association
- Gongryong Youth
Culture Information
- Volunteer Center
Center
- Teacher(s)

Healthy Village
Subcommittee

Safe Village
Subcommittee

- Youth Education and
Welfare Promotion
Committee
- Alternative School
- Healing School
- No-Smoking School
- Mental Health Center

- Green Mothers
Association Alliance
- Nowon-gu Youth
Leader Association
- School sheriff
- Traffic Safety
Association

Village
School

Each
School
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The basic blueprint for the Village School was finalized in May 2013. Applications

participate regardless of financial status.

began being accepted in June and operation began in earnest in July. Although a few of the

In terms of the details, Dream Village has opened 200 diverse Village School programs

programs had to be postponed in the beginning due to a lack of applicants, participation

and established a growth monitoring system for these programs on the Village School

levels are now much higher due to news spreading that the lecturers and programs/classes

Support Center homepage. Plans are being made to commission academic research on

offered are good quality. There are 20 programs offered each month, with 57 designated for

educational themes (Earth, history, etc.).

December alone. There are currently 137, with 200 expected to be available by the end of

The Reading Village is planning to reinforce the book collection at the Bukjeok Bukjeok
Library and conduct the Human Library Human Book program. Happy Village is

the year 2013.
The aim is to establish a Village School were anyone – individuals, organizations, groups

establishing a talent donation lecturer pool and providing funding for youth clubs (10) per

– can use his or her talents to teach the youth. Someone who is good at badminton can

dong. The Healthy Village is operating several alternative schools (Now School (middle

set up a badminton school, while those with musical talents can open up music schools.

school), Chamjoeun School (high school)) in outsourcing format and is producing tangible

Instead of copying the class teaching method used at schools, the key aspect is that the

results in terms of reducing the teen smoking rate (no smoking counseling facilities at 27

adults of the community voluntarily offer to teach and provide guidance to teenagers.

schools, smoking prevention training at 61 schools). The Safety Village operates an alarm

Lecturers are paid by the Nowon-gu Office. With free tuition, individuals only need to pay

service that informs parents of when their children arrive at and leave school (currently

for the educational materials (books, etc.), making it possible for virtually all residents to

conducted at 32 out of 38 schools) and also conducts disinfection of the sand in playgrounds
(72 out of 72 parks, 117 out of 254 multi-unit dwellings), emergency first aid programs, hands-on

education (for 4,178 elementary, middle and high school students), and bike safety programs (for

※ Progress for opening Village Schools

Individuals,
groups,

organizations

16,913 elementary school students). A full list of programs and program information can be
② Evaluation
request

① Submit proposal
④ Notification of support

Village School
Support Center

③ Notification
of results

Village School
Business
Council

⑤ Sign agreement/MOU
⑥ Submit results/summary of operation

Month

No. of village schools

July

18

Total

August

September
October
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80
17

25

20

Evaluation of profitability,
validity, ability to provide
support, etc.

No. of participants
602 participants

found on the Nowon Village School Support Center homepage (nest.nowon.kr).

Status of Operations

Of the many village schools established in Nowon-

gu, the Clay Dish Village School uses porcelain clay (one of the many types of pottery clay)
to make dishes and bowls that can actually be used in the home. Kang Mun-soon, who
has worked with pottery for 13 years and is a member of the Seoul Art Association and a

110 participants

pottery artist who operates an after-school pottery class to cultivate future artists, says that

209 participants

she hopes to “create many diverse and differentiated programs to promote far and wide

133 participants

150 participants

the medium of pottery to all children” and provide the benefits of her talent in pottery to
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Name of village school

Period

Time

Place

1. Starry Village School

11/14 (Thu),
21 (Thu), 22 (Fri)

18-21:00

Sangwon Elementary
School

2. Economics through
Currency

11. 20~12. 11
(every Wed)

16- 17:20

3. Garden Play Village School

11. 11~12. 9
(every Mon)

13-15:00

Target

Cost

Elementary-aged
KRW 12,000
students and
per family
parents
Elementary-aged
students who attend KRW 3,000
Junggye Social
per person
Welfare Center

Nyamnyam Garden Lower elementaryFree of charge
(behind Surak School)
aged students

4. Fun History Essay Village
School

12. 5~2014. 2. 27
(every Thu),

17-19:00

5. Making Happiness with
Organic Soap: Village School

12. 27~2014. 1. 20
(every Fri)

14:30-16:30

6. Drawing and Painting 2:
Village School

11. 20~2014. 1. 22
(every Wed)

17:30-19:30

Wolgye 3-dong
Resident Center

7. Comic Drawing Village
School

13. 11. 9~14. 1. 25
(every Sat)

14-16:00

Junggye 2, 3-dong
Resident Center

8. Easy and Fun Economics
Village School

12. 2~12. 23
(every Mon)

17-18:00

Sanggye 10-dong
Resident Center

Elementary-aged
students

KRW 5,000
per person

9. Dream Economics Village
School 1

11. 11~12. 2
(every Mon)

16- 17:30

Wolgye 1-dong
Resident Center

Elementary-aged
students

KRW 5,000
per person

10. Dream Economics Village
School 2

12. 9~12. 30
(every Mon)

16-17:30

Wolgye 1-dong
Resident Center

Elementary-aged
students

KRW 5,000
per person

11. Allowance Management
for Children Village School

2014. 1. 6~ 1. 27
(every Mon)

16-18:00

Wolgye 1-dong
Resident Center

Elementary-aged
students

KRW 5,000
per person

12. Theater Playground
Village School

11. 8~2014. 1. 24
(every Fri)

15-17:00

13. Chinese Culture Village
School

11. 23~2014. 1. 11
(every Sat)

10-12:00

14. Piano Village School

11. 14~12. 26
(every Thu)

13-16:00

15. Creative Science for
Lower Elementary Village
School
16. Creative Science for
Upper Elementary Village
School

11. 20~12. 18 (every
Wed)

13:20-14:50

11. 20~12. 18 (every
Wed)

15-16:30

Jugong Apt. (Sanggye- Elementary-aged
dong), 806-209
students
Nowon Lifelong
Education Center
(4F, Lecture Room 1)

Nowon Lifelong
Education Center
(2F, auditorium)
Nowon Lifelong
Education Center
(4F, auditorium 2)
Geonyeong Apt.
(Junggye-dong)
private residence
Nowon Lifelong
Education Center
(5F, lecture room 3)
Nowon Lifelong
Education Center
(5F, lecture room 3)

KRW 10,000
per month

Elementary-aged KRW 15,000
students
per five classes
Elementary-aged
students

KRW 10,000
per person

Middle, high school KRW 15,000
students
per person

The Folk Guitar Village School (begins on November 4) uses various instruments to
communicate with the world through music and aims to create happier individuals,
families and society through music. Classes are held each Monday (16:00~18:00) and
Thursday (16:00~18:00), at the Junggye 1-dong Resident Center, for approximately 15
elementary, middle and high-school students. At the Nowon Children’s Library (B1, Olly
Bolly Hall), the Magic Village School held each Thursday (16:00~18:00) for 15 elementary

school students (grades 4~6) is a highly popular program.
The Children’s Architecture Village School is another unique program. Chang U-jin, an
architect who works at a private architecture firm, states that the purpose of the program
is to create “Within the diverse faces of our city, becoming a children’s architecture
school that shares ideas, creates, and experiences a true local community through spaces
that are more considerate of our neighbors, spaces that address the needs of the socially
disadvantaged, environmentally-friendly spaces, a space for communication that can
achieve social justice and integration, and nearby spaces that have been abandoned.”
The Children’s Belly Queen Village School, which has been popular ever since Village
Schools first began, is a program that uses the traditional belly dance to learn Middle
Eastern music and culture and help children become more flexible and physically fit.

Third-fourth grade KRW 30,000
students
per person
Middle/highschool students

KRW 10,000
per person

Elementary-aged
Free of charge
students
Lower elementary

KRW 16,000
per person

upper elementary

KRW 16,000
per person

Major Characteristics and Implications
There are many talented people
in the community, who are famous in their own right. The role of the Nowon-gu Office is
to connect children, who need the benefits of such talent, with people who have the talent.

as many people as possible. Classes are held each Saturday from noon to 14:00 at Toto

Fundamentally, the village is about connections and relationships. This is true not only

Handicrafts (434-42, Sanggye 2-dong).

of the Village Schools but also all of the other areas of our daily lives, including childcare,

Programs are conducted for elementary, middle and high-school students, with 20 students

the economy and culture. The Village School system of Nowon-gu, which is composed of

currently participating.
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talent donations by local residents and support from the Nowon-gu Office, provides a great
deal of food for thought through its operation of many Village School programs on a slim
budget.

Eunpyeong
-gu

Anyone can participate regardless of their financial circumstances because there is no
tuition fee and individuals only have to pay for class materials. Also, participants experience
a one-for-three effect by sharing what they have learned in the Village School, through
which they learn the spirit of community service, and also can think about possible future
vocations. For example, a person who learns how to play an instrument can be active in a
club and later participate in community service by teaching children or performing music
for the community. If children can begin to have dreams about future careers through a
diverse range of experiences, they will be able to do self-directed studying.

Goals and Vision
All possible spaces, including local resident centers,
are currently being used in tandem with the increase in the number of Village School
programs, but there is still a shortage of space. There are also critical voices being raised
about the involvement of administrative bodies in education, which they argue is solely
the responsibility of schools and teachers. Negotiations have been held for the inclusion of
Village School activities in student records, but discussions with the Office of Education
concerning this matter have yet to be finalized. Under the slogan “450,000 residents caring
for 150,000 youth,” the goal of Nowon-gu for its village community program is to create
300 Village School programs in 2014 and have a pool of at least 1,000 classes that are
operated permanently. If this goal can be achieved, the entire district of Nowon-gu will
become one large school for learning and voluntary sharing and a place where the village
and the school are truly one.
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Jingwan-dong

Jegakmal Prugio

after their children had grown. In the process of gathering together frequently, a number
of clubs and organizations were created. Along with small clubs created by residents

Recently, the evening news has been full of awful stories about crimes being committed by
neighbors against one another, in apartment complexes, due to noise pollution. According
to recently published data, the top cause of noise pollution is the sound of children running
around indoors. If neighboring residents knew one another’s faces, there would be a
certain degree of leniency and understanding about such everyday noises. However, with
most apartment residents unaware of who lives next door or above them, everyday noises
become a major cause of stress that can result in the worst possible scenarios.
Apartment buildings consist of 60% of the housing available in Seoul. Today, an increasing
number of village communities are being created in apartment complexes, including efforts
to form closer relationships with one’s neighbors so as to live better and happier lives with as
little conflict as possible.
This is the story of the residents of Jegakmal Prugio Apartment in Jingwan-dong,
Eunpyeong-gu.

according to their shared interests, including quilting, TV dance and storytelling, there is
also a community service organization. The residents created a Small Library and book
café from what used to be a library building. In 2013, various programs were operated by
the book café with funding from the Seoul Metropolitan Government.
For an apartment complex that was built fairly recently, there are many activities
currently being conducted. In particular, due to the recently-emerged issue of aggravated
inter-floor noise pollution, a Conflict Committee has been voluntarily formed by residents
in each building. Through the Neighborly Love initiative, a committee was formed and
received support for trial operations.
In October 2013, the residents of Jegakmal Prugio Apartment and the Seoul Metropolitan
Government signed an MOU regarding inter-floor noise pollution. Neighbor Love, which
is made up of one president, four vice-presidents, two general affairs secretaries and five
committee members, became responsible for accepting complaints about inter-floor noise
pollution within the apartment complex and doing its best to solve such problems.

Outline

Status of Operations
Jegakmal Prugio Apartment, which consists of 1,200

The Communication Board and Elevator Board,

people in 330 households, opened to residential occupation on September 2010. Perhaps, it

inside the Jegakmal Prugio apartment buildings, are written on every single day. The group

was because everyone started off at a similar point in time, without divisions between those

chat room, which most people use these days, is even busier. It is the result of sharing one

who had already lived there and those who had just moved in. In any case, the neighborly

another’s thoughts and opinions without having to hide them.

relationships seem closer than most. The fact that everyone is on friendly terms may be an
obvious consequence of all having moved in at the same time.
Most of the residents here are in their forties, fifties or sixties. Because most residents
have children of similar ages, many expressed the desire to engage in community service
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No matter how wide the apartment complex is, thanks to bulletin boards and social
media channels, many residents take part in one of the many gatherings. At Jegakmal
Prugio Apartment, there are three major groups: Dongrakhoe, Neighbor Love, and the
book café volunteers.
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Dongrakhoe Dongrakhoe is a community service group that has

“Oh look, it’s ’s mother! It’s been a while. How are you doing?”

been in operation ever since people first began moving into the apartment complex. At first

“Yes, I’m fine. How are you these days? Nothing much, right?”

mostly composed of male members and several other residents, its volunteer work has now

“There is something all right. It’s the family above us….”

been largely taken over by the recently-created Neighbor Love (a conflict control committee

The above is a situation that actually happened. The individual in question did not file

for inter-floor noise pollution). After debating whether to combine with Neighbor Love,

an official complaint but explained the problems she was experiencing, due to noise from

Dongrakhoe decided to remain a separate community service group led by male members.

the above floor, to a Conflict Resolution Committee member at an apartment exercise
program. The committee member then relayed this complaint to the resident living on the

Neighbor Love (conflict control committee for inter-floor noise
pollution.) Neighbor Love is the result of the social problem of inter-floor noise pollution
among neighbors, for which the Seoul Metropolitan Government had residents receive
conflict resolution training and formed an organization for residents to solve their own
problems.

floor in question, who happened to be participating in the same exercise program, and
helped both parties to clear up their misunderstanding. Although both individuals were
angry and extremely irritated when they did not know each other, the smooth mediation by
the Conflict Resolution Committee member eliminated all misunderstandings.
There is another example of a Conflict Resolution Committee member who helped
resolve an inter-floor noise conflict by calling both parties on the phone to explain the

The first thing that the members of the Neighbor Love Committee, who took classes

situation of the opposing party. The middleman role played by the committee member

taught by the YWCA for the first few weeks, did was to make a small bulletin board.

combined with news broadcasts of the extreme results of unresolved inter-floor noise

For residents to be able to access it as easily as possible, the board was hung up inside the

pollution brought about an unexpectedly quick resolution of the problem.

elevator. Soon, residents began to write down their thoughts. Various opinions went back
and forth.

Neighbor Love has not yet conducted training for residents on conflict resolution. It
instead conducts indirect training through the distribution of promotional materials.

Even residents who doubted its necessity (“Civil complaints for inter-floor noise pollution? Do
we really have to file things like this?”), began to express their opinions and complaints.

Book cafe

As part of the program operated by the Seoul

Metropolitan Government to revitalize small local libraries, the book café received
approximately KRW 10 million in funding in 2013. Although all classes that had been
offered, including doll-making, ended in November 2013, the book café is now maintained,
without the help of the Seoul Metropolitan Government, through a small donation
from the apartment complex’s few profit-making activities and membership fees paid by
volunteers who work at the book cafe. The book café is a neighborhood gathering place
where residents socialize with one another and share information.
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Meeting places With the variety of small gatherings at Jegakmal
Prugio, one cannot help but wonder where all of them are housed.

considered simply by cleaning them
up and renovating them a little

“As long as you’re willing to look around for them, there are lots of places that can

bit. This is how residents found a

be used. Although it may not look perfect at first, there are a lot of spaces that can be

classroom for Ping-Pong next to the
maintenance office, which seemed
to be lying idle due to disuse. After
repeated requests to the maintenance

※ Status of gatherings/clubs
Program

office, the residents laid out new
Contents

Oral Storytelling Club

Every Tuesday at 10 AM. Repeated practices of oral storytelling
and dance routine practice. Plans being made to perform
storytelling routines at the daycare center, inside the Jegakmal
Prugio complex, after two months.

Quilting Club

Every Tuesday. Conducted through talent donation by a member
of the Oral Storytelling Club.

Japanese Club

Baking and confectionery class

TV dance

Pilates

Yoga

flooring and hung up a mirror on one
wall. Of course, the Ping-Pong table is
brought out when playing and folded
back up again when it’s not being
used.” For TV dance, Pilates and yoga
classes, which require music to be
played, members and residents made

Every Saturday at 10 AM. Conducted through talent donation by
Kim Geon-ryung, a 26-year-old who lived in Japan for several
years.

donations to pay for an audio system.

Every Monday at 11 AM. Conducted through talent donation at the
home of a Prugio resident.

invincible.

Every Tuesday, Thursday at 10 AM. Learn the latest dances
through Internet classes with class members!

Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 10 AM. Conducted by a
professional instructor.

Every Tuesday, Thursday at 8 PM. Conducted by a professional
instructor.

The passion of the Prugio residents to
enhance their community seems to be
… Idle spaces throughout the apartment complex are being used for
various small gatherings and clubs.

Major Characteristics and Implications
The process of conflict mediation
among residents is a task that is uncomfortable at best and difficult at worst for the Conflict
Resolution Committee members. Committee members have learned through experience
that the most important point is to prevent such conflicts before they break out and to
conduct direct and indirect means of training to change the mindset of residents so that
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there will not be as many conflicts. Indirect training is conducted throughout the year
by notifying residents of the guidelines for preventing inter-floor noise pollution through
apartment broadcasts and the elevator bulletin board and distributing inter-floor noise
etiquette manuals via mailbox.

This type of problem is a highly frequent one for Jegakmal Prugio Apartment, which
consists mostly of residents between their forties and sixties.
Furthermore, with most members being in their fifties and sixties, they are generally
unfamiliar with computers and have little knowledge of modern technology. In order to

Through the repetition of such methods, residents begin to take care so that their

overcome this shortcoming, volunteer participation by young people is strongly encouraged.

everyday activities do not create a disturbance for their neighbors. In cases in which noise

With a small pool of volunteers, Kim states that there is increasingly more work to be done.

is inevitable, neighbors call one another in advance or post a notice on the elevator bulletin

Combined with outside activities that frequently come up due to the growing local fame of

board. Perhaps, it is such small acts of neighborly kindness that makes a village a true

the apartment, Kim admits that it’s not enough these days even if she could be in ten places

community.

at once.

A closer look at the programs offered by Jegakmal Prugio shows that - with the exception

“It’s best if we can divide up the work between many volunteers, but it’s hard because a

of a few - all are conducted through talent donations by the residents. There is the case of

few people have to shoulder the burden. The constant lack of funds makes it doubtful as to

a youth who comes to the library, who happened to have lived in Japan for a long time and

whether we can continue to operate. Because of this, things happen slowly, and there are

who ended up teaching Japanese to interested residents as well as the case of a resident who

things that we end up having to forego. Things like this are what make me sad.”

happened to be a university professor who teaches English to residents through pop songs.
This is the realization of a “sharing economy.”

Although the residents of Jegakmal Prugio Apartment are still experiencing the various
difficulties and trial-and-error situations that accompany the start of anything new, the
talent donations of many residents, students who volunteer their services, and residents who
invite volunteers to their homes for tea will make this apartment complex a community in
which residents know how to take care of one another.

Goals and Vision

The residents are currently making plans to have a storytelling event at the book café,
“The program we use at the Small Library kept

in February 2014, for children who attend the apartment’s daycare center. Members of

making errors. No one knew what to do about it, but it was then that Kim Geon-ryung,

the oral storytelling certification class (Sept~Dec), which was held as part of the Oral

the young Japanese teacher, volunteered to help. In what seemed like a blink of an eye, he

Storytelling Club for community revitalization, decided that they wanted to give back the

made a separate program for the library!” said Kim.

talent donation they had received through the class. They are currently negotiating with
the daycare center’s director about plans for realistic and long-term storytelling activities.

… (left) To solve the problem of inter-floor noise pollution, various types of indirect promotional activities are carried out through
broadcasts, everyday life regulations, and delivering materials through the mail.
(right) In the depths of summer, residents of the village (which is near Bukhansan Mountain) take part in a forest experience class.

Also, residents who took the class and who were born earlier than 1958 have applied for the
Storyteller Grandma Cultivation Program conducted by the Korean Studies Advancement
Center. They hope to become professional “storyteller grandmas” who can continue to
work for many years to come.
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For the residents, clubs are not
merely ways to enjoy their personal
hobbies but places to cultivate their

Eunpyeong
-gu

abilities so that they too can make
talent donations to senior citizen
welfare centers, daycare centers and
multicultural family support centers or
become employed. The activity club is
a way to reenter society for those who
have remained outside the boundaries
of work for a long time.
Je g a k m a l P r u g i o A p a r t m e n t
aims to become much like a rural
… In February, there will be storytelling sessions at the book café for
children attending the daycare center inside the apartment complex.

neighborhood, where people greet one
another with a smile, bring food to
one’s neighbors, and help one another

through good and bad times.
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Seodaemun
Parents’
Cooperative

mom was that it be a place to which she could entrust her child without having to worry
about anything.

Established in 2012, the Kongseal Daycare Center was the first parent cooperative daycare
center in Seodaemun-gu. It is located at 22, 33-gil, Yeonhui-ro, Seodaemun-gu, deep inside a
residential area across the street from the Seodaemun-gu Office.

Other moms who discovered this daycare center, and who had experience participating in
Parent Community activities (a village community program conducted by the Seoul Metropolitan
Government) and were active on Maulnet, began to bring their friends who needed a reliable

daycare center. This naturally resulted in the formation of a parent’s group. At the daycare
center, they had Maulnet meetings, had spontaneous dinners, and brought their families
together to go on group outings to swimming pools.
One day, the mothers heard that the daycare center would have to close down due to

Outline

operational difficulties. After much alarm and consternation, the mothers heard that the
There was once a working mom who needed a place

to take care of her child during the day. She found a daycare center near her job that could
take the child. The director of the daycare center, noticing the weary expression on the
mother’s face, invited her to stay for lunch several times to chat about the difficulties of
childrearing. But the mother, who felt uncomfortable forming new relationships, always
refused. After repeated incidents of this, the mother found herself inside the daycare center.
Through sharing meals and their hearts, the two women became more than simply a

Seoul Metropolitan Government provided funding for village enterprises, and that in order
for this to work, they would have to form a cooperative together.
Although they had not been friendly for a long period of time, the forming of
relationships between the mothers of small children had little to do with the quantity of
time. Most mothers were in similar situations in terms of their childrearing environment.
There was also the age-old Korean custom of the village raising neighborhood children as
one’s own child that seemed to remain relevant.

daycare director and a parent to form a relationship of genuine trust.
Another mom, who had just recently moved to Seoul, heard about this relationship and
was instantly jealous. She wanted to see the daycare center where human relationships
seemed to still be very much alive and well. The invitation of a neighborhood friend to “come
over” rather than “go check it out” sounded friendly, as if inviting the mom to her own
home.
The daycare center she was invited to turned out to be an aging private residence that
looked in need of repair. The director, who looked a bit frazzled and overly-occupied,
seemed to have a connection with the children under her care. The mom decided that this
was all she needed. Having heard stories on the news about daycare centers that filched
meal funds and/or abused children, the most important aspect of a daycare center for this
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… Established in 2012, the
Kongseal Daycare Center was the
first parent cooperative daycare
center in Seodaemun-gu. It is
located at 22, 33-gil,Yeonhui-ro,
Seodaemun-gu, deep inside a
residential area across the street
from the Seodaemun-gu Office.
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The parents, who wanted to continue meeting to share their stories and the small joys and

daycare center declared that it would do no good to lose the money. Eventually, it was

tribulations of everyday life, agreed to go ahead and create a cooperative. In the end, four

decided that the daycare center would use the second floor of the house with the deposit

families and the daycare center’s director joined forces for the cooperative. After applying

money. The first floor would be cheaply rented out to a civic group, and the remaining

to the village enterprise program, they received KRW 100 million to purchase a space.

unoccupied rooms would be used for office space for village communities in Seodaemun-

Various networks, communities, and local civic groups, such as Seohee’s, Taktin Mom,
Bodeum Dadeum, Seodaemun People Forest, Seodaemun Maulnet, Neomeoso, the West

gu. It was a shining moment of combined wisdom and cooperation by people who wanted
to transform crisis into opportunity.

Association of Parents for True Education, and the Seodaemun-gu Eco-Friendly Meal

After the building had been finally secured, people continued to bring advice and

Support Center, as well as village activists and residents were notified about the cooperative

assistance to the Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative whenever it encountered difficulty.

that the parents were trying to create. It was not easy to carry through something they had

When settling the balance for signing the second sales contract, within just a few days,

never done before, and the very idea of a parent cooperative-based daycare center was a

people loaned everything from as little as a few million won to several tens of millions of

bit alien, but the desire of the parents to create a shared community moved more residents

won. Because the administrative procedure dictates that the balance must be completely

than they imagined. Even those who did not have a direct interest in the matter went out of

settled for the contract to be valid, there are many cases in which people are worried about

their way to help the parents, an unexpected scenario that occurred repeatedly throughout

losing the lot even after having signed the contract. However, due to the solid support from

the community.

the community, the parents had no trouble completing the administrative procedure.

The parents’ friends and associates all participated in the search for a suitable lot for
a daycare center, while those who had access to any related information sent it along
immediately. Whenever a building appeared on the market at a good price, the parent or
village resident who was closest would go to look at the lot.
When the parents were reaching the end of their tether, due to the astronomical lease
and rent prices in Seoul, a good place in the Hongeun-dong vicinity came up for sale. The
excited parents decided to go ahead with signing the contract. However, like the Korean

In a competitive society, where most who encounter difficulty are usually abandoned
by their former friends, people do their best to not show any signs of trouble or hardship.
However, in a village, people provide even more help to members of their community who
are in trouble. This is the virtue and the reason for the existence of a healthy community,
and it is how the Kongseal (“three beans”) Daycare Center overcame each difficulty that
came its way. For their part, the parents came to learn more about how to live together as a
community.

saying “tap on even a stone bridge before crossing it,” trouble was in store. The first sale

Would this have been possible only with the efforts of the parents who were sending

contract was rejected on the grounds that, according to regulations on daycare center

their children to the daycare center? Everyone who was present during the early stages

licensing, there was a potentially dangerous facility (a gas station) within 50 meters (48m).

adamantly disagree. Although Kongseal Daycare Center began from the simple desire of

The parents now faced the loss of their deposit of KRW 10 million.

parents to raise their children together as a community, the tightly meshed web of diverse

At this moment of financial crisis that could cost the parents their hard-earned dream, the

village relationships allowed them to make better choices even amidst great difficulty.

mothers once again asked their community for help. Residents who heard the unfortunate

The support and cooperation of all those who were in favor of the new daycare center was

news began to propose feasible solutions. One parent whose child had attended the former

what made possible the speedy opening of the center within just four months of signing a
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present.
The cooperative Seed, which only requires a minimum of five members, is made up of a
“bean stalk” of 15 families that each have stories as diverse as the colors of a rainbow. It is
… The cooperative Seed, which only requires a minimum of five
members, is made up of a “bean stalk” of 15 families that each have
stories as diverse as the colors of a rainbow. It is growing into a
strong bean tree with 18 children clinging tightly to its branches.

growing into a strong bean tree with 18 children clinging tightly to its branches. Through
an Organizing Committee and five open information sessions, a few new members entered
the cooperative while others remained within the Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative
network to encourage its efforts. In this way, through those who are not cooperative
members but remain part of the cooperative network and daycare center, the cooperative

contract with the Seodaemun-gu Office.

continues to grow little by little each day.

“It takes a village to raise a child.” This was how the Kongseal Daycare Center was born
as a Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative.

The expansion of relationships: people who met
through rainbow-colored stories Although everything began with the relationships
formed at the daycare center, it would not have been sustainable with only the cooperation
of a few families.

Status of Operations
※ Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative: Brief Timeline
Job Title

Administrative
assistant

Kitchen staff

Daycare teacher
(full-time)

Director
(담임겸직)

Temporary
teachers

Total

No. of people

1

1

4

1

0

7

“I don’t know much about the cooperative, but I came because I trust the director. I don’t
have to worry at all when I leave my child in her care.”
“I saw an advertisement on the Internet. I’d been thinking about using a kid’s center like
Jimboree, but became curious about what kind of place this is.”
“I saw a magazine article about the parents’ cooperative.”
“I heard about the cooperative through the Taktin Mom community. I wanted to raise
my child together with other people.”
One day, the cooperative submitted its story to the radio program Women’s Day, for
which it received a gift of 10 kilograms of pork. There were even parents who came to the
daycare center after hearing about it on the radio program. As a result, the Seodaemun
Parents’ Cooperative and its members were all made very happy with such an unexpected
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Number of cooperative
members and enrolled children

15 families, 29 cooperative members, enrolled children: 18.
Current daycare center full capacity: 20 (plans being made to increase by 2).

Status of debt and assets

KRW 100 million in space support from the Seoul Metropolitan Government for village
enterprise establishment.
Loans from friends: KRW 20 million, Loan from Fun Cooperative: KRW 30 million,
Loans from cooperative members: KRW 10 million (repayment begins after five years).

Status of investments and
cooperative fees

KRW 2 million investment per child, membership fee (per family): KRW 300,000,
monthly cooperative fee (per family): KRW 150,000.

※ Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative: Brief Timeline
November 2012~present

ㆍ Three mentor meetings (Naeil Daycare Center).
ㆍ Registered at Village Enterprise Story, applied/selected for the Seoul Metropolitan
Government’s Village Enterprise Program.

Seodaemun-gu Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative•113

December 28, 2012

ㆍ Sign MOU with Seodaemun-gu Office for cooperation on village enterprise establishment.

January 2013~present

ㆍ Investigate products on real estate market to prepare for daycare center.
ㆍ First sales contract (4-18, Geobukgol-ro) rejected for authorization as daycare center.
ㆍ One sponsor family of the Parents’ Childcare Cooperative decides to sign lease contract for
the building as a private home.
ㆍ Decide to have office space for the Parents’ Childcare Cooperative (4-18, Geobukgol-ro).
ㆍ Second sales contract finalized (22, 33-gil, Yeonhui-ro, Seodaemun-gu).

centers?’ ‘We seem to do things a bit differently from other communal childcare-based
daycare centers. We must not yet be an official communal childcare center.’ Everything at
the daycare center was a potential problem and hot topic for debate. Between parents and
teachers as well as cooperative members, there were frequent clashes in opinion concerning
food, safety, facilities, and education that were unable to find common ground. It is only
after eight months of such interaction that the cooperative members have begun to realize

February 24, 2013

ㆍ Operating Committee created under temporary name the “Ansan Parents’ Childcare
Cooperative”

March 2013

ㆍ Founding meeting of Ansan Parents’ Childcare Cooperative.
ㆍ Registration of cooperative.

April 2013

ㆍ Remodeling of daycare center lot.
ㆍ Five information sessions to explain the Parents’ Childcare Cooperative (from January until
just before authorization was finalized).
ㆍ Increased number of cooperative member families.

May 9, 2013

ㆍ Receive authorization for the Parents’ Childcare Cooperative Kongseal Daycare Center.

and individual preferences. It is only possible when everyone recognizes the differences
between members and is willing to respect these differences.

July 14, 2013

ㆍ Extraordinary general meeting of the Parents’ Childcare Cooperative.
ㆍ Name change from the “Ansan Parents’ Childcare Cooperative” to “Seodaemun Parents’
Cooperative.”
ㆍ Articles of association and business plan certified.
ㆍ Current number of member families: 16, number of enrolled children: 19.

the principles and rules that need to be present. It took time to reach this stage, because it is
only when members understand one another and know one another well that they become
willing to make compromises and sacrifices for each other.
“All for one, one for all.” The fact that this famous saying is being practiced on a daily
basis indicates that every cooperative member is well aware of one another’s value systems

Major Characteristics and Implications
Although the cooperative was
indeed created by people who shared a single goal, the fact that everyone is different makes
the occasional dispute inevitable. The members, who had no experience with communal
childcare, democratic decision-making within a cooperative, and little training for how to
communicate within a community, at first had disputes over even trivial matters.
‘The way of the director and those who knew her from before seems to be different from
the way I like to do things,’ ‘Can the gain of the entire cooperative be compromised in order
to care for one member’s needs?’ ‘I can see that communal childcare and a cooperative are
operated differently, but how is the childcare system different from that of regular daycare
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… The Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative will continue to grow by expanding its relationship network within the village
community.

Seodaemun-gu Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative•115

Goals and Vision
For
the continued operation of the daycare

Mapo-gu

center, t he most impor tant task of
the Seodaemun Parents’ Cooperative is
to i nc rease its deg ree of f i na ncia l
independence.
To continuously increase the number
of member families, the Seodaemun
Parents’ Cooperative and the Kongseal
Daycare Center must have qualities that
differentiate them from other similar
organizations. To achieve this goal,
2014 will be devoted to enhancing the
relationships necessar y for internal
growth. Cooperative members will learn
the educational philosophy embodied in the 20-year history of communal childcare to
reorganize the daycare center system.
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Seogang-dong
Yechan Street

this area does. But because Hongdae caters mostly to outsiders, there was little we could
do for the local residents. We wanted to be able to do something for the local people and
Yechan Street, an abbreviation of the Korean for “road where people who love art live,” is
a small alley located at the edges of Wausan Mountain (11-gil, Seogang-ro, Mapo-gu). It is a

do things together with them.” (-Kyobo Life Insurance official blog “Family Dream Love,”
2013.5.16.)

music alley made by young artists as an alternative to the Hongdae area, which has turned
into an epicenter of dance and adult entertainment from its original role as an indie band
mecca. Today, this alley is home to Musician Met by Chance (music/performances), the heart
of the Yechan Street village community and many other handicraft workshops, private

Outline

studios and practice rooms, including Imolab (art/exhibitions) and the Night Workshop

Kim did his best to approach the residents. He began

(DIY). It is imbued with the energy and passion of young artists and is a place where one can

giving mini-concerts in front of MMC each evening. The area surrounding MMC is

casually and easily enjoy music, exhibitions, performances, festivals and a variety of “village

populated mostly by single senior citizens and basic livelihood families. Its alleys are

school” classes.

narrow and dark, with not even enough people passing by to make a parking lot. But with

“Concert Met by Chance” is a performance series hosted by Musician Met by Chance. Every
Friday at 8 pm, residents can come outside in their slippers to enjoy the show.

the sound of live music coming from somewhere, passing residents began to gather in small
numbers to watch. Because the performances were held every day, people began to gather
in front of MMC on an almost daily basis. Upon seeing this phenomenon, the resident

The transition from a quiet alley at the edge of the neighborhood into the Yechan Street

center asked MMC if it could conduct acoustic guitar classes instead of having them

village cooperative made up of youth, art and community is the result of one young person’s

within the rigid gray walls of the resident center. Kim agreed, and classes began inside the

thoughts about the definition of a community. An interview with Kim Gwang-min, the

wide MMC. The resident center was responsible for program promotion and accepting

representative of the Yechan Street village community and the individual who operates

applications while the MMC focused on communicating with and teaching the residents.

Musician Met by Chance, shows how he came to settle down in this particular location.

It was this acoustic guitar class that started a natural combination of young people, art

“I dabbled in several types of work at the same time, one of which was a club. After

and community through the performances, exhibitions and festivals held with the students.

operating the club for over a year, I quit because of my deteriorating relationships with other

MMC decided to donate 10 percent of its tuition fees to a local organization. Having

people. Because I worked at night, I grew rather alienated from the people I knew well. After

received support from the local government to hold classes that became highly popular with

a lot of consideration, I decided to close the club. The reason for setting up Musician Met by

residents, Kim decided to take the initiative to ask store owners on Yechan Street if they

Chance (MMC) here at Yechan Street goes back 10 years, before the name ‘Yechan Street’

would be willing to participate in teaching classes by donating their talents. In this way, a

existed, when I had a practice room here. I think that’s the biggest reason why I came: the

cooking class, drum class and barista class were born. Through such classes, residents were

closeness to the practice room. At first I thought, ‘Maybe I should set up MMC in Hongdae’

able to experience art “in the field.” It was the start of the Yechan Street Village School,

because Hongdae obviously has a much bigger floating population passing through it than

which officially opened its doors in late 2012.
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The Seoul Community Support Center’s Our Village Project was a significant help in
establishing the Yechan Street village community. The combined financial assistance of the
Seoul Metropolitan Government and local governing body stabilized the village enterprise.
Also, because residents had to carry out their proposed project in accordance with the
agreed-upon business plan, the program ended up being designed in great detail.
Kim said, “When we first started out, we thought that we could do it on our own.
But after receiving financial support and support for promotional materials, we realized
what a great help it was bringing more residents to the event. With the larger size of the
community, we are now able to do more programs with the residents.”
In the future, the Yechan Street community is considering working together with the
Mapo-gu Office. It is planning to invest more energy in maintaining and stabilizing the
… It was the acoustic guitar class that started a natural combination of
young people, art, and community through the performances, exhibitions
and festivals held together with the students.

communities formed through the programs proposed by residents that are selected to be
executed. The community hopes to continue those programs that are feasible and cut
out those that are not so that the resident community can be strengthened through new

Lim Hoe-seon, the owner of the Fish Forest Café and instructor of the cooking class,
expressed her satisfaction with meeting other residents: “I didn’t used to know anyone in
the neighborhood. The only people I knew where the people working at the offices across
the street and next door, and café guests. But ever since the cooking class, I have begun
getting to know more people and feel like I have truly become part of this neighborhood.

programs.
Through its location, the Village School, and the performances, exhibitions and festivals,
Yechan Street hopes to create a community in which local residents can learn from and
enjoy each other’s company as well as communicate with one another more often than
before.

That’s why we keep on seeing each other.”
The stores in the Yechan Street area, after experiencing the art classes and getting to
know the local residents better, decided to plan a festival to better interact with residents.
It was the natural formation of a network created because of the content offered by the

Status of Operations

various stores in the alley, which further encouraged resident participation.

Since June 2012, Yechan Street has been a community

After the Yechan Street alley festival, the artists created a committee that would

of the artists and residents living along 11-gil Seogang-ro for the exchange of information

spearhead the formation of a village community. Meeting once per month, the committee

and local development. A committee was formed to carry out programs to aid the

planned activities more specifically geared toward combining art in the field and the

development process (e.g., Village School), thereby kick-starting the creation of a village

community as artists, musicians and chefs.

community.
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Currently, the Yechan Street community is operated through the following organizations:

every Friday in front of MMC. Admission is free, and each concert consists of 7~10 songs

the Yechan Street Village Community (7 operators, 171 members), Musician Met by Chance

performed in a variety of genres. The participation by village school students makes the

(3 operators, 84 members), and the Fish Forest Café (3 operators, 14 members). Volunteers

performances more diverse and interesting. Yechan Street is playing a significant role in

and artists also help out. Since 2012, all of these groups have been planning and hosting

the cultural development of the local community to the point that, at least once a month, a

programs like the Village School, Yechan Street Project, festivals, and a neighborhood

broadcasting station comes by to report on the neighborhood.

broadcast.

The community programs conducted by Yechan Street were beneficial in that they

The MMC, which began the Yechan Street village community, through its acoustic

gave residents a chance to address their educational needs and enjoy the benefits of

guitar class, sometimes holds large-scale lectures, performances and other types of events

exposure to culture. However, the achievement most emphasized by the young artists

that are difficult to conduct in other locations. It is also used for resident gatherings and

is that the distance between village residents has been significantly reduced. Based on

associations to hold meetings, acting as a “base camp” of sorts for the programs of Yechan

its accomplishments in 2012, the community carried out various programs in 2013 for

Street. Since its guitar and drum classes begun in June 2012, the MMC hosts a variety of

Yechan Street to develop even further in the form of Village School II: “Planting Flowers,

classes, including the barista class of the “Golden Temper Project” and a class on opening

Culture and Community in the Alley.” Offering a variety of classes imbued with the

an accessory and clothing store by “Vintage Red.” From October to December 2012, over

unique atmosphere of Yechan Street, under the theme of sharing and learning, created

100 people participate in seven classes at the Yechan Street Village School: ukulele, acoustic

the foundations for the village community by providing cultural benefits to the local

guitar, drums, barista, hand embroidery, handmade accessories, and pop art. ten percent of

community and revitalizing the alley community. Similarly to 2012, Yechan Street’s

the tuition fee continues to be voluntarily donated to the socially disadvantaged.

acoustic guitar class, ukulele class, cooking class, pop art class, storytelling class, barista

Also, the Concert Met by Chance, which began on October 5, 2012, and is conducted

class, and handmade accessory class are addressing the educational needs and reducing the

through the talent donations of Yechan Street musicians, continues to be held at 8 pm

sense of cultural alienation felt by residents. By engaging in commonly-held interests and
hobbies, the classes help create a more close-knit community.
The programs for Season II are the Village School, Yechan Street Project, festivals and
the neighborhood broadcast. As part of the Yechan Street Project, a wall of a building at
the entrance of the neighborhood had a mural painted on it to promote Yechan Street. The
wall painting not only alerts visitors to the existence of Yechan Street but also contributes to
alley beautification. A flower garden planted in front of the Village School classrooms has
also helped create a brighter and more attractive environment. Two festivals were held (June,
September), both of which strengthened the networks among local residents and promoted

the Yechan Street village community to outsiders. The neighborhood broadcast has opened
a homepage and also operates a Facebook account and blog. The online presence of Yechan
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Street gives more people access to its status and activities and also helps in keeping records

artists moving into an ordinary residential

of everything that is done by the community.

area. Formed in a cultural wasteland, its
many accomplishments were made possible
through the combined efforts of stores
owned by young artists, clubs, organizations,

Major Characteristics and Implications

associations and residents, including MMC,
The various programs

conducted at Yechan Street, over the past two years, has helped those directing the
programs to grow roots in the area. Through the monthly filming by broadcasting
companies, daily Village School classes, weekly concerts and the biannual festivals, village
activists and local residents have become a community. Above all, the biggest gain was the

Forest Cafe, Imolab, Golden Temper Project,
Vintage Red, Mapo-gu Office and the
Seogang-dong Resident Center. In the future,
private-public cooperation will continue
for the successful execution of village

cooperation between the private and public sectors to jointly conduct projects, resulting

enterprises; thereby, expanding the horizons

in closer relationships between the local residents, local artists, store owners and building

of village enterprise-style businesses. The

owners.

community will enter resident-proposed

Resident association member Chung Sung-in said, “The way that the festivals brought
residents closer together was very impressive.” While Jin Ho-chan said, “Yechan Street’s
Concert Met by Chance is now a haven for local residents.”

business ideas in more contests in order to
try out a wider variety of activities.
Also, because Yechan Street village

As such, the experiment at Yechan Street is a good example of how well young artists

enterprise activities are centered on the

understood and addressed the needs of local residents. The creation of this community

Village School as its main program, together

brought about the participation and interest of local residents, increased the number of

with periodically-held festivals, it is expected

opportunities for residents to interact and communicate, and addressed the cultural needs

that Yechan Street will take root as a

of its residents. It shows that a village community can be created with local residents

sustainable village community through the

through a cultural code.

formation of close relationships with the
residents.
Kim Gwang-min, the Yechan Street
representative who began and led the

Goals and Vision

formation of this community, stated his
Yechan Street is a cultural space created by young
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ref lections about the community’s past
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history in the following way.
“Although we carried out many programs at Yechan Street with the residents, we did not
earn a great deal of money from them. However, we did learn that a village community

Yangcheon
-gu

cannot be maintained without financial support from private and public groups. The most
important thing that we can take away from our experience is that it is not the work of one
individual but the combination of many peoples’ efforts over a sustained period of time that
makes up a ‘true’ community. This is very exciting and a great source of strength in times
of difficulty that motivates us to continue our work.”

The Maintenance
Fee “Diet”:
Byeoksan Blooming
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used the common concern of the maintenance fee as a medium for “killing two birds with
one stone”: to reduce the maintenance fee and for residents to find something that everyone

Byeoksan Blooming Apartment, located in Yangcheon-gu’s Sinjeong-dong district, was
completed in 2003. Today, it is the home of 444 households. The side street for the branch
bus that goes through the middle of the apartment complex divides it into two parts:
207 households in area 1 and 237 households in area 2. This results in little if any active
interaction among residents. Residents reflect a relatively wide age distribution, with many
being in their forties and fifties. The presence of elementary, middle and high schools in
the vicinity means that there are also many families with school-aged children. The village
community program began with the objective of lowering the maintenance fee, but it by no
means happened suddenly. It was the accumulation of the many activities conducted by the
residents over the years that became the apartment community revitalization program. The
individual who made this possible is community planner Kang Mi-ae, who has worked hard
for the revitalization of apartment communities in the Seoul area.

could relate to and discuss with one another. Civil complaints were filed frequently over the
fact that higher electricity costs required residents to pay a costly fee not only for their own
households’ electricity use but also the common apartment electricity fee. The complaint
was always accompanied by voices calling for a reduced electricity bill.
Before discussions began over the maintenance fee, Byeoksan Blooming residents were
consistently involved in caring for senior citizens. Each year on Parents’ Day, the Wives’
Association serves a meal to the elderly residents of the apartment. It served samgyeopsal
(pork belly) on boknal (the hottest day of summer according to the lunar calendar) and red bean

porridge on the winter solstice. Such activities, which began when residents first entered
Byeoksan Blooming, continue to this day.
On the other hand, there is the Apartment Community Service Corps, which has been
active for four years. An organization that is officially registered at the Yangcheon-gu
Community Service Center, it consists of 16 members who are mostly mothers in their
thirties and forties. This service corps engages in a wide variety of activities. Jangsusan
Mountain, which is located just behind the apartment complex, has a
well-kept wooden stairway leading up the mountain. Parents and

Outline

their teenaged children clean the steps and maintain them
The name of the program proposed by Byeoksan

Blooming Apartment in 2013 for the Multi-unit Dwelling Revitalization Contest is
“The Apartment Maintenance Fee (energy) Diet Program.” There are two main ways in
which the maintenance fee can be reduced. One is to reduce the number of maintenance
personnel, resulting in lower personnel expenses, and the other is to reduce energy costs.
The first way creates the negative side-effect of less available jobs as well as the problem of
whether the residents will be willing to do the extra work. Eventually, what is easier for the
residents to actually carry out is the reduction of energy costs.
However, it is no fun to save energy by oneself. Byeoksan Blooming Apartment residents
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together. The children include this activity as “community
service” in the reports submitted to their schools. Members
shovel snow off the roads with their families and are
also active in promoting eco-mileage and other forms of

energy conservation. In addition, members collect discarded cell phones and medicine.

conservation, production of environmentally-friendly goods, and a program for shared

Occasionally, three generations of residents join together to plant flowers and trees in the

bicycles, in which residents repaired discarded bicycles and for communal use.

apartment vicinity. Help is given to local welfare centers when they need more working

The fan-making project was participated in by not only apartment residents but those

hands for events. Youth volunteer activities include not only children who live in Byeoksan

living in neighboring areas as well. Everyone who participated made two fans: one to

Blooming but many other youth from neighboring areas as well.

keep and the other to donate to the senior citizen center. The response was highly positive.

In 2013, the proposal for “The Apartment Maintenance Fee (energy) Diet” program

The multi-tab making activity may have attracted the participation of only the teenagers,

submitted by the Byeoksan Blooming Apartment Mothers’ Association (Apartment

but it was nevertheless worthwhile because the children also received Reduce One Power

Community Service Corps), as a multi-unit dwelling revitalization program, received a total

Plant training and had fun making appliances for the first time ever. At the end of the

of KRW 5 million in funding.

year , the Resident Representative Association invested KRW 1.5 million to distribute
standard plastic garbage bags to residents. Those who came to receive a garbage bag were
encouraged to apply for the eco-mileage campaign; as a result, 270 households applied.
In the summer, KRW 1 million was spent to hold a “mini Olympics” to promote friendly

Status of Operations

relationships among residents. Although it may seem impossible on an administrative level
Community planner Kang Mi-ae is at the center

to hold a festival for just KRW 1 million, coupons were distributed to each household.

of the Apartment Community Service Corps’ activities. Beginning in 2011, the Seoul
Metropolitan Government began sending trained community planners to apartment
complexes (60 percent of all housing in Seoul) throughout the city for the purpose of
revitalizing their apartment communities. Currently, there are approximately 32 planners
in Seoul. The job of the community planners is to guide and assist residents so that they
voluntarily participate in activities that revive their apartment communities. They help

Business name

Energy Conservation School

residents conduct activities that are easy, reflect their interests and needs, and can create
closer community ties (e.g., reduce apartment maintenance fee, making rooftop gardens, making
a book café, installing a communal childcare facility, direct transaction of eco-friendly agricultural
produce). A closer look at the village community activities of any apartment complex shows

the significant role being played by these individuals.
Kang, who is currently working in another district, is also busy serving the apartment

Energy saving in action

Communication and empathy strengthening
Friendly goods

complex where she lives. In 2013, she was made even busier with the Apartment
Maintenance Fee Diet Program. The year was full of programs, including energy
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Shared Bicycle

Program
- Energy conservation training.
- Use paper fans, candles, refrigerator curtains, and
multi-tabs in the summer to reduce air conditioner use.
- Distribute leaflets on energy conservation

- Increase the number of households that have registered
for eco-mileage to over 80% of total.
- Operation of a green market for the sale and exchange
of electricity–saving products and recycled goods,
production of environmentally–friendly goods
– Laundry soap and EM, eco-friendly loofahs, eco-bags.

- Say Hello First campaign, Insa King.
- How to talk with your child.
- Establishment and operation of a community bulletin
board.
- Communal use of repaired abandoned bicycles.
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All who signed the guestbook were given plenty of watermelon, rice cakes, buchimgae and
beverages. One young mother who participated called Kang to thank her for holding such
an event despite the chilliness of residents toward one another and that her child loved it.

each other, participation levels also increased.
Another notable feature is that Kang, who is always busy trying out various projects for
the apartment complex where she lives, is a professional community activist. Although she
works in Yangcheon-gu, a district that does not include her own home, her professional
experience in conducting community activities nevertheless makes a significant
contribution.

Major Characteristics and Implications
At Byeoksan Blooming Apartment,
there are members who were active in the Wives’ Association and the Village Community
Service Corps long before the proposal for community revitalization. Ever since residents

Goals and Vision

first began moving into the apartment, samgyetang was served on boknal and red bean

One aspect that concerns residents is that in the

porridge on the winter solstice to elderly residents. Middle and high school students were

near future only those who have prior experience participating will continue to do so, with

given opportunities to participate in community service activities, through which children

few new faces. Even while conducting the Maintenance Fee Diet Program, there were

and adults did many productive things for their community. One feature of Byeoksan

few chances for residents to all sit down together to discuss the issue. Because few people

Blooming is that all activities, from cleaning the stairway of Jangsusan Mountain to

came, even when announcements for meetings were posted, communication was mostly

planting flowers and trees near the apartment complex, publicizing energy conservation

done through the bulletin board. In a place where residents of the same apartment complex

to residents, and making fans, are done after negotiation with the Resident Representative

had little to share in common, the fact that constant campaigns and promotions for energy

Association and Wives’ Association.

conservation attracted the interest of many residents is itself considered an accomplishment.

Through the Maintenance Fee Diet Program, residents who participated gained the

Also, the approximately 60 square meter space used for resident representative meetings

satisfaction of doing something useful for their community and also got to know one

and Wives’ Association meetings is also being used for resident gatherings and program

another better. As they grew closer to one another, residents began to offer their talents for

operations. There are plans to transform this space into a more community-friendly area,

the service of the community. For example, one elderly female resident with outstanding

but the plan has yet to be placed into action. If it can become somewhere that residents feel

knitting skills held a knitting class for young mothers. As more residents came to know

free to go anytime, it could be used for even more purposes (e.g., communal childcare, mini
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Gangseo-gu

… Sometimes, three generations of resident plant flowers and trees in the apartment’s vicinity and provide assistance to welfare center
events that need more working hands.

library).

As of now, there are no concrete plans to enter any program contests in 2014. The
general affairs manager of the Village Community Service Corps said that it has been an
exhausting year full of back-to-back activities.
There are always people in a community. There can be no discussion of a village or a
community without mentioning the people who live in it. The answer provided by Kang to
the question of how she started doing community work was unexpectedly bland.
“I was always good at doing things with my hands: making balloons, calligraphy,
knitting. When doing such activities, I felt that it would be more fun to do such activities
together with other people. The people I met through these activities eventually became
neighbors and friends who say hello to one another on the street.”
There was no grandiose reason for Kang’s work. For Kang, doing what she liked and
sharing it with others was a natural aspect of everyday life. This is the essence of a true
village community.
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Geumnanghwa
Village

The name of Geumnanghwa Village comes from the Korean name for the bleeding heart,
which embodies the message “I will follow you.” Just as its name suggests, bleeding hearts
bloom all over Gaehwasan Mountain each spring. In terms of administrative district, it is
located in Banghwa 3-dong. Since the early 1990s, the formation of Banghwa subway station
and a nearby apartment complex, due to rapid urban development, has resulted in the
coexistence of long-time local residents and those who moved in after development had
begun.
Geumnanghwa Village is inhabited by a wide variety of residents, including residents of
rental apartments and private residences, newcomers and long-time residents, recipients
of basic livelihood security, the handicapped, and North Korean refugees. Because of this,
there are many intertwined problems that will take time to completely unravel. Nevertheless,

… With the help of the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s education-based job program, the Senior Citizen Center Alliance Service Corps
makes rounds of crime-ridden districts to help children on their way to and from school. It also raises funds for scholarships through
bazaars and holds classes on traditional games at public parks.

residents are encouraged and motivated by the village activities that take into consideration
friends to these elderly residents who spend their days waiting for someone to drop by for

one another’s needs.

a visit” moved the community. People began to work together to take care of the elderly
residents who lived alone. Due to activities like Family Assigning and weekly visits to
bring food, the senior citizen residents were much less lonely than before. But this led to
another problem for Director Kim. He began to think that merely providing help may not

Outline

be the best way and began brainstorming ways in which these residents could engage in
The story of Geumnanghwa Village started 18 years

productive activities. Kim’s concerns were not completely unfounded: a trip to any senior

earlier, when a new neighborhood was formed with the construction of an apartment

citizen center showed elderly people drinking, playing cards and aimlessly wandering

complex in Banghwa-dong. At the center of this story is Kim Dong-woon, the director of

around. After a year of persuading elderly residents to become involved, the Senior Citizen

the Gilkkot Children’s Library and who has been featured on television several times. A

Center Alliance Service Corps was launched in 2002, with the combined efforts of the

Banghwa-dong native, Director Kim wondered what could be done to make single senior

Banghwa-dong Office and local senior citizen centers. The members of the alliance, which

citizens, who had just moved into a rental apartment, more comfortable. Eventually, Kim

still exists today, sweep fallen leaves off the streets and engaged in community service at

hand wrote over 200 letters to the apartment’s residents. At a time when the term “single

facilities for handicapped children.

senior citizen” was still an alien one, Kim’s entreaty to “become sons, daughters, and
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With the help of the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s education-based job program,
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the Senior Citizen Center Alliance Service Corps makes rounds of crime-ridden districts to
help children on their way to and from school. It also raises funds for scholarships through
bazaars and holds classes on traditional games at public parks. In this way, Kim began to
build the foundations of Geumnanghwa Village to make a place “like a fairy tale” where
“the old people dance, the handicapped are joyful, and children are happy.”

⑦ “A village you want to visit

again” (homestay program for
NIKL students)

⑧ “Protecting our neighborhood’s

health” (cultivation of health
leaders)

⑨ “ Urban and rural win-win

strategy” (sister relations with city
farmers, direct transaction market
for agricultural produce)

⑩ “Village enterprise that makes

money and does good work”
(Donghwa Village noodles)

Status of Operations
After years of having taken care of one another,
the neighborhood began to take on the appearance of a real community with the opening
of Bangrina Small Library on January 2012. Located on the second floor of the Resident
Community Center, the Bangrina Small Library and the Gilkkot Children’s Library both
function as neighborhood gathering places. Because of the sheer number of residents who
come every day to socialize, a number of community programs have sprouted up based
Geumnanghwa Village Programs

① “Happy Village with Laughter”

(compliment campaign)

② “A library of books and the
fragrance of culture”
(Geumnanghwa Village Small
Library Concert)
③ “Learning farming in the city”

(cultivating rooftop gardens)

④ “ Tr aditional jang making

experience” (Making
neighborhood doenjang)

⑤ “Reading education for my
child” (Book parent community)
⑥ “Sharing love with less
fortunate neighbors” (distributing
side dishes to socially vulnerable
residents)

• Compliment leader: collect and distribute interviews with compliment recipients and stories
of how compliments affect everyday life.
• Compliment program: at the workplace, vocational centers, building units, etc.
• Compliment slogan: make and distribute compliment slogans.

• Date: twice a year (first/second half) • Location: Bangrina Small Library (2F, Banghwa
3-dong Resident Community Center).
• Target audience: approx. 100 (Bangrina Library members and volunteer staff, local
residents, etc.). • Program content: poetry reading, concert.

• Makes rooftop gardens in available spaces through resident participation in everything
from sowing seeds to harvesting. Enhances sense of community felt by urban residents and
contributes to revitalization of urban farming.
• Location: Rooftop of Resident Community Center (Gilkkot Children’s Library).
• M aking soy sauce and doenjang: traditional jang making with vocational centers/
organizations and families.
• Sharing doenjang with less fortunate neighbors: donate a part of the finished doenjang to
socially vulnerable residents.
• Location: Rooftop of Resident Community Center (Gilkkot Children’s Library).
• Parent gatherings for the purpose of information exchange (promotion of a culture of reading
and strengthening parental ability to supervise their child’s reading).
• Program content: brainstorm ideas (e.g., Literature Journey with Parents, discussion on
reading guidance for children, participate in Fairytale Festival).
• Target audience: single-household senior citizens, handicapped, socially vulnerable
residents.
• In cooperation with the Bangrina Service Corps, Saemaul Wives’ Association, Resident
Association, Senior Citizen Association, and Banghwa Social Welfare Center.
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⑪ “World of imagination through
animation” (Donghwa Village
Festival)
⑫ “Learning the traditions of
the past” (straw handicrafts,
traditional game class)
⑬ “Still young, still so much to

do” (Senior Citizen Association)

⑮ “Neighborhood harmony with

the fragrance of spring flowers”
(G ae hwa s an S p r in g Fl owe r
Festival)

⑯ “Park protectors”

• Maximizes neighborhood publicity through an affordable and clean homestay program
provided by residents for NIKL students from all over the country, who need a place to stay
during training session.
• Two centers in operation (one in apartment complex, one in single-unit dwelling).
• Make and distribute leaflets.
• Attract participants and operate the Healthy Village Academy (goal: cultivation of health
leaders to prevent suicide).
• Visit residents who live alone and other socially vulnerable residents.
• 2012.6.21: sign MOU for sister relations with Yangsa-myeon district of Ganghwa-gun.
• Direct transaction sales of agricultural produce for urban-rural sister relations, operate
permanent direct transaction product booth.
• Farm experience (e.g., hoeing potatoes, harvesting sweet potatoes).
• Operate direct transaction market at local festivals.
• Donghwa Village noodles (operated by village residents and senior citizens).
• Proceeds are used to create jobs for senior citizens and children. Scholarships are given
each year to high school and university students.
• Date: every October • Location: Banghwa Neighborhood Park
• Target audience: approx. 15,000.
• Planned jointly with private organizations (e.g., local library, schools) and administrative
organizations, each October.
• All aspects of the festival held through voluntary participation by local residents.
• Date: every Thursday and Saturday, 10:00~ 13:00.
• Location: Banghwa 3-dong Neighborhood Park (traditional game experience center).
• Target audience: applicants, park visitors, etc.
• Constituents: representatives of 16 senior citizen centers in Banghwa 3-dong.
• Founding year: 2002.
• P rogram content: Rice cakes of Love, bazaar, mugwort rice cake sharing, street
environmental protection, choir, Chuseok songpyeon, side dish community service, Silver
Puppet Show Troupe, Banghwa 3-dong Youth Scholarship Association, etc.
• Date: every April (2014: 6th run) • Location: Banghwa Neighborhood Park.
• Seasonal cultural event held in conjunction with springtime flower blooming, under the theme
of flowers and spring. An event to bring together local residents at Gaehwasan Mountain and
Banghwa Neighborhood Park.
• Park patrol and facility management • Learning about our cultural ecosystem.
• Ecosystem management of Gangseo Wetland Eco Park
• Environmental maintenance of Gaehwasan Dulegil.

on books. The programs encourage people to read with their children, parents and fellow
residents rather than by oneself. Given the fact that the National Institute of the Korean
Language (NIKL) happens to be located in Banghwa 3-dong, efforts are being made so
that the 3,000 students who visit the NIKL each year can familiarize themselves with its
surroundings and neighborhood.

Major Characteristics and Implications
Because Banghwa 3-dong has
a high concentration of low-income residents, there are many people who share the
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same difficulties and tribulations of everyday life. The most important implication of

characteristic is that the Resident Community Center and Gilkkot Children’s Library and

Geumnanghwa Village is that residents began to look after one another and address one

Senior Citizen Association maintain the community through a cooperative effort.

another’s problems. An article was printed in the November 14, 1998, issue of Hankyoreh

Administrative organizations provide easily accessible consultation services to those who

News titled “Sadness Helps Sadness.” The article highlighted how the homeless of

are largely excluded from welfare benefits. Consultations are conducted in the consultation

Banghwa 3-dong, driven from their homes due to losing their jobs, were providing the

room on the first floor of the Resident Community Center, which is located right next to

handicapped and basic livelihood recipients with technical training through a public works

the children’s library.

program.
“The fact that there are two welfare centers in one dong shows that there are that many
socially disadvantaged residents in our midst.” Just as Kim says, there are many people

At the times that children arrive at and leave school, members of the Senior Citizen
Association help children cross the road. All of these things show that the community spirit
of Geumnanghwa Village, which was created amidst great adversity, is alive and well.

in Geumnanghwa Village who need various forms of assistance. Fifteen years after those
who were both jobless and homeless began taking care of the handicapped members of
their community, Geumnanghwa Village is still characterized by its senior citizens, the
handicapped and low-income family children helping one another. Another important

… The Resident Community Center and Gilkkot Children’s Library and Senior Citizen Association maintain the community through a
cooperative effort.
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Goals and Vision

Director Ahn Gil-hae of the Resident Community

… The library is now a village gathering place, where people can go to relieve their sorrows.

Gangseo-gu Geumnanghwa Village•141

Center, when asked about his greatest concern, stated the lack of broadened community
awareness. However, Geumnanghwa Village may have a much more firmly entrenched
community spirit than we think. Families torn apart by poverty come together in

Guro-gu

Geumnanghwa Village.
The library is now a village gathering place, where people can go to relieve their sorrows
by sharing them with other people. Lonely senior citizens,
with not very much to do with their time, now have a
much higher sense of dignity as regular members of
society through conducting traditional game classes in
the park. Director Kim’s ideal village where “the old
people dance, the handicapped are joyful, and children
are happy” is no longer an ideal: it is in the making. In
April, when the flowers are in full bloom, the village
will hold yet another small but beautiful spring flower
festival, where three generations of residents can look back
together on the past year.
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Come to Geumnanghwa Village!

Seoul Garden
Villa

the playground was determined as no longer safe for children and closed down. Residents
began to experience a number of inconveniences, as in the case of people who fell down

Perhaps the most common image that comes to mind when thinking of the word “village”
is that of residents gathering together in small groups while doing laundry at a river, a well, or
gathering under the shade of a large tree to talk about what is going on in the world, farming,
gossiping about the neighbors, their children, and countless other topics. Although not
exactly like rural villages of the past, village communities with a similar sense of community
are sprouting up in various places throughout Seoul. Seoul Garden Villa is one of those places
where neighbors greet one another, meet to discuss affairs of their community, convene on a
neighborhood agenda and come to conclusions on them.
Long-time residents and senior citizens of Seoul Garden Villa make use of the “Village
Bench,” a comfortable and non-intimidating spot where anyone can go to socialize or seek
mediation for inter-residential conflicts. With increased interaction among residents through
the Village Bench, the 339 households living in Seoul Garden Villa jointly began a communal
garden along the railroad tracks near the villa. Located in Oryu 2-dong, with the gentle and
quiet atmosphere of a rural village, neighborly affection and solidarity rarely seen in today’s
urban environment are very much alive in Seoul Garden Villa.

the stairs due to being shocked by the sudden appearance of an alley cat at the entrance
of their homes, resulting in broken bones or pregnant women being surprised by the cats.
Eventually, this resulted in conflict between “cat moms” (people who regularly provide
alley cats with food and water) and residents who suffered due to the alley cats. When the

conflict showed no signs of dying down, the members of the senior citizen center across
from the villa came forward. Through conversations at the pyeongsang (wide wooden bench
placed outside, usually in the front yard of one’s home) on the villa grounds, the senior citizens

suggested a way that would allow the cats and residents to coexist without causing harm to
the cats: a mediation of the fierce conflict between the cat moms and other residents.
Having realized that the “bench mediation” by the senior citizens had been critical
in solving the alley cat problem, residents applied for the Village Community Resident
Proposal Program, under the name of the resident association, in hopes of gaining financial
support for the continuation of its unique bench culture.
The goal of establishing two village benches was to create a place for residents to relax
and socialize together. There was also a plan for a “Resident Communication Committee”
for systematic encouragement of communication on a community level. With a program
grant of KRW 1.9 million and resident donations of KRW 100,000 per person, a large
pyeongsang was set up on the walking trail at the intersection of 9-dong and 14-5 dong of
Eunghaengnamusup, with a smaller bench across from the administration office next to

Outline

10-dong.
Like many other districts in Seoul, Guro-gu’s Seoul

Afterward, whenever the residents of Seoul Garden Villa found themselves at odds, they

Garden Villa is no stranger to the increasingly obvious social problem of alley cats. Several

began to automatically gather at the pyeongsang to discuss the problem. The pyeongsang

residents who took pity on the cats began to feed them, which resulted in an increase in the

had become a symbolic and spatial turning point of community communication. Also,

number of alley cats in the neighborhood.

the formation of a Resident Communication Committee, consisting of 10 members (from

Another problem created by the increased population of alley cats was that the cats
began to leave droppings in the sand of the neighborhood playground. Because of this,
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the senior citizen center, Resident Association, Mothers’ Association, etc.), further encouraged

mediation by the community of conflicts among its residents.
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In addition to the pyeongsang, Seoul Garden Villa residents made their communal

In addition to having a wide variety of books in its collection (e.g., children’s, new books,

“garden” of 300 vegetable boxes a medium for dialogue. By sharing the peppers, lettuce,

etc.), the library conducts various activities, including a Healing Camp, Stories Hidden in

tomatoes and scallions grown together in the communal garden, residents are friendlier and

Famous Paintings, and English classes for children. In doing so, it surpasses the role of a

closer to one another than before. An assistant director of the Guro-gu Village Enterprise

library to act as a space for creativity, play, and alternative culture.

Support Team remarked, “After residents began to talk with one another, there are now 300
communal garden boxes lining the villa walls.” While a villa resident said, “It’s a lot of fun
to come out to the garden to water the vegetables while talking with my neighbors.”
Seoul Garden Villa is the home of many young residents (70~80 infants and small children,

Status of Operations

40~50 middle and high school students). However, due to the district’s environment, most

of the children were unable to enjoy educational or cultural benefits. To provide hope for
children from low-income families and an avenue of communication for the adult residents,
the Seoul Garden Villa Mother’s Association and Head of Management Soh Yeon-young
created a small library inside the villa’s administration building in October 2012.

With the atmosphere of a quiet countryside village,
Seoul Garden Villa operates many more model programs for its residents than other multiunit dwellings, including the communal garden, village pyeongsang, library, Resident
Communication Committee , and community bulletin as well as library programs, a Green
Market, and the One Heart Festival.

Operated through volunteer efforts by the Mothers’ Association, the library operates
many types of programs through talent donations (e.g., English storytelling classes), taking on
the functions of a local culture center. In October 2013, the library hosted the One Heart
Festival, which involved various events, including writing picture diaries and storybook
making. Today, the mini-culture of the village pyeongsang continues to expand into a
community-wide culture.

※ Seoul Garden Villa Programs
① Village pyeongsang and
bench

- Center of communication in Seoul Garden Villa. Acts as a resting place and conflict
mediation spot for residents.
- Location: Pyeongsang along walking trail at the corner of 9-dong and 14/15-dong
Eunhaengnamusup, bench across from administration building next to 10-dong.
② Communal garden

② Communal garden

③ Resident

Communication
Committee

… Seoul Garden Villa is the site of bustling village community activity, including the village pyeongsang, communal garden and library.
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- With participation by all 339 households in the 15 dong of the villa, cultivating the small
garden plot helps strengthen interpersonal relationships among residents.
- Location: Parking lot along railroad tracks (300 garden boxes of peppers, lettuce,
tomatoes, scallions, etc.).
- Resident Communication Committee : 10 members consisting of mandatory membership
from the Senior Citizen Center, Resident Representative Association and Mothers’
Association. Contributes to systematic encouragement of inter-resident communication.
- “Resident Communication Day” held each fourth Saturday.
- Let’s Say Hello Campaign: contributes to improving severed neighborly relationships and
creating a pleasant community culture.
- Community bulletin: 58 bulletin boards operated for residents to freely express their
thoughts.
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④ Library

⑤ Other programs/events

- A fun “book playground” for local children and a place for adult residents to mingle and
socialize.
- Operated through the volunteer services of the 20-member Mothers’ Association.
- 53 square meters, 14 reading seats, 2,500 books.
- Programs offered: Healing Camp (art therapy, food class, laughter class), cookie clay,
napkin art, ribbon art, English through Play, Stories Hidden in Famous Paintings, history of
pop-up books, pop-up book dinosaurs, etc.
- Location: administration building (2F).
- One Heart Festival: October 12, 2013 (food booths, garden photo contest, etc.).
- Flower planting (inside and outside the villa): March 2013.
- Music Jump-rope Contest: June 1, 2013.
- Green Market: June 1 and October 12, 2013.
- Garden Drawing Contest: September 12, 2013.
- Parent Vacations: June 1, 2013.

alley cat problem, has recently undergone additional installations through funding from
the Village Community Revitalization Program conducted for multi-unit dwellings in the
Guro-gu area. It is the sight of small but significant change created through the efforts of
residents to resolve their problems through dialogue.
Perhaps the most critical players responsible for bringing about resident communication
through the village pyeongsang are the members of the senior citizen center, who offered
to mediate on issues and prepared the foundations for the Resident Communication
Committee. In the harsh conditions of modern society, which are not conducive for
inter-generational communication or interpersonal relations in general, it was the elderly
residents who brought people to a single space to confront one another face-to-face. As a
result, the residents of Seoul Garden Villa gained the invaluable experience of a changed
village community based on genuine relationships.
Another point worth noting is the fact that this began in a multi-unit dwelling (villa),

Major Characteristics and Implications

a style of housing that is as common in Seoul as apartment buildings. The method of
The activities of the Seoul

communication symbolized by the village pyeongsang and the activities of the Resident

Garden Villa community are an example of the small but significant change that can be

Communication Committee brought about by this are markedly different from the village

made within a village community through the connection of residents’ volunteer efforts

activities of other multi-unit dwellings. In particular, the Let’s Say Hello Campaign

and available public resources – the basic building blocks of a “true” community. The

operated by the committee is reviving connections between neighbors and playing a leading

village pyeongsang, which began to help residents resolve their clashing opinions on the

role in creating a village community.

… Seoul Garden Villa is the site of bustling village community activity, including the village pyeongsang, communal garden and library.

… The elderly residents of the neighborhood took it upon themselves to open up a path for communication among neighbors, allowing
residents the invaluable experience of living in a true “community.”
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In addition to the Resident Communication Committee, bulletin boards and village
pyeongsang, the villa operates a communal garden, library and many other programs for
its residents. The fact that all 339 households in the villa complex participate in caring for

Geumcheon
-gu

the garden shows the extent of the community’s close-knit ties.

Goals and Vision
Seoul Garden Villa is a community that brought
about communication between the neighborhood residents through the installation of
two village pyeongsang and 300 garden boxes. Through the Resident Communication
Committee, residents resolve their problems through peaceful dialogue. Raising vegetables
together in the communal garden along the railroad tracks helps and sharing the harvest
helps enhance neighborly friendships. Because of such activities, the area was selected in
2013 by the Seoul Metropolitan Government as an Outstanding Village.

However, due to the promotion of the village’s programs like the village pyeongsang,
communal garden and library to other districts, the frequent interviews and visits to
resident homes are a source of growing discomfort for the residents. If this community
were to state its vision as well as its concerns for the future, it would be the maintenance
of a harmonious and sustainable community in which all members are friendly with one
another and can share in the small joys of everyday life.
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Hope
Sarangbang

To go to JoongAng Heights Apartment, which is located in Geumcheon-gu’s Doksandong district, a visitor has to first enter Gwangmyeong, make a U-turn back out, and get off

… Members eventually decided on the 60 square meter space on the fourth floor of the administration building, which was full of exercise
equipment hardly ever used by the residents. After turning it into a resident sarangbang that doubled as a library, the group conducted
non-stop programs for residents for two years (2012~2013).

at the road next to the Geumcheongyo Bridge. Because it is between subway line 1 and the
Seobu Expressway, it is not a very accessible place. To walk to the nearest subway station, one

majority were mothers in their thirties and forties who had lived in the apartment for at

must go up a flight of stairs because there is no elevator. This makes it highly inconvenient

least 10 years. The common goal was to make facilities for apartment residents that were

for young mothers with strollers and senior citizens who have trouble walking. Despite the

not currently available through traditional channels like the culture center, district office or

logistical discomfort, there are many elderly couples and households consisting of three

local library.

generations, perhaps due to the apartment’s quiet surroundings. Compared to a nearby

The members eventually decided on the 60 square meter space on the fourth floor of

apartment complex that has well over 1,000 households with about 200 residents over

the administration building, which was full of exercise equipment hardly ever used by

65 years of age, Joongang Heights has a much larger proportion of elderly residents (180

residents. After turning this space into a resident sarangbang that also served as a library,

people, 553 households).

they continuously conducted programs for local residents for a two-year period (2012~2013),

A village enterprise program begun in September 2012, the Hope Sarangbang has since

including communal childcare for infants and toddlers, various hands-on programs for

been the subject of many field trips and TV broadcasts. The activities of Shin Mi-young and

kindergarten and elementary students, yoga, and chi meditation. In the fall of 2013, a

like-minded mothers for the past two years for Hope Sarangbang are enough to surprise

village festival was held to great fanfare, after which the apartment was selected as an

anyone, begging the question: “Why do it?”

Outstanding Village Community of Geumcheon-gu.

Status of Operations
Outline

After guaranteeing that the center would always
In September 2012, Shin Mi-young and three other

be cleaned up afterward, yoga classes began being conducted once a week for mothers,

mothers applied for the Village Enterprise Village Cultivation Program conducted by

children and senior citizens. The classes were welcomed by residents from the start, with

Geumcheon-gu Office under the title of “Real Hope”: this proved the start of their village

over 20 children participating. Based on this initial success, Real Hope decided that it

enterprise activities. The KRW 500,000 they received in funding at the time became the

wanted to expand its operations. It wanted to use the fourth floor of the administration

foundation for everything that happened afterwards.

building, which was mostly left idle and full of exercise equipment. It was at this stage

The gathering Real Hope began with approximately 20 mothers and residents. The
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that a call came from the Women and Childcare Department of Geumcheon-gu Office,
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notifying the group that they could be permitted to operate a childcare program by revising

possibility that if they just hold out their hand, someone will give help. Shin Mi-young

and supplementing an existing program offered by the district office. At first, Real Hope

knew very well that the many activities of Real Hope were only possible through the visible

was skeptical. Childcare was not its specialty, and there was also the question of safety

and invisible helping hands provided from many parts of the community.

precautions and how to afford the hiring of personnel. But after some discussion by the
mothers, the group decided to have a try at conducting the childcare program.
Before it had applied for the program, group members measured the rate of use of the
exercise equipment each day for one week. With just two to three people per week, the
figure was quite low. When the group decided to see how many residents approved of
transforming the space into a different facility, 20~30 signatures were collected almost
instantly. Considering how difficult it had been to obtain signatures for the eco-mileage
movement in the past, this showed how much residents had needed the change.
When a resident meeting was called to discuss changing the space’s function, 70~80
residents showed up. Of course, there were several who were against turning the exercise
room into a sarangbang/library, citing the lack of budget and low chance that the program
would be approved in the first place. After taking a vote, it turned out that most residents
were in favor of the space transformation.
Under the name “Children Growing Together,” Real Hope applied for authorization
for a childcare program, receiving a total of KRW 6.9 million in funding. The funds were
used to move the exercise equipment to the next room and conduct floor remodeling for the
library. With a slim budget that was not enough even for space renewal alone, the group
conducted various programs, including communal childcare and a parent’s group. This
was possible thanks to help from members of the community. The director of Geumcheongu Library even offered the equipment in its storage free of charge.
After procuring bookshelves in this manner, the group received offers of book donations
from local libraries and publishing houses. Resident contributions also ended up in
approximately 3,000 donated books. In most cases, people give up or are wary of the
… “Saturday Village School” operates five programs: ukulele, ecology classes, arts and crafts, guitar and rollerblading.
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Due to a chronic shortage of funds, the first winter was endured without f loor
reconstruction with only three electric heating blankets. With hands frozen by the cold
air, Real Hope members began to classify books. It was hard work carrying books and
other heavy items up four flights of stairs, often resulting in pulled ligaments. Because it is
unattached to any other building, the winter wind blowing around all four of its walls made
the indoor environment icy cold. Shin even took her middle school-aged son to purchase
wallpaper to keep out the cold. After a harrowing 2012, the group devised its business plan
for 2013, a difficult task which required Real Hope to predict a year’s worth of activities
after just two~three months of experience. After submitting a list of everything they
wanted to do, the group received KRW 30 million in funding.
Real Hope operated programs on a daily basis for all residents, from one year-old infants
to senior citizens. Together with the childcare program, there was also the Saturday
Village School and parent community. It published a regular village newsletter, conducted
flea markets, and held village banquets. For the operation of the sarangbang, a part-time
employee was hired for the morning while the 20 mothers took turns working in the
afternoon, a system that continues today. For the Saturday Village School, many mothers
volunteered to take turns serving as the assistant teacher, whose job is to make sure the
children have brought their class supplies and come and go safely. By also working on
Sundays to write program reports and balance accounts, the members of Real Hope
sacrificed a year’s worth of weekends. Everyone was exhausted but nevertheless reassured
by the satisfaction of the children in the programs.
The Saturday Village School began with five programs: ukulele, ecology class, arts
and crafts, guitar and rollerblading. The most popular of these programs was the ecology

… Adult residents enjoy the yoga classes, while the ecology class is popular with children.

class. Through trips to Anyang Stream and hearing lessons about the trees and plants
growing near the apartment complex, children became more interested in their immediate
surroundings.
At first, because it was a childcare program sponsored by the Women and Childcare
Department, most programs offered were for mothers and their children. Real Hope
decided to create more programs that could encompass all residents, starting with the idea
of healing programs like chi meditation. It first held a trial run to gauge resident reaction. A
chi meditation class was held for two weeks beginning in late August (three times per week,
six classes total). Beginning at 7:30 pm, 70 residents took part in chi exercises conducted

in an empty lot of the apartment complex. Based on the highly positive response of the
residents, Real Hope wrote up a business plan and submitted it to Geumcheon-gu Office.
With KRW 1.5 million in funds, Real Hope operated several healing programs until
November (chi meditation, yoga, healing tea time). These were soon followed by a knitting
club created by the residents.

Major Characteristics and Implications
Three moms

The three

<Status and problems as seen through the 2013 business plan>
A) A fitness club on fourth floor of administration building,
which had rarely been used by residents, moved to different
location and replaced by a childcare facility.
- Operational hours: 10:00 am~5:00 pm.
- From 10:00 am to 10:00 pm, childcare is the major
activity, conducted with the aim of improving expertise in
infant and toddler care. In addition to volunteers, there is
a professional childcare teacher always on hand. About
10 infants (including caretakers) use the facility each day.
Instead of having one permanent teacher responsible for
all the children, mothers usually look after one another’s
children to help out, making friends in the process.
- From 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm, a volunteer worker (member
of Hope Childcare) looks after the lower elementary school
children and kindergarten children who come after school.
Reading is encouraged, with the library collection of 3,000
books. In December, when programs are conducted in
earnest, there are so many children that there is never
enough space. Double-income parents, who leave
their children at the library on weekdays, often express
the desire to help out with community service on the
weekends.
B) By operating children’s programs (e.g., wall game, yoga,
Wednesday book club), the facility provides educational
support in addition to childcare. Program capacity is always
filled up quickly.
C) When childcare service ends at 5:00pm, classes like
portable yoga, adult yoga, and guitar for middle schoolers
are conducted to encompass a wider variety of residents
and encourage even families who do not have lower
elementary students or infants who need to be taken care
of to take an interest in the childcare program. Contributes
to the formation of a community in which children of various

families grow up together.
D) Revitalize resident exchange, which was virtually nonexistent, through the apartment online cafe (more replies
on the Internet café for the one month (December) that the
childcare service was operated than the total number of
replies for the past 3~4 years).
E) Village newsletter resulted in participation by not
only Hope Childcare members but children as well. By
encouraging all residents to be interested in community
affairs, participation levels will hopefully increase with time.
F) Interest and cooperation by all members of local society.
- Located in a semi-industrial district, there are more plants
and office buildings near the apartment complex than
there are for other apartments. Because of this, many
residents mistakenly believed that such an environment
was detrimental to local development. However, thanks
to the presence of these businesses, local publishing
houses provide books, toy plants provide wooden toys
for infants, and wallpaper plants donate maps and other
everyday items. Print shops produce promotional leaflets
at a discount. Such help not only is good for the childcare
program but allows residents to have a sense of belonging
to a larger community outside of the apartment complex.
- The childcare program is currently operating smoothly
thanks to assistance from public organizations, including
the Geumcheon Library. Doksan 1-dong Office, and
Geumcheon-gu Office. Such interest on the part of public
organizations relieves the sense of defeatism felt by the
residents about living in an undeveloped area and gives
them confidence that the area has the potential for future
development.

moms who led this program from the beginning were the driving force that made the

easy task to operate a village enterprise, the satisfaction of the children and the fun of living

impossible possible and something out of nothing. One mother was active in the Wives’

in cooperation with one’s neighbors made the members of Real Hope want to do more. The

Association while another was in charge of accounting and Shin Mi-young was in

mothers began to offer their talents for the benefit of the community. With ribbon art, doll

charge of communication and liaisons with external organizations. These three women

making, bead art, and organic soap making currently available, Real Hope expects more

formed a group without prior friendship connections, their three different roles ending up

classes to be offered in the future that enrich the lives of the apartment residents.

supplementing one another well. Today, the three have grown into 20. Real Hope meets

Once a year, the members of Real Hope go on a workshop to relieve the physical and

once a month to discuss program status and share information, dividing up the work into

mental stress of conducting programs non-stop all year round. They engage in rural

individual roles.

lifestyle experiences, visit Independence Hall, or go on a winter trip to Daegwanryeong.

It was the solidarity of the mothers that made everything possible. Although it was no
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Of course, the workshops are not all fun and games. When 20 women go on the move with
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their children, it is always a hassle, having to make bus arrangements, make sure there are

Knowing that the senior citizen center was itself on a tight budget, everyone was deeply

enough snacks for the children, etc. Nevertheless, members always look forward to the

moved by the help offered.

workshop.

The remaining KRW 400,000 was paid for by the Resident Representative Association.
The help provided by the elderly residents and the resident association was largely due to

Anything is possible with help from the community

the relationship of trust that the Real Hope mothers had built up with the community. The

Real Hope did everything that they had wanted to do. They even took over the village

first Real Hope president had been a member of the senior citizen center, who later became

banquet, which had been operated by the Women’s Association until three years ago. Once

president of the center and remained as an advisor to Real Hope. Shin Mi-young is Real

relationships begin to form within a community, there is bound to be a festival. Although

Hope’s second president.

it was difficult to settle on a date, as well as receive confirmation from the Resident

Many think that it is easy to operate community programs in an apartment complex, but

Representative Association for funding, preparations were completed within two days.

this is not always the case. Had the only participants been young mothers, there would have

The festival was a great success, with over 300 households participating. In community

been a significant amount of opposition.

work, it is no fun when certain individuals do all the planning and others only participate
without helping out. It is much better when everyone pitches in to make the event possible

The importance of space

With a space of their own, a

and fun. Of course, an event devoid of prior planning can be disastrous. Residents and

multitude of possibilities have been turned into reality. In addition to the regular programs,

children who wanted to perform on the stage were registered beforehand, with room for

there were movie nights and overnight hands-on programs for the children. The children

more participants to sign up on the day of the festival. Enough food was prepared to ensure

were delighted by the new activities, which had the effect of providing lasting memories for

that every resident could eat their fill. Having purchased ingredients for tteokbokki at dawn

the children and greatly reducing the constant fighting. Neighborhood children became

at Yeongdeungpo Market, a friend who owned a tteokbokki store was hired for the day,

members of one big family.

resulting in a plentiful and delicious feast.

Because the yoga instructor cannot come every evening, there is an early morning class

With help from an acquaintance in the printing business, food coupons were made and

once a week. If someone who usually comes to class does not show up, a call is immediately

distributed to each household. The remaining food expenses were paid for individually.

made, after which the individual (who in most cases had forgotten about class that day) hurries

With the sumptuous and successful hosting of the festival with KRW 3 million (KRW 1.5

to class from home in slippers. Compared to the effort it takes to go to the welfare center or

million provided by the Resident Representative Association, KRW 1.5 million from the program

culture center (e.g., have to go by car, weather), residents greatly prefer and appreciate the ease

budget), residents could not stop complimenting Real Hope for doing such a good job in just

of participating in community activities. This is the nature of a true community.

two days with such a slim budget.

In 2013, Geumcheon-gu received the excellence award in an evaluation of local

After settling accounts after the festival was over, it turned out that Real Hope was

government village communities in Seoul. For the presentation of outstanding cases, the

KRW 800,000 short. Upon hearing the news, the president of the senior citizen center

Geumcheon-gu representative was Shin Mi-young. On the day of the presentation, Shin

offered KRW 200,000 out of pocket and promised another KRW 200,000 from the center.

brought along 15 members of the senior citizen center. After singing one song together on
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stage at the end, the elderly residents were treated to a meal after a tour of Seoul City Hall.
The senior citizens loved the experience, saying that it was exciting to meet the mayor and
see City Hall.

Goals and Vision
Because 2013 was spent doing what members
wanted to do, it was an extremely busy and exhausting year. Real Hope is currently busy
writing up their business plan for 2014. In 2014, the group is planning to focus on what they
do well and commission the rest to others more talented in order to take on less work than
in 2013.
When asked, “Why do you do community work?” Shin always gives the following
answer.
“I have very fond memories of the corridor-style apartment building where I lived
before moving here. In the summer, everyone kept their doors open, while people shared
buchimgae on rainy days. You could go next door to borrow an egg when you didn’t have
any and always shared leftover food with your neighbors. That’s the way I live here, too.
I take my neighbor some of my freshly-made kimchi or gingko nuts that I just picked. We
know one another’s children and where the elderly residents live. People always say hello to
one another. That’s why I keep doing what I do – because I love living this way.”
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Yeongdeungpo
-gu

Village
Public Art

artists had little opportunity to interact with residents. Artists and residents had little in
common in terms of lifestyle compounded by the fact that they had few if any chances to

Mullae-dong, “Korea’s first steel seller,” was a steel production complex in the 1960s during
the industrialization boom. However, after the IMF financial crisis of the mid-1990s, it went
into decline. Ten years later, beginning in the mid-2000s, artists seeking cheap studios began

meet. The masons at the Mullae-dong steelworks and the artists were on friendly terms,
having occasional samgyeopsal parties. But apartment residents had little interest in this
relationship.

to fill up the spaces left by the steel companies. On the opposite side of Mullae-dong, a highrise apartment complex settled in, turning the neighborhood into a large residential area.
These apartment buildings surround the old ironworks and the artists’ community like a
folding screen, marking the beginning of an unusual cohabitation paradigm.

Status of Operations
A neighborhood friend suggested to Ahn that he
also try the “Younghee Village Community Program” in addition to making his robot
installation. The program, the name being an abbreviation of the Korean for “Hope Village
of Yeongdeungpo-gu,” was a village community program held by the local government.

Outline

The friend who suggested Ahn’s involvement in the program turned out to be the president
Sculptor Ahn Kyung-jin moved into his Mullae-dong

of Maulnet. In this way, Ahn came to meet the residents of his community.

studio in 2009. In the process of searching for a place where he could work quietly but

In the process of meeting with residents, Ahn paid more attention to developing a

not in complete isolation, he came to Mullae-dong, where rent was famously cheap and

method of coexistence with local society than through his installation. He wanted to

many of his friends and colleagues had already gone. After five years in Mullae-dong, Ahn

make a program that would bring together steelworkers, artists and residents. After

decided that he wanted to leave a trace of his activities as an artist in Mullae-dong before

some deliberation, he gathered materials easily found in the Mullae-dong steelworks for

moving to a studio in a different district.

a program in which fathers and their children could make mini-robots and sculptures

“I am a sculptor by trade and so wanted to sculpt something that would make me proud

together. In September 2013, Ahn began the “Together Public Art Project.” Together with

and leave a trace of myself in the neighborhood. That’s how I planned to make a robot

Mullae-dong artists, fathers and their children would come every Saturday to design and

installation.”

work on robots. The 20 residents who ended up making mini-robots and sculptures that

Mullae-dong is currently the home of approximately 200 artists in a variety of genres,

represented their community quickly became friends.

including drama, dance, sculpture, painting and design. Among the media companies and

As can be noted from Ahn’s comment that the fathers had more fun than the children,

people who enjoy traveling to eccentric parts of Seoul, Mullae-dong is already famous as

most participants did not know one another even though they lived in the same apartment

an “artist’s village,” “art community,” “creative community,” and “wall painting village.”

complex and only became friends through the art project. The mini-robots were displayed

However, the local government’s village community support team was concerned that

to the community at an exhibition held in the village book café and the village expo.
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Residents showed a great deal of interest in the exhibition, asking when there would be
another opportunity to make robots.
In addition to the Together Public Art Project, Mullae-dong conducts a variety of
village activities on a daily basis as part of the Younghee Village Community Program.
For example, the Village Garden Program is the story of people who tend the land in the
only district of Seoul that is not mountainous. The Mullae-dong Cotton Flower Village
Project has been conducted since 2009 to bring together the residents of Mullae-dong,
which was formerly divided into Mullae 1 and 2-dong. The Mullae Alley Alpine Club
and the samgyeopsal parties represent the 10-year history of coexistence of the steelworks
and artists. The parent community, village art studio, and village media programs have
also been instrumental in creating a sense of community and harmony with the Seoul
Municipal Village Community Program.

Mullae-dong Village Community Programs

3) Village art studio program

1) Village garden

- A garden in the middle of Mullae-dong’s apartment
complexes that utilizes idle lots of Yeongdeungpo-gu.
Aims to expand the popularity of eco-friendly urban
farming and provide an opportunity for residents to form
a community.
- C onsists of various forms of community program
created since April 2013 through open applications
(family community team, Dadoongi community team,
silver garden for senior citizens and children, communal
cultivation team).
- C urrently operated through a Garden Operating
Committee with its own regulations. Contributes
to forming a village community by inviting not only
residents who cultivate the garden but other residents
to cooking parties, overnight family camping trips, flea
markets, and garden tours.
2) Mullae-dong cotton flower village

- T he neighborhood of the individual (Mullae) who
brought in the first cotton seeds to Korea, the cotton
spinning wheel was also named after Mullae. Utilizes
connection with the cotton plant as a medium for
resident communication.
- Conducts programs through the Cotton Village Team.
Opened a Mullae Cotton Village Experience Center on
the third floor of the resident association building and
conducts the Cotton Village Festival.

- Conducts the One Culture Art Program for Mullae-dong
residents. Community-building through artistic activity
decided on and planned by the residents themselves.
- O perates (public-private cooperation) Village Art
Studio and resident-operated Mullae Art Handicrafts.
- Public-private cooperation: An art sharing program
jointly conducted with parents of Daeyoung Elementary
School Arts & Crafts Club and members of the Senior
Citizen Center. Creates and funds small community
gatherings for the purpose of sharing and experiencing
art together.
- Resident-operated: An open space that connects the
needs of people who want to teach and those who want
to learn. Residents decide on instructor fees and tuition
fees for themselves. Made up of various groups (e.g.,
using recycled everyday items).
4) Parent community & midtown

- A gathering of parents who had the common goal of
creating a safe place in the community for local children
to stay. Parents contribute funds to make a communal
childcare daycare center.
- T hrough bimonthly meetings, parents study the
principles of communal childcare and prepare to build
the daycare center (cultural activities that everyone
wants to do, e.g., family outings, field trips to other
communal childcare facilities, sand castle building).

Major Characteristics and Implications
What Ahn felt during his five
years in Mullae-dong is the fact that there is an invisible wall between the steelworks
path and the residents. His observation that apartment residents are not interested in the
steelworks or the artists is an accurate one; although Mullae-dong looks special and unique
… To highlight the local character unique to Mullae-dong, a program was developed for fathers and children to make mini-robots together.
Sculptor Ahn Kyung-jin (top right).
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to outsiders, it is largely ignored by its own residents. What Ahn is most satisfied about
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after the robot project is that the people who used to avoid the steelworks path learned to
work together to grind steel, try welding, and work with steel powder. Today, they all now
enjoy going past the steelworks.

art,” in which the artwork is produced through participation by the residents.
Engagement in such “community art” through the voluntary involvement of residents
with the community continues to play a significant role in strengthening community ties.

While going from place to place for pieces of steel to make their robot, parents and their
children naturally came into contact with other residents. People who did not know each
other at all are now on such good terms that they give one another things that they would
normal sell for a profit. Perhaps this is the start of all “true” communities: taking a second

Goals and Vision

look at things that I already have and sharing them with others.
The phenomenon of an artist entering a certain region and “giving back” to the
community through his or her artistic ability to install artwork throughout the community,
make wall paintings and beautify the neighborhood is one that can easily
be seen in many other districts. Going beyond an interest
in public art that involves local decorations and the use of
locally-produced artwork, Mullae-dong is practicing “community

Ever since he began the robot building project
with residents, Ahn’s plan to move out of Mullae-dong has been put off for an indefinite
period. He believes that he cannot help but continue his relationship with Mullae-dong
until a second Ahn Kyung-jin emerges. While noting that, “I like making things myself,
but it’s hard to explain it to children and to adults,” Ahn also adds that one of the biggest
merits of the work is that he can finally meet with the residents of a place he has lived in
for a long time. However, it is uncertain how much longer such efforts can be maintained.
Although it would be best if a resident takes the initiative to contact people and create
a new gathering, this reduces the time that can be spent on one’s own work: a difficult
compromise to accept. The individuals who are ready and available to provide assistance
for such difficulties are the employees of Yeongdeungpo-gu Office’s local administration
department. The employees, who say with a smile that they go on frequent “business trips”
to talk to as many residents as possible, are busy listening to what residents have to say
during the day and doing paperwork by night. Nevertheless, like Ahn, they are happy that
they can provide help for other people.
“I am always thankful for their enthusiastic help from the administrative side.”
“We are grateful that someone works so hard for the community even at the expense of
reducing the time for his own work. We are always sorry to bother him so much.” The sight
of Ahn and the Yeongdeungpo-gu Office employees giving one another the credit for the

… After starting the robot making project, the fathers have become friends. Today, the steelworks, artists and local residents all happily
take part in village activities.
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community is a rare and interesting one.
Mullae-dong is the home of the Younghee Village Community Program. The
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Dongjak-gu

Dongjak
FM Radio
… Mullae-dong is the home of the Younghee Village
Community Program.

administrative side is always concerned that it is difficult to expect residents to continue
participating in community programs. However, perhaps it is the concerns and support of
the administrative side that enables the maintenance of Mullae-dong’s programs. Like the
title “A strange combination of steelworks masons, artists and residents,” we can only hope
that Mullae-dong continues to ring with the sounds of banging steel, residents greeting one
another on the street, and the sounds of the art studios.
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station that almost literally sucks listeners into what it has to say?

“Good morning, listeners of Dongjak FM! It is time for a daughter who insists she’s already
done with adolescence and a mother who insists she has not yet started menopause to share
our stories about everyday life.”

Outline
If you walk about 10 minutes from Noryangjin Station,

Dongjak FM’s “Mother Daughter Gossip” is a program broadcast every Tuesday and

you will see the aging Dongjak-gu Office building just across the street. The houses

includes a conversation between a (self-defined) tough mom and somewhat gruff daughter

grouped tightly together along the nearby narrow alley make up the famous Noryangjin

on their perspectives on everyday life issues. The middle-aged mother of well over 40 and

“goshichon” (district of Noryangjin consisting of hakwon and study rooms for people

her teenage daughter meet with listeners once a week with a wide variety of interesting

studying for various occupation-related exams). Dongjak FM is located in the basement of

conversation topics.

a two-story building along this alley. It is a wide-open space of 30 square meters that does

The husband-wife duo “Cheap Coffee” presents listeners with satires and comedic

not even have soundproof recording facilities like most radio stations. Instead, there is only

interpretations of current events as well as the latest community news from a local

a long table that can seat many people, a recording device, and a microphone. The simple

perspective.

furnishings belie the flurry of activity handled by this small radio station, where a diverse

“On the line now is the head of the Resident Participation Budget Department of _____
Office. Hello…?”

variety of programs are broadcast from Monday thru Friday each by different resident DJs
for the entire Dongjak-gu area. The programs provide Dongjak-gu residents with stories

Cheap Coffee sometimes even conducts phone interviews of government employees in

about ordinary residents accumulated during the past week. With an increasing audience

charge of administrative issues that community residents are interested in, having questions

size, the hugely popular Dongjak FM is the fruit of the passion and efforts of many

answered on-the-spot.

individuals.

For one week, the dry cleaner’s owner waits while ironing, housewives wait while washing

Yang Seung-ryul, the CEO of Dongjak FM, has worked here since graduating from

dishes at home, and salarymen wait while working at the computer in anticipation of hearing

university in media-related projects. After trying to use the space with a friend to produce

these DJs. The fun of hearing news about someone I know, details of a community event that

documentaries, he began to use the space himself. Just when he had made up his mind

I enjoyed, my favorite singer and my own story through the voice of someone living in my

to use the room as a local broadcasting station in late May 2012, Yang learned about the

own community is a subtle but fulfilling joy.

“Woori Village Media Culture Class 1” from a local advertisement. He hurried to submit

The task of collecting material for next week’s broadcast and recording are done voluntarily

an application but was turned down due to his lack of a strong local network. Yang began

without monetary compensation. This is in a world that firmly believes that people do not

meeting with various local organizations, including the Seongdaegol Village School, People

work if there is no profit to be gained for themselves.

Who Make a Good World, and Gender Equality for Marriage Immigrants. He explained

There are no stories of TV celebrities and no famous DJs. So what is the magic of this radio
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to each organization the aim of the local community broadcasting station and asked for
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December 1, after which many people asked that the broadcasts continue. Out of the 10
graduates of the school, nine joined the radio broadcasting station.
The 10 graduates, consisting of full-time housewives, salaryman, and village activists,
became close friends. As a result of getting to know one another, they decided to give the
… Dongjak FM was born with the meeting of a youth who wanted
to do what he was good at and residents who had always wanted a
form of media that could convey community news.

their cooperation. Everyone he met voiced their dissatisfaction with the existing local
stations and expressed their support for what looked like a fresh and fun endeavor. Some
people took it upon themselves to publicize the community broadcasting station while
others offered their services.
When Yang met with difficulty in finding a proper location, the mothers of the
Seongdaegol Village School (a communal after-school childcare program) in Sangdo-dong
offered the use of their facilities on Wednesday evenings. Although all of the organizations
operated in the same district, there had been little opportunity for exchange among them.

radio broadcast a try. Thanks to the “power in numbers,” something that no one would
have attempted by himself or herself became possible. This soon led to discussions of
when to start broadcasting, resulting in the decision to use Yang’s studio and have seven
programs. On January 16, 2013, the first radio broadcast was held.
The response of residents to the first broadcast was enthusiastic. Many asked how to
participate and when the second class of the media culture school would begin. Encouraged
by the repeated requests of the residents, the second class of the media culture school began
in late January. After operating under two class times for eight weeks without a budget,
another morning class was created for housewives, after determining that housewives were
a mainstay of the community and at the center of the childcare activities.

Yang’s proposal for a broadcasting station itself served as a chance for community residents

As of mid-July this year, the third class of students is conducting a new program titled

and activists to get to know one another and meet often. As time passed and relationships

“Culture Talk Talk.” The 10-week training session is underway for the fourth class. After

accumulated, news began to circulate. It was the creation of a hub for people to interact.

the fourth class graduates, there will be a total of 35 community media personnel.
With the constant production of graduates of the media culture school, the radio station

Eventually, Dongjak FM was born with the meeting of a youth who wanted to do what

is becoming increasingly diverse in terms of featured programs. Beginning with the first

he was good at and residents who had always wanted a form of media that could convey

broadcast on January 16, the year came to a close after 46 weeks of broadcasting. The fact

community news.

that residents came up with program themes, wrote their own script and did recordings

In August 2012, media training began as an affiliated program of Woori Village Media

once a week every week is much more difficult than it sounds and most likely required

Culture School 2. Media training included everything from a basic understanding of

a great deal of commitment. Making time in one’s schedule for the local broadcasting

community broadcasting to media production methodology. Everything taught was

station voluntarily for something that has nothing to do with one’s occupation is impossible

centered on a practical perspective. Instructors were mostly recruited from Gwanak FM,

without a passion for the work being done.

which was a significant help for residents.

Yang Seung-ryul and the members of the radio broadcasting crew all say that what keeps

It was the power of inter-regional networks placed into effect. An awards ceremony

them going is the reaction of the residents and the speed at which the broadcasts connect

for the media school students and open broadcast were conducted for local residents on

the residents of the community together. Considering that all broadcasted content is
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produced, distributed and consumed by local residents, Dongjak FM is clearly fulfilling its

exhaustive research and preparation behind every broadcast. Each program broadcast is so

responsibility as a public media entity.

full of interesting facts that they could probably be made into a book. This program helps
many residents to see Dongjak-gu as not only a place of residence but to also take a real
interest in what happened there in the past.
Mother Daughter Gossip, which aired every Tuesday, recently came to a close after 24

Status of Operations

broadcasts, after the daughter became a high school senior. Conducted for one hour with
As a volunteer association, Dongjak FM is operated

and managed by a CEO. There are 25 members, all of whom are currently working in the
broadcasting side. Of them, 90 percent are graduates of the media culture school and 10
percent are listeners. Each week, 30 people take part in production work.
The radio broadcast schedule consists of eight regular programs that are broadcast from
Monday thru Friday. Currently, there are 150~200 listeners (average); anyone can enjoy
easy access to Dongjak FM by downloading the smartphone application. Because the app
makes it easy for listeners to re-hear programs that they missed, it is a radio station that is in
reality offered year-round.
The 15-week training program of Woori Village Media Culture School 1 and the
following training session that was conducted by the radio station itself aimed first and
foremost to cultivate resident DJs. The graduates of the first program played a major
role in leading Dongjak FM Season 1, which consisted of mostly single-DJ programs.
Accordingly, the graduates of the second training program were instrumental in the
operation of Dongjak FM Season 2. In Season 2, role division between the DJs, production
director and program guests became clearer, and each program developed a more distinct
character. The eight programs currently offered are being produced through the efforts of
the third training program. All of them are unique, from their titles to the composition and
even the voices of the program DJs.
“Legends and Nostalgia of Dongjak-gu” airs every Monday and discusses historical
events and figures related to the Dongjak-gu area. It is not easy to cover the limited history
of the neighborhood, but the fact that new stories are presented each week implies the
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three segments, the “Mom, why did you do that?” segment was about forgiveness and
reconciliation between mother and daughter in the format of the middle-aged DJ admitting
things that she had wanted to tell her mother. It was a particularly interesting segment
because it naturally brought attention to the relationship between a woman and her own
teenage daughter and allowed for reflection on whether or not the same mistakes of the past
were being repeated by the next generation. Mother and daughter brought not only their
own story but those of their friends gathered during the previous week, presenting them
in a way that is easy for listeners to identify with. It was a highly popular program that
included both laughter and tears.
Wednesday’s “Dongjak Sarangbang Gossip” fills in listeners on the news of the previous
week from all over Dongjak-gu. A program involving direct participation by any listener
with an interesting story, ranging from children to adults, it features two or three guests
each week.
“High Five 1040” is broadcast every Thursday. The purpose of the program is to
encourage closer communication between parents and children in their teens by providing
counseling for the children’s questions and concerns. Cheap Coffee, which is also broadcast
on Thursday, is much like a TV variety program. Conducted by a husband and wife DJ
duo (housewife and salaryman husband), the DJing of the program is both witty and smooth
due to the fact that the DJs know each other so well. There are comedy segments, phone

connections with neighborhood store owners to hear what they have to say, and song

ways. Firstly, Dongjak FM operates without the expensive equipment and recording studio

requests. It is one of Dongjak FM’s most popular programs.

space required by existing public radio stations. Also, it is highly convenient because it can
be accessed anytime through a free smartphone application.

In Friday’s “Culture Talk Talk” the DJ reads aloud books to listeners with a calm

Of course, there are difficulties as well. Because no one who works at Dongjak FM is a

and reassuring voice. It is the perfect program for people who are too busy to read on a

professional in the area of broadcasting and everyone has to do their work for the station in

daily basis and senior citizens who have poor eyesight. “Rediscovery of the Everyday,”

their free time, preparing for each week’s programs is always a battle. Sometimes interviews

which also airs on Friday, contains not only information about books, movies and tips on

are conducted without a question sheet made ahead of time. Also, unclear pronunciation

housework but also things going on in the community that residents should think more

and mistakes made while reading the script sometimes causes inconveniences to listeners.

about. It looks as if there will continue to be a constant wellspring of themes and stories to

But perhaps this is part of the endearing nature of community broadcasts: the mistakes, the

tell, including “energy cooperatives,” “For the Elderly of Milyang and the Future of Our

lack of professional elegance, the closeness to our everyday lives.

Children,” “Rediscovery of the Garden,” and “The Inconvenient Truth about Milk.”

There is also the advantage of such imperfections encouraging residents to participate

Currently, the fourth class is undergoing training. Contrary to the other graduated

in broadcasts by showing that it is acceptable to not have perfect elocution as long as you

classes, this class will be creating a resident radio reporter team. The goal is to create

have a story you want to tell your community: about your children’s education, money,

a complete system that includes all aspects of broadcasting, including broadcasting

or growing old . Also, by hearing about the events, people and spaces in one’s immediate

technique, scriptwriting and DJing as well as a truly locally-based program consisting of

surroundings, on the radio, one cannot help but become more interested in the community.

relevant and timely content. Its 35 media activists will plan and conduct programs full of

Through the weekday radio broadcasts, residents have begun to relate to one another’s

unique personality, with the shared passion of creating a better neighborhood for all. They

stories and realize that people’s lives are pretty much similar. Through the stories of people

will be creating a wider variety and increased number of opportunities for residents (the

I know or people my friends know, residents are comforted and reaffirmed by the fact that

heart of local “content”) to share their lives, interests and thoughts with the community.

other people have similar concerns. When residents happen to meet people whose stories
were broadcast on the radio, they feel a warm connection that is hard to find through
chance encounters with famous celebrities.
While listening to Legends and Nostalgia of Dongjak-gu, listeners learn about people

Major Characteristics and Implications

and places in history that they never knew before. After having learned their historical
Because Dong jak FM is a

backgrounds, even aspects of the community as simple as local bridges seem more special.

community radio station, it is operated differently from public radio stations in a number of

Hearing about useful information on educational and cultural opportunities in the region

• How to tune into Dongjak FMㆍ
ㆍ Search “Dongjak FM” on the mobile app Patppang ㆍ Homepage: www.dongjakfm.net
ㆍ Twitter: @dongjakfm ㆍ Facebook: www.facebook.com/dongjakfm
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is also helpful for residents. Above all, the fact that anyone living in Dongjak-gu, from
the very young to the very old, can come and share their stories on the air is what makes
this station a truly “community”-oriented radio station. As such, Dongjak FM has not

Dongjak-gu Dongjak FM Radio•177

only produced local content but has also connected people and places together through its

the miscellaneous tasks that did not fall directly under the jurisdiction of the employees in

various programs. It also takes on the role of strengthening community spirit amidst an

charge of the programs. But in the future, what we need the most is a stable profit-making

urban lifestyle that does not encourage taking an interest in one’s neighbors.

system. Even if residents participate voluntarily, we still need enough to cover our rent and

Seoul is currently taking baby steps in the process of making municipal programs that

hire personnel who can focus on radio work. Because we do not use advertisements and

support a community lifestyle, but its efforts are already beginning to make an impact.

there is a limit to the help that members can provide, we are in dire need of an alternative

The community radio station is clearly playing a central role in the creation of such a

strategy.”

community and making residents more aware of its importance. Needless to say, there were

For Dongjak FM to be able to continue, one of the most important tasks for next year

many hardships endured while Dongjak FM grew influential enough to seep into the lives

is the securing of permanent personnel. For a community broadcasting station to work,

of residents and produce over 30 media activists. But who is to say that these efforts did not

the passion of its residents as well as regional connections are vital. For this passion to

pay off in the end?

be utilized, and to make the broadcasting station sustainable, there needs to be full-time
permanent employees.
For community radio to grow roots in the community and become sustainable, an
Operating Committee will be created in January 2014. The monthly committee meeting

Goals and Future Vision

will be a place for discussing how to create a sustainable business model in a cooperative
When the graduates of the second media school

manner. However, there are concerns because there is no prior case of a successful

class joined the nine members of Season 1 to air the six programs, it was not easy because

community broadcasting station being sustained for a long time. Efforts will be made in

the two groups of graduates did not know each other well and did not have a firm basis for

various aspects, including participation in public projects, increasing the number of resident

connecting with one another. Surveys were distributed to each individual to get a better

memberships, expansion of media education, liaisons with local events, and technical and

idea of their interests, available working hours and who he or she preferred to work with.

program development. Media activists will also continue to be produced.

Based on survey results, the 21 members were paired up to create seven programs. This

“Our biggest problem right now is the sound copyright . There are so many cases of hard-

shows that not only was it difficult to produce programs in the early stages, but it was also

earned programs being taken off the air because of copyright issues. If you think about it,

not easy to get the media activists to work together and bring out their full potential.

the issue of having a basis for independence and the copyright issue are all closely linked to

Upon being asked what is necessary for a sustainable community radio station, Yang

the matter of the frequency. Community radio stations like Mapo FM or Gwanak FM sign

answered, “Until now, I worked nightly part-time jobs editing video footage and did all

a contract with the Copyright Association promising to pay a certain percentage of the
profits from sound fees . But because they are non-profit, they do not generate a profit and

… Having begun as a radio station, Dongjak FM’s dream is to become a small media center. It hopes to become an educational space
where people can learn to express themselves through videos, photos and radio and a place where a variety of village media is created.

therefore have no obligation to pay. However, organizations like us who are not fenced in
by any legal boundaries are different. As long as you have a frequency, the sound copyright
problem is easily taken care of. Also, it gives us authority and a degree of influence as a
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media channel, which makes it possible to produce local advertisements.”
As Yang points out, it is difficult to rely solely on private donations and the profits from

Gwanak-gu

educational activities and projects to sustain community radio. He firmly believes that
there must be public funding in order to guarantee the role played by community radio.
Having started as a radio station, Dongjak FM’s dream is to become a small media
center. It hopes to become an educational space where people can learn to express
themselves through video, photos and radio and a place where a variety of community
media is created. Dongjak FM has the potential to prove that a community broadcasting
station is not so much for those with a great deal of power as for anyone who is interested.
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Youth Hue Café
Gorae

Gorae provides a resting place allowing teenagers to freely come and go. It aims to
give teenagers who grew up in the area a place within the neighborhood to experience

On September 2008, Gwanak-gu’s Sillim 4-dong gained the title “Seoul’s third Sinsa-dong,”
following in the footsteps of Gangnam-gu and Eunpyeong-gu. Formerly one of Seoul’s most
famous daldongnae, Gwanak-gu underwent a redevelopment of its poorly constructed
buildings, in the 1990s. This changed the character of the area into a place with a high
concentration of apartment complexes.
Although nearly 20 years have passed since then, there are still many places in Gwanakgu that bear the scars of redevelopment. Those who were teenagers at the time were
particularly shocked by the dismantling and subsequent elimination of their neighborhoods.
In a place with a steep gap between rich and poor, few adults were properly equipped to
empathize with their concerns and help them grow up.
Today, many wandering groups of teenagers who have run away from home (called
“runaway fams”), and have no place else to go, gather at Sillim Station. News reports pointing
out the vulnerability of these unprotected teens to crime appear on television all too often.
There was clearly a need for a space other than expensive coffee shops and cigarette smokefilled PC bangs where teenagers could go to relax and socialize. This is how Hue Café Gorae
of Sinsa-dong was born.

community and a space to grow and communicate in a healthy way.
Gwanak Social Welfare (GSW), the organization that operates Hue Café Gorae, is a civic
group that has worked on solving the problem of welfare for the socially disadvantaged
in Gwanak-gu for 20 years. After creating the teen community service club “Sunshine”
in 1998, GSW has been meeting with local youth. The graduates of Sunshine went on to
create the young people’s club “Ozone.” Together, Sunshine and Ozone are making efforts
to find and solve local problems, including a food bank, mentoring for elementary school
students, and the Sunshine School for teens and children. The members of these two clubs
hope to create a space where teenagers and young people of Gwanak-gu can relax in peace.
“If we want to do something, we needed space,” said one high school student who was at
Hue Café Gorae on the day we visited.
The initial plans for the youth café were finalized in January 2012 by the Seoul
Metropolitan Government. Realizing that teenagers lacked a sense of community and
community involvement due to the increasingly harsh social environment of Seoul, the
city authorized the plan in hopes that the facility and its users became the central axis of
community interaction.
With Gwanak Social Welfare designated as the supervising institution, Gorae opened
its doors in December 2012. While preparing to open Gorae, teenagers made rounds of
the local schools and distributed survey questionnaires to find out what students usually
do after school and what they would prefer to do. Several local school teachers created an

Outline

advisory committee for Gorae, while the interior was designed entirely by the teens. While
On December 22, 2012, the youth café Hue Café

cafes normally base their interior design on expressing the café’s brand image, Hue Café

Gorae opened its doors. It is located a ten-minute walk from Exit 5 of Sillim Station. The

Gorae decided to focus on creating

café was designed and planned by Gwanak Social Welfare, which has dealt with youth-

a space that teenagers needed and

related problems in this area since 1998. Financial support was obtained after applying for

wanted.

the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s Village Community Program.
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themselves with no place to go. At this, local teenagers came up with the idea for Sunshine
Hue Café Gorae is operated by teen owners: there

are two permanent staff employees and six café “owners.” Operated from 10 am until 10
pm on weekdays, the café holds a variety of programs on the weekends. During school
hours, local residents sometimes rent out the cafe. Equipped with a small stage, sound
equipment and a beam projector, the café can stage mini-performances and have movie
screenings. Although the café is first and foremost for the teenagers, members hope that
local residents frequent the café often and that the presence of the entire community can
create diverse networks of all ages through the local community.

School, which gathers together elementary-aged children on Saturdays to share meals and
have fun playing games. The teens, who grew up in the same neighborhood as the children,
are well aware of the children’s favorite play areas. Relationships are also strengthened by
shared memories (good and bad) of the same teachers. Through the time spent together and
memories of a shared past, the children and youth of Sunshine School are becoming as
close as a family.
The senior citizen autobiography project was begun in 2011, before Hue Café Gorae was
founded. In the spirit of the saying, “When an old man (person) dies, a library burns to the
ground,” the project was begun by six teenagers. Although the project was temporarily

Programs operated by Hue Café Gorae.

● Sunshine School: a teen-operated weekend study center
● Youth Culture School and youth rural volunteer activities
● Humanities lectures for teens : fun and easy-to-understand lectures held on various subjects in the humanities every
Saturday for teens.
● Programs conducted jointly with local residents

- Village leadership training: leadership training for interested residents.
- Teen café “owner” meeting: gathering of the youth who operate the café.
- Wall painting in front of Hue Gorae Cafe: conducted together with the Seoul Parent’s Association and youth volunteers.
- Senior citizen autobiography club, nail art: autobiography writing and manicures for local senior citizens.
- (Saturday local fence program) Social enterprise training for teens: café rental and collecting applications from
prospective youth participants.

stalled when the founding members entered their senior year of high school and later
entered university, it was revived in 2013 when the members returned to Gorae. The
members re-started their work on making a book and will soon be holding a publication
party at Gorae with the local senior citizens.

Major Characteristics and Implications
A space for rest and

Of all the activities undertaken by Sunshine and Ozone, the Sunshine School is
particularly special. With the sudden start of having no school on Saturdays (Korean public
schools used to conduct morning classes on Saturdays), many children with busy parents found
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easily accessible by teenagers

Hue Café Gorae has been designed to serve as a

place for relaxation that is easily accessible by teens and deviates from the atmosphere of
most teen welfare facilities. As stated by Hyoseop (20), who comes to Gorae almost daily,

it is a place for teenagers to go and hang out when they have nowhere else to go. Hyoseop
began taking part in Sunshine in his second year of high school but temporarily quit while
preparing for the college entrance exam. While taking a rest after the entrance exam,
Gorae opened its doors. Ever since, Hyoseop has been going to Gorae almost every day for
meals and to plan fun activities with his friends.
Declaring that he likes this space where “there are no limits on what we can do and what
we can’t do,” Hyoseop says that the friends he meets there are like members of the family.

Increased opportunity for voluntary participation by
teens One of the things that makes Gorae unique is the direction of all aspects of the café,
from its spatial arrangement to day-to-day operations by teens. Teens have always had a

… Gorae was led by the work of teenagers, from its interior design to day-to-day operations.

central role in making all decisions about the café, which ended up strengthening their
sense of responsibility and commitment. This naturally makes it easier for teenagers to
continue using the cafe.

Major Characteristics and Implications
Lee Su-min, one of the operating
personnel of Hue Café Gorae, says that the café is wondering how to connect with the

Various types of spaces for communication linked

many local civic groups in Gwanak-gu. Because Gorae is primarily meant for teen

with local society The café also provides chances for teenagers to interact with adults

activities, it is not easy to find a way to cooperate harmoniously with adult organizations

through programs like village leadership training and social enterprise training. Also, by

on an equal footing. When Hue Café Gorae achieves the desired natural and balanced

participating in local events, the café is not set apart from the community but instead is

interaction with adult activists, Gwanak-gu will be the only district in Seoul in which

a place for residents to gather. A grassroots organization that has done community work

teenagers and adults work together to find and solve local problems.

and worked with resident-based movements for the socially disadvantaged for 20 years,

The café is also considering forming alliances with teens in other districts. The problem

Gwanak Social Welfare has created many volunteer groups for teenagers, college students,

of teenagers who have nowhere to go does not exist only in Gwanak-gu, with its scars from

women and office workers and has also actively engaged in counseling activities for local

urban redevelopment. Many other districts have the problem of teens committing suicide

low-income families. With its enthusiastic support of Hue Café Gorae, the number of

over disappointment at their grades, an unhappy school life due to bullying and having no

opportunities for teens to interact with the local society continues to increase.

opportunities to find out what they really want to do in life. Through more promotional
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efforts, Hue Café Gorae hopes to form alliances with other districts and play a central role
in inter-regional cooperation to create healthy opportunities for young people both inside
and outside Gwanak-gu. Through meeting the teens who come to the café, Lee Su-min has

Seocho-gu

learned that they have a multitude of concerns about school and friends. This is why she
hopes more than ever that Gorae can grow into a place where relaxation and meetings with
new friends always coexist.
During the interview, students in their school uniforms came into the café with the
question, “What are we doing today?” The students, upon entering a space made especially
for them, looked happy and confident. As suggested by its name (English word “go” and “rae,”
the Chinese character for “come”), the café will hopefully continue to be a place where teens

can freely come and go and grow into healthy adults in the process.
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Cafe 50:
Protecting Young
Peoples' Dreams for
a New Beginning!

in talent donation pooled together KRW 50 million for the deposit and agreed to operate
the café as a cooperative. Operations began with 34 people. As of December 2013, there are

One of the most important aspects of a village community program is a physical space
where people can meet. Whether to participate in community work or hold a simple
discussion among a few people, there has to be a place to assemble. These days, this function
is provided by the café, which has become an essential part of social culture. “Our Village
Café 50” (Café 50) is a place for young people who want to share their talents. The café’s
name often brings up questions, for which the reason is very simple: “50” is the number of
cooperative members who invested in the café in the beginning.
Café 50 is a place where people gather to socialize and share their talents and resources
rather than simply a place that makes a profit. It was begun by people who spent a lot of
time thinking about how to make the lives of young people better. The launching of a café,
of which most people think that there are already far too many, that is not a franchise or
the business activity of a conglomerate in the affluent Gangnam area may look naïve from
a purely business perspective. However, Café 50 is busily trailblazing its own path with its
unique features and the spirt of people who want to share. Gaining increasing popularity
through word of mouth, the café’s interior (designed to enhance emotional creativity) differs
from the “typical” Gangnam atmosphere and is what makes it more attractive to visitors. It
piques the curiosity as a gathering place of people who used to be preparing to move to the
countryside but are now interested in cultivating people’s hearts.

now 43 “owners” who run the café together.
Like most cafes, Café 50 is a place where people can go to buy a beverage, enjoy solitary
time or meet with people to socialize. What makes Café 50 different is that it also focuses
on people. From the entrance until the innermost part of the café, Café 50 is filled with
small items that have clearly been well-used. It feels more like visiting the home of an old
friend than a cafe. The purpose of the café was to become “a space in which people can
gather to interact and plan new activities.”
Café 50 is a place where the closeness of the relationships between people is far stronger
than the fragrance of coffee that usually characterizes a cafe. The idea of a café was decided
after everyone agreed that a café would be the most effective medium for encouraging
people to gather, share food together and create things for people to do. Through the café,
visitors experience the special warmth of human relationships that is derived from sharing
talents and resources, which all individuals have. Rather than simply selling café produce,
the café also serves as a space for emotional healing through the meeting of people who
want to share their thoughts and ideas.
Café 50, which takes great care to provide detailed explanations on everything it sells and
always extends a warm respect to its customers, is a living and breathing space that exudes
a positive energy about life. People (clientele, employees, local residents, etc.) are a major part
of any café, but the fact that Café 50 is a place where people go not only to drink coffee and
have food but to communicate and interact with one another is what sets this café apart
from most others.

Outline
Café 50, which began in April 2012, was created by
the members of a book club that was part of Our Village People (an organization that aims to
create a village community). In essence, 50 people who wanted to make a café that specializes
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Status of Operations
After beginning operations in 2012, through the

Seocho-gu Café 50: Protecting Young Peoples’ Dreams for a New Beginning!•191

“Kongal” currency Kongal, a form of currency issued only at
Café 50, can be used to purchase items sold by Café 50. Kongal is given to members upon
registration and can be used in many different ways.

… Café 50 is a place where the closeness of the relationships between people is much stronger than the fragrance of coffee that usually
characterizes a cafe.

• Night restaurant
Date and time: Every Friday, 19:30~

Method of operation: announcements are posted online. Participants may apply anytime.

shared convictions of its members, Café 50 did not enjoy smooth sailing. Compared to
professional coffee franchises that have systematic employee training and operational
expertise in the areas of interior design and, most importantly, the taste of the beverages
sold, Café 50 started out with virtually nothing. As a result, there were many trial-and-

Night restaurant is for gatherings to share food and one another’s stories.

The re-participation rate of talent donation participants is very high at over 40 percent. As such,

people who truly wish to share come together to create the unique atmosphere found only at Café
50. It is this spirit of sharing that forms the foundation of the cafe.

error incidents in the early stages. Nevertheless, as a result of never giving up and relying

• Talent donation program

on one another, Café 50 began to take on the identity of a social enterprise café. In fall

Participation fee: KRW 5,000 per program (one free beverage provided).

2013, it began commissioned operation of Changmun Café, a café in Bulgwang-dong that
specializes in creating jobs for youths, the fruit of the combined efforts of people working
together toward a common goal.

Held on a non-regular basis, a variety of programs are conducted that are based on sharing

individuals’ talents, including the Free Market, clubs, and educational activities. Publicity and

announcements are all posted online. After meetings, a brief summary of the meeting is posted
together with pictures.

Membership system Those who become members of Café 50,

Of the many programs operated at Café 50, the most popular is Night Restaurant. It is

upon paying a certain fee, receive a number of membership privileges, including discounts

a gathering where people share their experiences as well as one dish that the individual

on beverages and participation fees for talent donation programs, free rental of the mini-

is most confident about making. So far, the reaction has been overwhelmingly positive.

store, and discounts on products sold by 50 Bookstore. The membership system allows

There is also the talent donation program. Members who have talents they would like to

participants a variety of opportunities to take part in Café 50’s activities. Unlike the coupon

share with others give lectures for small groups of listeners. Participants only need to pay

system used by most cafes that provides one free beverage after all the stamps have been

KRW 5,000. Those who take the lectures are happy because they can apply for classes they

filled in, the membership system at Café 50 encourages active participation through a sense

are interested in without having to pay a large sum of money, while those who share their

of belonging and affiliation with the cafe.

talents feel the satisfaction of doing a service for the community. Those who are good at
Chinese or Spanish teach classes to those who want to learn these languages.
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In a world that thinks nothing of commercializing every human action, talent donators

Major Characteristics and Implications

enthusiastically share whatever they have, which is what members of a community do for
one another. For participants of the talent donation program, the happiness of voluntary
sharing is much greater than that of making a profit.

Café 50, which radiates a people
-centric atmosphere beginning at its entrance, is an unassuming and warm place. For

Of course, the operation of such programs does not translate into monetary profit that

young people experiencing emotional drought due to a lack of friends and members of a

can be used toward the operational expenses of the cafe. However, the programs as well

shared community, Café 50 is a place not just to enjoy what is served on the menu but a

as the people who participate in them are a latent driving force that supports the café’s

community gathering place where people can share and interact on a deeper level.

existence, an expression of Café 50’s commitment to social contribution.
CEO Cho Jung-hoon of Café 50 introduces it as “a space where people meet because they
want to. The most satisfying experience of this café is seeing people’s lives change, become

Like most local community cafes, Café 50 is not financially well-off. However, the eight
operating members and members of the cooperative are currently looking for effective ways
to improve this situation.

more stable, and people gaining hope for the future.”
Café 50, a gathering of people who want to share their positive and moving experiences
gained through other people, is constantly expanding the definition of “sharing.” At the
center of sharing what one has with another and using this to build up one another’s
independent futures is the concept of “people.”

Goals and Vision
The goal of Café 50 is to allow young people to

From a worldly perspective, the constituents of Café 50 look like they are under poor

make money while doing what they really want to do as well as become a gathering that

financial conditions and have too little ambition. The people who make up Café 50 are

engages in activities that have social significance. Its vision is to expand the relationships

each armed with values – made all the more valuable because they cannot be experienced

formed by people with the same philosophy of sharing and caring for other people.

with a worldly perspective – and have their sights set on achieving their goals in life despite
the difficulties and obstacles in their way.
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Café 50 hopes to become a place that increases the quality of life without high levels of
consumption. Having realized through experience that the values of good community
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spirit (e.g., sharing, caring for others, communication, trust, cooperation) can be achieved as long
as there is a conscious effort, Café 50 is constantly striving to operate a café that supports
its members. While maintaining the goal of making young people independent and helping

Songpa-gu

people to see beyond their own problems to do something meaningful for their society, the
café is currently developing a (village community) program that will show people how to live
fulfilling lives even with a small income and little expenditure.
Café 50, which aspires toward cultural richness within the community rather than
a market-based idea of success, is already a model for others as a café that promotes a
satisfying lifestyle of coexistence with modest financial resources.

Parkrio,
the Apartment
that Reads
-20 Minutes a Day,
Two Books a Month
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piquing the curiosity. Now more famous as a place of active interaction among residents
than as the largest complex in Korea, many come to Parkrio Apartment from all over the

The images that usually come to mind when thinking about apartment buildings is interfloor noise (noise pollution), lack of communication, absence of community spirit, and
conflict among neighbors. With the decrease in hallway-style apartment buildings and an

country to learn how they have managed to create such a community-based environment.
It is a village community with even more potential for the future than what its residents
have already achieved thus far.

increase in stairway buildings, even the little exchanges that did exist among residents have
largely disappeared. Residents who occasionally meet inside the elevator are always busy
keeping their distance because no one knows what their neighbors look like.

Status of Operations

Amidst the largely negative connotations of apartment communities fighting over trivial
issues and playgrounds remaining empty because children are too busy going to academy
after school, there is an apartment complex that has its own strong sense of community and
playgrounds that are always full of children’s laughter: Parkrio Apartment in Songpa-gu, the
largest apartment complex in Korea. Their story seems even more special because of the
presence of a thriving community inside a housing solution that is centered on individual
privacy.

As often reported on the news or social media,
there are always conflicts that occur within an apartment complex. Because Parkrio
Apartment is so large, the possibility for such problems to occur is even greater than in
other areas. Residents began to feel the need to prevent and solve these problems through
the revival of a resident community. The Women’s Association, Women’s Service
Corps and the Resident Representative Association began working together to revitalize
the apartment community. To invigorate a sense of community by utilizing Parkrio
Apartment’s many rest areas (e.g., playground, pavilions, etc.), the playground sharing
library, “Parkrio, the apartment that reads,” was formed.
While conducting Talent Hanmadang (a community revitalization program that was

Outline

begun by Songpa-gu) and Home Fashion DIY, Parkrio Apartment came across the
Built in 2008, Parkrio Apartment consists of a total

designated program idea contest being held by Seoul Metropolitan Government. The initial

area of 283,420,900 square meters and 6,864 households, a size that is nearly the equivalent

business plan it submitted was approved, allowing “Parkrio, the apartment that reads” to

of a small city. Playgrounds are always full of children even on cold days while the well-

become a reality.

cared for pathways within the apartment complex are lined with a lot more benches than
other apartments. It is also easy to see residents, with happy expressions on their faces,
walking around here and there in pairs.

Parkrio, an apartment that reads The debate over whether

The atmosphere of the apartment complex, which looked exactly like an apartment

children should be free to play outside or develop the habit to read from an early age is

advertisement on TV of an ideal lifestyle, seemed a bit strange while at the same time

a never-ending one in Korea. It seems almost impossible for a compromise to be made
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between the two options. Parents are always concerned that too much playing outside

idea that so many people would volunteer to contribute.”

leaves little time for reading, while too much emphasis on reading may prevent children

Residents brought books they wanted to donate to the nearest book drop, which members

from making friends and being physically active. However, Parkrio Apartment has

brought to four senior citizen centers within the apartment to begin classification work.

successfully killed both birds with one stone through the playground sharing library.

Due to the large size of the sharing library, many more books were able to fit than everyone

The library’s ground parking lot has several convenience stores for the adults and
playgrounds for the children. The library was regarded strangely at first because playground
sharing libraries are rarely found in apartment complexes but gradually gained the
acceptance of residents who realized the necessity of such a facility. Today, the library is
the pride of Parkrio Apartment. Children read on the bench while taking a break from play
and talk about what they are reading with friends. The benches are also useful for mothers
who bring their children to play.
With residents beginning to accept the purpose for the playground sharing library, it has

expected at first, ranging from children’s storybooks to adult books.
Residents took the initiative in every aspect of establishing the library, from installing
library facilities in 10 usable places within the apartment complex to collecting enough
books to fill the library. The library project, which was conducted entirely through book
donations, is the fruit of a joint effort. Had the project’s purpose merely been to create
something to show off to outsiders, it would have had only a short-term effect. However,
with the accumulation of various community activities, residents came to truly enjoy the
fun of living “together” with members of the community.

begun to find traction with the media. It today plays a leading role in spreading awareness
about playground sharing libraries throughout Songpa-gu.
Of course, a great deal of effort by the residents was required for such results. Yoon

Talent Hanmadang Talent Hanmadang is conducted through

Seong-rye, the Parkrio Women’s Association secretary, said, “While sitting at the bus

resident participation. After a successful hosting in 2012, the festival began being held on

stop waiting for the bus, I saw a public phone booth. When I went inside it, I found books

two fronts, beginning in 2013, as the illustrated poem exhibition and the Small Concert.

instead of a telephone. The books were probably left there by someone on purpose for

For about 12 days, 500 illustrated poems done by the residents were placed on display in

people to read while waiting. That’s when I realized, ‘We can do something like this!’”

the central pathway of the apartment complex. Entered works were done by everyone from

Based on the fact that there was not enough interaction among residents compared to
the good facilities inside the apartment complex, brainstorming began with the goal of

children to the elderly in categories such as poetry, painting, calligraphy, photography and
arts and crafts.

changing the playground, a place where many generations of residents come in contact with

Children, who were extremely satisfied with the fact that their creations were on display

one another because of their children. In the process of searching for a way to spend more

in the apartment, would wait for their fathers to come home in the evening to show them

time at the playground other than by having conversations about the children, residents

their work. They would also bring their grandparents. Children had fun finding drawings

decided to make a playground sharing library (an altered version of the sharing library).

done by their friends, while families took pictures with their neighbors in front of the

Work on the library began in earnest in May 2013 after the residents’ proposal was selected

drawings. The illustrated poem exhibition continues to gain popularity with each passing

for the “Programs for Community Revitalization in Multi-unit Dwellings.”

year.

“We received books entirely through donations by posting an announcement. We had no
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“While doing these activities, I realized how talented members of our community are.
This is how Talent Hanmadang came to include the concert as well.”
The Small Concert was also a resounding success, consisting of resident violin,
saxophone, vocal music and ballet performances. Applications for the Small Concert
were taken at the same time as artwork for the illustrated poem exhibition, of which there

※ Parkrio programs
Name of program

Contents

Chuseok Fun and Games

For Chuseok, the biggest Korean holiday, residents enjoy playing traditional
Chuseok games to strengthen community ties. Matches for the most popular
games are held through applications taken in advance.

Direct transaction agricultural produce
market (Yanggu-gun, Gangwondo)

A direct transaction market for agricultural produce was conducted in 2012 and
2013 jointly with the Yanggu County Office. It was an opportunity for residents
to purchase quality items at reasonable prices.

Energy conservation campaign

In accordance with nationwide movements for energy conservation, and to
alert apartment residents to the importance of this issue, energy conservation
classes were held as part of a community project together with campaigns for
maintaining a uniform room temperature, using cups and handkerchiefs rather
than disposable items, BMW (acronym of “Bike, Metro, Walk”), and conversion
of greenhouse gases saved through changed everyday habits. Classes
suggested ways for residents to save energy in their everyday lives.

Landscape architect certification
classes

Free lectures were held for those residents interested in gaining certification
as a landscape architect. Classes are popular not only for the content but for
having contributed to revitalizing the community by bringing residents closer
together.

were many more than expected at first. Residents sent in applications for solo, group
and instrument performances. Conducted at the Parkrio Culture Plaza, the concert was
composed of surprisingly high-quality feature performances, including a classical guitar
quartet, a vocal duet, saxophone solo performance and TV dance. This resulted in the
satisfaction of the resident audience.

DIY Home Fashion Because Parkrio has so many residents, it is
not difficult to find someone with a talent in a particular area. This is one of the advantages
of village communities in Seoul. Having discovered the presence of many talented
individuals through Talent Hanmadang, several who were good at DIY home fashion
began to teach classes for 20 interested residents (four times per month). The lecture fees
were donated to charity, making the activity even more meaningful. With the addition of
Chuseok Fun and Fame, a direct transaction agricultural produce market (with Yanggugun, Gangwondo), an energy conservation campaign, and free lectures on landscape

Major Characteristics and Implications

architecture certification, programs continue to be developed that meet the immediate
needs of residents.

“You can never hear laughter
at the playground these days. When we were children, you could hear children playing and
laughing in the playground well into the evening.”
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Most apartment complexes have playgrounds that largely remain empty, but this is not

as learn to think more independently. In addition, more multi-dimensional community

the case for Parkrio Apartment. A walk through the apartment complex will bring you in

programs continue to be developed, including a book report contest on the books read

contact not only with young mothers pushing strollers but grandparents walking with their

at the sharing library. Such attempts are part of the process of encouraging residents to

grandchildren and residents in groups of three or four talking amongst themselves on the

not be satisfied with existing programs but to use them as the springboard for further

benches.

development, developing closer ties with their neighbors and taking more interest in their

Furthermore, in contrast to the increasing tendency to dismantle playgrounds that are

immediate environment as well.

not used, the playgrounds in Parkrio Apartment are full of things that children would
find interesting because they are based on themes (e.g., boats, rock climbing). Therefore, a
playground is always bustling with children even when it is cold outside. This is always a
satisfying sight for the adults, who often meet at the Playground Sharing Library within the

Goals and Vision

apartment complex. One feels a sense of leisure in the residents, who think of the apartment
complex not merely as a place to live but where “life comes to life” by living as members of
a common community.
At first, the Playground Sharing Library was hard-pressed to obtain the understanding
and interest of residents. After the project was begun in earnest, there were difficulties

The efforts of Parkrio Apartment residents to
revitalize their community can also be seen on the bulletin boards installed throughout the
complex. The bulletin boards (one per dong) feature poems, favorite sayings and greeting
announcements posted by the residents. Some even have running jokes kept up by the
residents of that building.

in the construction process. However, when residents began to work together under the

“These days, we say hello to people we meet in the elevator. We encourage each other to

shared goal of revitalizing the community, the playground sharing library was successfully

participate in a certain event and introduce ourselves and say where we live. Because we see

completed.

each other face-to-face more often in this way, people begin to open up to one another. The

The library is clearly the pride of Parkrio Apartment. Now, residents are thinking about
how to operate it in a way that is beneficial to the community on an even broader level.

apartment, which used to be a closed space, is now becoming a more open one,” explains
Yoon.

“One day, a child who had come to the playground with his grandmother sat down on

The endless fountain of ideas, including talent donation and educational programs, the

a bench after playing for a while and the grandmother began to read. After a while, other

playground sharing library, and the bulletin boards, shows that Parkrio residents have

children began to gather round to listen to the grandmother reading from the storybook. It

invested significant effort, over a sustained period, to make their home a place for forming

was fun for the grandmother as well as the children. In this way, we can begin to discover

relationships with one another rather than simply a place to live. It was difficult, especially

where each child lives and learn one another’s faces.”

in the beginning, and there were many trial-and-error experiences along the way. But with

This is how the storytelling and book discussion class began. A program for apartment

interest from the residents and local society, residents began to feel satisfaction through

residents conducted jointly with the playground sharing library, the objective was to reduce

their work for the community and took on a sense of responsibility to create a more

the money spent on private tutoring while having the children make new friends as well

effective operating system.
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Parkrio Apartment won various awards for its playground sharing library over the past
few years, including the bronze award in the 2013 Songpa-gu Idea Contest, gold award in
the 2013 Excellent Example Contest for the Community Revitalization Program for Multi-

Gangdong-gu

Unit Dwellings, and being selected as a “model clean apartment complex.” Behind this
collection of awards are hard work and efforts to conduct a diverse range of programs.
“We’re just moms. We don’t have any planning skills. All we do is try out things that
we have seen or heard about before. Because we don’t have a lot of time, we try our best to
make use of what time we do have to accomplish what we can.”
These small efforts were the beginning of the change that has transformed Parkrio
Apartment. We can only hope that it continues to develop in a positive and meaningful
direction.

Stars Shining
on the Ground:

Shipjaseong Village
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have always been willing to work for their country as long as they are physically capable
of doing so. This is the same reason why the residents would like to become an “energy

For several years now, summer has indicated the start of an electric power shortage,
resulting in having power cut for the entire neighborhood or the entire apartment complex
for several hours. Having ridiculed those who purchase drinking water from abroad, we now
really do purchase our drinking water and in doing so have learned its value. The same is now
true for electricity: we now live in a world where we never know when a power outage will
occur.
Amidst a social atmosphere of nationwide energy conservation, including the “Reduce
by One Nuclear Plant Campaign,” there is a community that is doing its best to achieve a “0
won electricity bill” by all of its residents. This is Shipjaseong Village, a place where the spirit
of the residents - to take responsibility for the environment to be handed down to their
grandchildren - shines like a constellation at night.

independent village,” which addresses the global problems of environmental destruction
and climate change.
Residents say that they realized the seriousness of environmental pollution after seeing
news reports about the recent tsunamis and resulting nuclear accidents in Fukushima.
Right at this time, Shipjaseong Village learned about Seoul Metropolitan Government’s
Energy Independent Village Program, a part of the city’s Reduce by One Nuclear Plant
Campaign, which aims to make residents voluntarily save energy and increase energy
efficiency as well as minimize energy consumption in favor of new and renewable energy
production, thereby increasing the energy independence of their communities. After being
selected as an energy independent village in August 2012, Shipjaseong Village is currently
in its second year of vigorous activity. People now come from all over the city to visit this
community to learn from its accomplishments.
After being designated as an energy independent village, Shipjaseong Village proposed
to Gangdong-gu Office the creation of wall paintings about its new status rather than the
potentially resource-wasteful method of distributing promotional leaflets. With talent

Outline

donation from a non-profit organization, the wall in front of the Shipjaseong Village Hall
The 40 and 43 areas of Cheonho-dong in Seoul’s

Gangdong-gu district are the home to a special group of people. With 80 percent of the
community consisting of single-unit houses, Shipjaseong Village (Korean name for “Crux,”

was decorated with a wall painting inscribed with the phrase “Green Village, Shipjaseong
Village.” Even residents who had not known much about energy conservation before
became interested through this activity.

one of the 88 modern constellations) is a neighborhood that was created for veterans of the

Vietnam War. Among the approximately 1,000 residents, 46 households are Shipjaseong
members. As a result, community ties are stronger here than in most other neighborhoods
of Seoul.
Now, 40 years have passed and the residents with the same painful memories have lived
together as close as family. The production and shipment of sanitary items that was initially
begun for livelihood purposes reflects the conviction of Shipjaseong Village’s residents, who
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Shipjaseong Village agreed on creating a network of residents, activists and

8-9 pm. Committee members go from house to house, asking that residents cooperate

administrative organizations and made plans for various programs. Residents held

with turning the lights off. Of course, for cases in which this is not possible, residents are

meetings and created an Operating Committee, while Seoul Metropolitan Government

not unduly coerced. Residents of Shipjaseong Village are simply grateful for even one less

and the Gangdong-gu Office provided much-needed funding and administrative services.

electrical appliance in use. The Operating Committee also makes house visits to make an

Also, networks with technicians and private companies made its programs more specific

“energy diagnosis” to prevent electricity from being wasted.

and streamlined. Participating residents took classes on village leadership training and

Not only the Shipjaseong Village Hall but many aging buildings in the neighborhood

energy-related issues and even went on a field trip to Deungyong Village in Buan, North

have been fitted with doorframes that insulate the buildings from wind in the winter.

Jeolla Province, where they learned about solar power. As a result of such efforts, anyone

Also, the lighting in Shipjaseong Village has all been changed to LED bulbs, which greatly

who comes out of Gubeundari (Gangdong Community Center) Station (the closest station to

increases energy efficiency. As another part of such efforts, the village hall was completely

Shipjaseong Village) will see a wind power plant by the road, a solar panel on the wall of the

re-designed with an energy-saving theme and made into a space that local students and

nearby Home plus, and solar-powered LED streetlights. The community is taking on the

people from other districts can come to see and learn from. On one wall of the Shipjaseong

appearance of a truly energy independent village.

Village Hall is a large neighborhood map made with LED lights. Without having to
physically walk around the neighborhood, anyone can see which households have solar
panels and are participating in making buildings more energy-efficient; and the households,
public offices and companies that are practicing energy conservation by growing rooftop

Status of Operations

gardens.
“Do you use an electric rice cooker at home? Most

people keep the cord plugged in all day, which is actually a big waste of electricity. Keeping
the cooker on ‘warm’ is the same as running two refrigerators at the same time. What an
eye-opening comparison!”
As in the saying, “Many drops makes a shower,” President Noh Seong-nam of the
Operating Committee is an ardent supporter of the fact that accomplishing small things
first will lead an eventual significant accomplishment. He suggested that it was much better
to leave the rice cooker unplugged whenever possible and to reheat rice in the microwave
instead of keeping it constantly warmed in a rice cooker. He also hopes that people will use
power-saving multi tabs more often.
Shipjaseong Village is currently doing just that: starting with the small things first. On
the 22nd of each month, the neighborhood conducts a lights-out event for one hour from
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Shipjaseong Energy Conservation Center The Shipjaseong
Energy Conservation Center is the result of countless meetings on how to show other
people the ways in which residents are making efforts to conserve energy. Because
everyone has registered for the eco-mileage program, each household can see how much
electricity it uses each month. The residents met regularly to make graphs of their electricity
use levels but using the computer to make them was not an easy task due to the relatively
advanced age of most participants. The resulting idea was the sticker method. The graphs

… Shipjaseong Village aims to achieve an energy independence rate of at least 25%. In relation to this, the village is currently conducting
various energy-related programs, including the Energy Conservation Campaign, installation of solar power generators, and adoption of
LED lighting.

that completely fill up one wall of the PR facility make all residents proud of what they
have accomplished. These are also used to hold energy saving contests. It is always fun to

cultivating lettuce, peppers, tomatoes and many other vegetables. The fresh green color

compare energy levels with other households and engage in friendly competition for a good

not only makes the produce look more delicious but brings comfort to bodies and minds

cause.

exhausted by an urban lifestyle. These wide rooftop gardens create local foods that are
not only safe to eat but also help save energy by blocking the sun’s heat in the summer and
preventing indoor heat from escaping in the winter. In the summer, residents exhausted

Production of solar energy Shipjaseong Village aims to

by the constant heat sometimes gather on someone’s rooftop for barbeque parties, with

achieve an energy independence rate of at least 25%. Given this goal, energy conservation

vegetables from the rooftop gardens, or simply lie on the roof on wicker mats to admire the

and the installation of solar panels are essential. A walk through the neighborhood shows

night sky. As a medium for communication among residents, the rooftop gardens have the

that many households have some type of device on their roof that produces solar energy. In

effect of killing three birds with one stone.

the beginning of the year, only six households agreed to solar power. However, applications
for solar panel power generators were later submitted by 15 households, with six more
households joining in November to create a total of 21 solar powered households. As of

※ Seoul Garden Villa Programs

2013, 21 households are currently energy independent. The solar energy generator that is

Business name

installed to each of these houses has an interesting gauge on which the number decreases

Operation of Energy Experience Center

the more generated energy is used, which ends up saving a significant amount in electricity
Distributes solar energy producing
equipment to village residents.

fees.

Cultivation of rooftop gardens Shipjaseong Village has
another special feature: its rooftop garden. Each household has a rooftop garden for
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Contents
Oversees the Energy Experience Center accessible to outsiders for field trips,
operates facility for education/PR/hands-on experiences
• Installs devices that produce solar power for houses with good access to sunlight
to produce usable energy.
• Installation completed for 16 out of 46 member households (remaining five are for
non-member residents).

Operation of village
energy conservation center

- Publicizes electricity use rates for this year compared to previous years for all
village residents, which maximizes information exchange in energy conservation
and future energy conservation levels.

Energy consultations

- Visits made to each household to give instruction on how to prevent electricity
wastage and other methods for saving energy in the home.

Program for making village more
energy-efficient

• Change windows, doors and LED lights.
• Prevent outside winds from entering the home.
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Cultivation of Citizens’ Energy Awareness

Consistent resident training to change perception about energy, enhances pride in
the village’s energy independence and the desire to participate.

Rooftop garden program

• Having permanent gardens on the rooftop or backyard of homes not only helps
save the environment but also strengthens relationships among residents and
encourages the creation of a community spirit.
• Energy conservation through adjustment of summer and winter temperatures.
• Entire family takes part in harvesting fruit and vegetables.

Village lights-out event

Village festivals and events for residents

- Participating households turn off unused lights and reduce electricity use.
(Turns off all electrical devices excluding necessities –e.g., refrigerator.)
• Jeongwol Daeboreum village festival.
• Making vegetable bibimbap out of the harvest from gardens, samgyeopsal parties,
etc.
• “Turning off the Lights, Turning on the Stars” neighborhood festival.

involved. Through an agreement with a company that makes solar power generators, the
fee was reduced slightly, but the amount that would have to be paid by the household was
much greater than the subsidy provided. However, considering that this would make the
household able to take care of all of its energy needs with only solar power, the expense
was not so great especially when also considering that such efforts can help save the planet.
Furthermore, it was not only the village residents who installed this device but also the
community center, local school and daycare centers. This remains a good example of
genuine private-public cooperation.
Thanks to the households that began to use solar energy, residents were able to last the
summer without suffering a power crisis. In the past, residents were reluctant to turn on
air conditioners in the summer due to concerns about expensive electricity bills. However,

Major Characteristics and Implications

after switching to solar energy, residents are not only free from worrying about electricity
The production and use of

solar energy is still a rather strange concept to most residents, who doubt that selfsufficiency is possible with only solar energy. For them, the solar energy generators bring
to mind the image of an inept device that was popular in the past and of something that is
expensive but ineffective. The residents of Shipjaseong Village and Gangdong-gu Office
have made many joint efforts to change these negative perceptions about solar energy for
the better.
In order to promote solar energy and improve the general perception of it, village
residents have held three information sessions for residents on the advantages of solar
energy and LED lighting. In 2013, after the first session at the Jeongwol Daeboreum

bills but also have no more need to feel “sorry” for the environment and can spend their
summers in comfort.
This is not all. Due to such small acts, even residents who were not very interested at
first have now heard about the energy conservation movements. The general perception
about energy conservation is gradually changing. Also, the pride of residents in the
accomplishments of their village enhances solidarity among residents and creates a positive
community atmosphere that affects everyone. Through the everyday joy of sharing
vegetables harvested from one’s own garden with one’s neighbors, family relationships are
improved and act as the driving force for a neighborhood that is always happy and full of
vitality.

Festival, the second session was held for residents who had expressed interest in solar
energy. The third information session began to gain more widespread approval of the
residents.
Of the 21 households that had installed solar power generators by 2013, five of them were

Goals and Vision

neighborhood residents who were not part of Shipjaseong Village. For them, the foremost

Shipjaseong Village is currently taking steps to

problem that exceeded any concerns about the installation itself was most likely the expense

achieve its primary goal of expanding and spreading its urban energy independent village
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format to other districts. Its plan is to reduce energy by 5% each year. In order for this to
be possible, the streetlights and security lamps in Shipjaseong Village are being changed
to LED lights, while the village will continue to expand the use of solar power generators
by individual households. Based on Shipjaseong Village’s unique community spirit and
strong bonds among residents, if residents can voluntarily realize the problems of energy
consumption and willingly engage in energy saving and effectiveness enhancement
and production, good consequences will follow in no time. Also, for things like the
administrative duties that residents may have difficulty with, Gangdong-gu Office can
provide assistance. With the voluntary and proactive efforts of village residents to help
one another, the energy conservation program may quickly exceed the boundaries of
Shipjaseong Village to become a nationwide movement.
“If 2012 was about planning and 2013 was about acting on that plan, 2014 will be the first
year that we start to see concrete results.”
One problem that remains to be solved is the low participation level in efforts to conserve
energy. The village’s goal is to develop a field trip program on energy independence, based
on Shipjaseong Village, to attract the attention of more residents.
“When I meet with friends and acquaintances, everyone talks about the same thing.
Everyone is busy showing off his grandchildren. It got to the point that we decided to have
people pay a fine from now on if they talk about grandchildren. What can we do so that our
beautiful grandsons and granddaughters can live good lives as adults? We may not be able
to save the world, but we should at least try our best to hand down a world that is livable for
our descendants,” says Noh.
We can only hope that the hard-earned, made in good faith efforts of the residents of
Shipjaseong Village reap the positive results expected.
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